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I.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

This internal investigation report (“Report”) documents the investigation conducted to
review and analyze the actions taken by employees and political appointees of the Attorney
General of Texas (“AG”) and other individuals. This investigation is ongoing and reflects our
understanding of the facts that we have been able to determine at this point in time. We believe
that it is in the public’s best interest to not delay the release of these findings and we will continue
to investigate.
This Report evaluates allegations made by former political appointees in a criminal
complaint (and a related formal complaint made to the AG on or about September 30, 2020). These
allegations in turn arose out of two criminal complaints made by Nate Paul. The investigation
underlying this Report began on October 5, 2020, and this Report is limited to facts presented to
the AG related to events occurring before October 5, 2020, and any relevant information that
informs understanding around those facts (and subsequent interviews thereof), and inferences from
all such information. Any allegations that were not included in the above-mentioned formal
complaint or that have surfaced in the media after such date (in particular, the allegations made by
the plaintiffs in a pending lawsuit, Brickman et al. v. Office of Attorney General) are not addressed
in this Report. 1
The former political appointees that made the criminal complaint against Attorney General
Ken Paxton (“AG Paxton”) are Jeff Mateer, Ryan Bangert, Lacey Mase, Ryan Vassar, Mark
Penley, Blake Brickman, and Darren McCarty (“the Complainants”). See Exhibit 1, Letter from
the Complainants Disclosing Criminal Complaint. Their complaint contained four accusations:
that AG Paxton improperly: (1) issued an opinion regarding the State’s open records laws; (2)
intervened in the investigation of the Mitte Foundation; (3) issued an informal guidance document
regarding foreclosure sales; and (4) authorized attorney Brandon Cammack to act on behalf of the
State of Texas in a criminal case. Because the Complainants accused AG Paxton of bribery, this
investigation also examined whether these or any other acts relating to Nate Paul or his criminal
complaints were improperly influenced by a bribe or other illegal consideration.
This Report relies on facts rooted in documents, third-party interviews, and the application
of Texas law. A majority of the documents reviewed were located within the Office of the Attorney
General (“OAG”). The term “OAG” refers to the collective body of buildings, employees,
document systems, email systems, and files belonging to the AG. However, through the course of
this investigation, it was discovered that some of the Complainants operated in an unaccountable
manner by not documenting their actions, instructing subordinates not to document their actions,
dismissing other employees so that they could have secret meetings, deleting emails, and
potentially other acts taken to conceal behaviors, processes, and evidence. Therefore, it is
impossible to affirm that all documents, communications, emails, or evidence have been

Complainants memorialized their allegations against Ken Paxton in writing around September 30, 2020.
Several months later, a subset of the Complainants has made additional allegations in a lawsuit, which were
not included in their original September 30 written complaint. Since those allegations were not found within
OAG records (nor found within their September complaint), they are not addressed in this Report.

1
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discovered through this investigation. We reserve the right to update and modify this Report and
its conclusions, in the event that additional relevant documents or evidence are found.
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II.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Complainants’ allegations are either factually incorrect or legally deficient. 2 Review
of relevant documents and interviews, and based on the timeline and analysis laid out in this
Report, this investigation revealed the following:
•

AG Paxton’s actions were lawful, and consistent with his legal duties and prior actions taken
by Attorneys General of Texas. AG Paxton committed no crime.

•

The Complainants provided no evidence to OAG of a bribe, and likewise the investigation
otherwise uncovered no evidence of a quid pro quo relationship between Paul and AG Paxton.

•

The actions taken by AG Paxton in his official capacity or his authorized designees were
likewise proper pursuant to his legal obligations.

•

Contradictory to the claims made by the Complainants in their formal complaint, the following
actions by AG Paxton were indeed lawful:
o First Claim: The Open Records division issued a closed letter that made a determination
not to disclose information to the requestor (who was allegedly connected to Nate Paul) on
due process grounds. On two prior occasions involving Nate Paul’s interests, the Open
Records Division sided with the government agency against disclosing to Nate Paul (or his
attorney), consistent with the position taken by the United States Department of Justice’s
briefing.
o Second Claim: AG Paxton’s actions to intervene, investigate and mediate a possible
settlement regarding the Mitte Foundation were in keeping with past investigations into
that charity. Former Attorney General, and now Governor, Greg Abbott had previously
sued the Mitte Foundation, as the Mitte Foundation has a long history of bad acts and
scandals requiring government intervention and private litigation. AG Paxton’s
involvement is consistent with his predecessor and in line with his required duties and legal
obligations as Attorney General of Texas. Most relevant here, the position taken by the AG
in this litigation was adverse to Nate Paul and in support of a higher settlement amount to
be paid by Nate Paul to the Mitte Foundation, as opposed to the prospect of continued and
costly litigation that would disproportionately benefit the charity’s court-appointed
receiver and its lawyer.
o Third Claim: The informal guidance letter regarding foreclosure sales written by Bangert
was made in response to a request for disaster counsel advice from Texas Senator Bryan
Hughes during the height of the pandemic, and not for the benefit of Nate Paul.
o Fourth Claim: In connection with the two criminal referrals made by the Travis County
District Attorney’s Office (“TCDAO”) to OAG, AG Paxton (with input from Mateer)

As this investigation remains ongoing, this Report will be updated and supplemented as further
interviews are conducted and if any additional evidence is obtained.

2
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retained Brandon Cammack as outside counsel for OAG. Cammack legally and properly
exercised authority delegated to him by both AG Paxton and the TCDAO. Cammack was
designated as outside counsel for OAG by AG Paxton, and he was also knowingly
appointed as a Special Prosecutor by TCDAO. Texas law authorized Cammack to serve in
these two capacities simultaneously. 3 In particular, the following deficiencies with the
Complainants’ allegations are noted:


At the time the Complainants made their criminal complaint against AG Paxton, they
did not know that Cammack had been appointed outside counsel, nor did they know
that TCDAO had appointed him as a special prosecutor for both criminal referrals.
Without this knowledge, the Complainants incorrectly assumed that Cammack acted
illegally by taking various actions, though he was in fact authorized to take such
actions. This misunderstanding underlies several of the false allegations and
assumptions Complainants made in their complaint.



Likewise, though the Complainants said in their written criminal complaint that “staff
refused to approve the request to retain outside legal counsel to investigate the Travis
County complaint,” several Complainants participated in the process leading to
Cammack’s engagement. For example, then-First Assistant Attorney General Jeff
Mateer took part in interviewing candidates for outside counsel for this investigation,
including Cammack. Another Complainant, then-Deputy Attorney General Ryan
Vassar, drafted the outside counsel contract for Cammack, emailed it to the parties, and
approved the contract in DocuSign. Cammack’s engagement as outside counsel was
further recommended by then-General Counsel (and now Chief of Staff) Lesley French,
at the request of Vassar.



TCDAO, through First Assistant Mindy Montford and Director of Special Prosecutions
Don Clemmer, voluntarily and with full knowledge of what they were investigating
opened two different criminal investigations referenced herein as Referral #1 and
Referral #2. Referral #1 related to allegations regarding tampering by federal and state
officials of a government record (i.e., altering a search warrant after it was signed by a
federal magistrate). Referral #2 related to allegations of a conspiracy by private persons
and entities to foreclose properties owned by Nate Paul’s companies at fraudulently
lowered prices.



Material facts were unknown, ignored, and, in some cases, willfully obfuscated by the
Complainants. For example, the Complainants did not know about Referral #2, which
was material to the false assumptions within their criminal complaint. Referral #2
involved different potential defendants and different potential crimes than Referral #1.



TCDAO did not recuse themselves from either Referral #1 or Referral #2, and
therefore, under Texas law, TCDAO retained legal care, custody, and control of the
investigations.

This is not uncommon in Texas government. For example, a Department of Family and Protective
Services lawyer is sometimes deputized to be a Special Assistant Attorney General by OAG, and such
lawyer serves in both roles simultaneously.

3
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OAG could only “assist” TCDAO in their investigation because there had been no
recusal by TCDAO.



Cammack never personally appeared before a judge or before a grand jury in the
referrals he was working on, but he instead relied on TCDAO to have the subpoenas
issued.



TCDAO Chief of Public Integrity Unit Amy Meredith and her staff, including Bailey
Molnar, with the full knowledge and assistance of TCDAO Director of Special
Prosecutions Don Clemmer, were responsible for obtaining grand jury subpoenas and
maintained control of that process, from entering the subpoenas into DocuSign, setting
up the signature fields in DocuSign, communicating information and providing the
subpoenas to the judge presiding over the grand jury.



TCDAO knew what was being subpoenaed by Cammack (i.e., investigations into
Referral #1 and Referral #2) and, most importantly, held control over all decisions
regarding the subpoenas presented to the Court.



The claims against the potential defendants in Referral #1 and Referral #2 were never
ruled out, and questions remain as to whether a crime was committed in Referral #1
and Referral #2. The Complainants’ actions (and the media controversy that resulted)
likely created an untenable situation for Cammack to complete his investigation.



There is no evidence that Nate Paul committed any criminal act in filing either criminal
complaint. In fact, Paul followed the proper procedure of completing Travis County’s
complaint paperwork.



There is no evidence that Nate Paul attempted to bribe AG Paxton. The Complainants
attempt to use a campaign donation as proof of the bribe, however, Paul has made only
one campaign donation to AG Paxton in 2018 – not only well before the allegedly
improper actions taken by AG Paxton in 2020, but even before the FBI’s 2019 raid that
formed the gravamen of Nate Paul’s criminal complaints. By definition, this 2018
donation could not legally constitute a bribe, because neither Paul nor AG Paxton could
have known that the FBI would raid Paul’s house in 2019 and did not know the future
events that would occur after such raid had taken place. “In order to convict a briber,
the government must prove that the accused intended to bribe the official. Intending to
make a campaign contribution does not constitute bribery, even though many
contributors hope that the official will act favorably because of their contributions.” US
v. Tomblin, 46 F.3d 1369, 1379 (5th Cir. 1995). See also US v. Allen,10 F.3d 405, 411
(7th Cir. 1993) (“[A]ccepting a campaign contribution does not equal taking a bribe
unless the payment is made in exchange for an explicit promise to perform or not
perform an official act. Vague expectations of some future benefit should not be
sufficient to make a payment a bribe.”). Here not only was there no promise, but there
was not even a vague expectation of a future event taking place (i.e., the FBI executing
a sealed search warrant in the future).
7

•

As the investigation uncovered, it was in fact Vassar and Penley who violated Texas Code of
Criminal Procedure article 20.02(h). Furthermore, Penley misled Don Clemmer to obtain
copies of secret grand jury subpoenas for the unlawful purpose of providing those subpoenas
to a third party, namely Johnny Sutton.

•

Penley misled the 460th Criminal District Court Judge in a court filing by not disclosing that
Penley had, within his possession, a signed contract between AG Paxton and Cammack that
designated Cammack as outside counsel for OAG.

•

Vassar, upon notice that an investigation was being conducted into his actions, deleted a
government document and tampered with evidence (or attempted to tamper with evidence),
likely violating Texas Penal Code sections 37.09 and 37.10.

•

Former Director of Law Enforcement David Maxwell 4 instructed OAG forensic examiners
Erin Mitchell and Les St. James not to document their findings nor to log the search in any
official manner. This was a violation of OAG policy and best practices that could have
jeopardized their investigation. Additionally, Maxwell’s directions call into question the
sufficiency of any actions taken by the forensic examiners

•

It should be noted that the Complainants in many cases did not provide any information or
details of their complaints, or otherwise flatly refused to cooperate with requests to do so
(including by voluntarily providing government records in their possession, if any).

While Maxwell did not make a criminal complaint to the FBI on September 30, 2020, he is a plaintiff in
the pending lawsuit noted above and appeared to align with the Complainants as to the allegations made
against AG Paxton.
4
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III.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND: JUNE 2020 THROUGH OCTOBER 2, 2020

The chronological discussion that follows is based on dozens of witness interviews,
numerous exhibits, and other evidence gathered in the scope of this investigation. This chronology
includes brief legal discussions underlying relevant events as necessary for the sake of clarity.
The Attorney General of Texas at any time is responsible for approximately 37,000 active
cases and fulfilling numerous constitutional and statutory duties on behalf of the State of Texas.
To accomplish the goals of his job, the Attorney General of Texas employs approximately 4,200
employees to manage the caseload. Within the Executive leadership team, there are Deputy
Attorneys General responsible for specific divisions based on the type of case and activity. The
potential for the work of the AG to impact the lives and businesses of any individual Texan, in
more ways than one, is not unusual. See Exhibit 43, 73-Page List of Statutes Requiring or
Authorizing Action by the Attorney General.
A. Referral #1 and OAG Investigation
Nate Paul originally complained to AG Paxton about what Paul believed to be criminal
actions by federal and state officials against him. Paul’s first criminal complaint arose from a
dispute regarding the legality of actions taken by the FBI against Paul, particularly including search
warrants executed against Paul and his business, World Class Holdings. Paul contacted AG Paxton
and informed him of his concerns, asking AG Paxton to investigate Paul’s belief that he was the
victim of a crime by various federal and state officials. AG Paxton informed Paul that TCDAO,
not OAG, had the authority to initiate such an investigation, and that AG Paxton offered to
introduce Paul to TCDAO First Assistant District Attorney Mindy Montford.
A meeting was arranged with Montford, and she invited TCDAO Director of Special
Prosecutions Don Clemmer to the meeting with Paul. Paul had lunch with Montford and Clemmer,
where Paul discussed his criminal complaints. AG Paxton attended this meeting briefly, arriving
late and leaving early. AG Paxton missed most of Paul’s presentation to the TCDAO officials.
Between that lunch meeting and June 10, 2020, Nate Paul made a written criminal
complaint to TCDAO and provided evidence. See “Criminal Complaints by Nate Paul, Complaint
#1. In summary, he claimed that employees of the Texas State Securities Board (“SSB”), the FBI,
the Texas Department of Public Safety (“DPS”), the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Western
District of Texas, and a federal magistrate violated Texas Penal Code section 37.10, tampering
with a governmental record, and section 39.03, prohibiting official oppression. Paul provided
documentation that demonstrated to him that the metadata within the search warrant document had
been modified after the document was signed.
Filing a criminal complaint against law enforcement officers for actions taken in their job,
including federal officers, is not an uncommon occurrence. Prosecutors know allegations against
law enforcement officers need to be properly investigated (unless the allegations can be
immediately ruled out) for several reasons. First, if there was a crime committed by an officer, it
is important that the officer be held accountable and their position of authority be taken away.
Second, many law enforcement agencies perform the investigation to clear the name of an accused
law enforcement officer. A law enforcement officer with a pending criminal complaint against him
will have difficulty on the witness stand, especially if the defense bar is aware of the uncleared
9

allegations. No matter the outcome, a documented, written, and thorough investigation is
beneficial to all parties involved even, perhaps especially, if the allegations are false.
Every complaint made to the TCDAO—including the ones made by Nate Paul—is logged
and assigned a number before a decision is made as what to do with it. 5 After this initial logging,
TCDAO had several options in handling and processing Paul’s complaint:
•

Reject the complaint. This occurs when a complaint is received by a law enforcement
agency, and the complaint does not articulate a crime that can be investigated or include
enough information to conduct an investigation. This commonly occurs when there is a
civil violation of law that does not rise to the level of a crime, or when a complaint lacks a
sufficient factual basis to justify further investigation.

•

Refer the complainant to another law enforcement agency. TCDAO could have
directed Nate Paul to take his complaint to another law enforcement agency able to conduct
the investigation and with jurisdiction over the alleged crime, such as, potentially, the
Austin Police Department or the Travis County Sheriff’s Office. At that point, the
complaint would be closed within TCDAO’s system.

•

Ask the Texas Rangers or DPS to investigate. Criminal claims against law enforcement
officials are typically referred to the Public Integrity Unit of the Texas Rangers for
investigation, and not OAG or other statewide offices, as Don Clemmer confirmed in
Referral #1, stating that “My office would typically forward such a complaint to the Public
Integrity Unit of the Texas Rangers for review.” See Exhibit 3, Referral #1. Here, TCDAO
affirmatively chose not to take this option, ostensibly because one of the individuals named
in Nate Paul’s complaint worked for DPS (thus conflicting out DPS).

•

Maintain and conduct the investigation internally. TCDAO and other district attorneys’
offices in Texas can conduct their own investigations internally.

•

Keep the investigation and officially ask OAG to assist with the investigation, as Don
Clemmer ultimately decided. OAG fills a unique position in the criminal justice system
in Texas in that it fills an assistance role in criminal investigations. The Texas Legislature
has only given OAG original jurisdiction in criminal investigations for a few select crimes.
Neither Referral #1 nor Referral #2 implicated OAG’s original jurisdiction, limiting OAG
to an assistance role in these two referrals. Notably, Don Clemmer was aware that Nate
Paul knew AG Paxton at the time he made the referral and did not believe a conflict existed
that would bar his referral to OAG, based on Clemmer’s writings in the referral letter.
TCDAO chose the option to request OAG assistance. See Exhibit 3, Referral #1.

Investigations by district attorneys’ offices are subject to the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional
Conduct. For example, Rule 3.09 provides in part: “The prosecutor in a criminal case shall: (a) refrain from
prosecuting or threatening to prosecute a charge that the prosecutor knows is not supported by probable
cause.”
5
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B. OAG Relationship with TCDAO; Special Prosecutors vs. Pro Tem Prosecutors
OAG’s relationship with TCDAO—and the legal consequences of Clemmer’s decision to
ask OAG to assist in the investigation—had far-reaching legal effects.
When OAG assists in a criminal investigation, it does so pursuant to sections 41.102(b)
and 402.028 of the Texas Government Code. Both Texas statutes authorize OAG to “assist” a
district attorney’s office in their investigation or prosecution of a matter. 6 “A prosecuting attorney
may request the assistance of the attorney general, and the attorney general may offer to the
prosecuting attorney the assistance of his office, in the prosecution of all manner of criminal cases
or in performing any duty imposed by law on the prosecuting attorney.” TEX. GOV’T CODE §
41.102(b) (emphasis added). OAG has a team of law enforcement investigators and experts that
can investigate whether government documents, including digital documents, have been altered.
Also, OAG can and commonly does hire outside counsel and outside experts to assist with all legal
matters involving OAG. This includes, where appropriate, assistance in criminal investigations.
But even where OAG assists a district attorney with a criminal investigation, that assistance
remains subordinate to that district attorney. With the exception of a few select crimes where the
AG has statutory jurisdiction, the only way for OAG to take a non-subordinate role in a district
attorney led investigation is if the district attorney recuses their office from the case. If a district
attorney chooses to not recuse their office from an investigation, then they retain ultimate authority
over the case and any investigation maintained under it. District attorneys in Texas maintain their
own investigative staff and can utilize the power of a grand jury to conduct their own
investigations, without needing permission from a local law enforcement agency. However, if a
district attorney recuses their office, then OAG can be appointed pro tem prosecutor to take on
final authority over the matter in which the district attorney has recused. See TEX. CODE CRIM.
PROC. Art. 2.07; Exhibit 4, Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. KP-0273. 7 However, unless the district
attorney is recused, OAG’s assistance role is subordinate at all times to the district attorney.
Any lawyer, including an outside counsel for OAG, may be appointed to be a special
prosecutor to assist a district attorney. See Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. KP-0273. The term “special
prosecutor” is commonly confused with “pro tem” prosecutor, but the distinction is significant. As
the Court of Criminal Appeals described the difference in Coleman v. State:
Although the terms “attorney pro tem” and “special prosecutor” are sometimes used
interchangeably and have many similarities, the two are fundamentally different.
See State v. Rosenbaum, 852 S.W.2d 525, 529 (Tex. Crim. App. 1993) (Clinton, J.,
concurring). Both are attorneys who are not members of the district attorney’s
regular staff. Id. But a special prosecutor participates in a case only to the extent
allowed by the district attorney and operates under his supervision. Id. An attorney
pro tem assumes all the duties of the district attorney, acts independently, and, in
effect, replaces the district attorney. Id. The special prosecutor need not take an
See Coleman v. State, 246 S.W.3d 76, 82 n.19 (Tex. Crim. App. 2008).
Jeff Mateer and Ryan Bangert are authors of Texas Attorney General Opinion KP-0273, which is
inconsistent with Mateer’s and Bangert’s actions in contesting the “special prosecutor” status TCDAO
conferred upon Cammack.

6
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oath of office. Id. The attorney pro tem, if not an attorney for the state, must take
an oath. Id. Court approval for a special prosecutor is not required because the
ultimate responsibility for the special prosecutor’s actions remains with the elected
district attorney. Id. In contrast, the trial court must approve the appointment of an
attorney pro tem. Id. See also, In re Guerra, 235 S.W.3d 392, 409 (Tex. App.—
Corpus Christi 2007, orig. proc.); Rogers v. State, 956 S.W.2d 624, 625 n. 1 (Tex.
App.—Texarkana 1997, pet. ref’d).
246 S.W.3d 76, 82 n.19 (Tex. Crim. App. 2008). In other words, special prosecutors remain subject
to the authority of the elected district attorney, while pro tem prosecutors do not.
C. Clemmer Requests OAG Assistance; OAG Actions Taken in Response
On June 10, 2020, Don Clemmer mailed Referral #1 to OAG, though it was not received
until June 17, 2020.
On June 16, 2020, at the request of the FBI and the U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”),
Texas Assistant Attorney General Josh Godbey and Bangert had a conference call with Dee
Raibourne (SEC), Rani Saaban (FBI, seconded from the Texas SSB), and Neeraj Gupta
(representing the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Western District). On the call, DOJ, FBI and the
SEC wanted to discuss OAG intervening into the Mitte Foundation case. OAG was made aware
of the fact that the Mitte Foundation was an alleged “victim” in one of the FBI’s cases and the
federal authorities were concerned that an OAG investigation or intervention could be used to
tarnish someone they viewed as a victim and/or a possible witness. (See below for Mitte
Foundation’s problematic past activities). After this meeting, there was an email exchange that
started on June 16, 2020, and ended on June 17, 2020, at 12:57 a.m. Assistant U.S. Attorney Neeraj
Gupta wrote the following at 12:57 a.m.:

As of the time Gupta sent his email, OAG had not received Referral #1 and had not
commenced any investigation. Referral #1 is stamped as received by OAG on June 17, 2020, which
would have occurred during business hours (Gupta’s email was sent before Referral #1 was
stamped received by OAG mail center):

12

The referral stated:

See Exhibit 3, Referral #1.
Former Assistant United States Attorney and then-Deputy Attorney General for Criminal
Justice Mark Penley (one of the Complainants) kept a notepad with personal notes, office meeting
notes, and legal research notes. The notepads appeared to be kept in chronological order. Penley
made the following note on July 6, 2020, that appears to be related to a meeting he had with AG
Paxton as it is titled, “Ken”:

13

Penley records AG Paxton’s directive to “SEEK THE TRUTH!! Let [the] results be what
they are.” This contradicts Penley’s allegations against AG Paxton as set forth in the criminal
complaint made against AG Paxton on September 30, 2020.
Aside from Penley’s contemporaneous notes, the first evidence that OAG acted on Referral
#1 dates from July 17, 2020—four weeks after Referral #1 was received by OAG. Penley would
not have normally been involved in an investigation like this at such an early stage, as it would fall
within David Maxwell’s division. Here, it appears both Penley and Maxwell worked on the
investigation at different times. Within OAG, the normal procedure for processing criminal
referrals requires that the referral is first reviewed by the director of law enforcement (then
Maxwell), and it is then forwarded on to a major in the appropriate division where it will be
investigated. A referral is to be entered into Webpass and/or the OAG offense report system. In
this case, Referral #1 was assigned to Major Robert Sunley. Maxwell then reassigned the matter
to himself and informed Sunley. This was unusual for an official as senior as Maxwell, the Director
of Law Enforcement, to do his own investigation. As Maxwell confirmed during a November 10,
2020, interview, Maxwell indicated that he rarely took part in actual investigations, and instead
remained in a supervisory role.
Chief of the Criminal Investigations Division Jason Anderson performed a due diligence
search and determined that Referral #1 was never entered into Webpass, and it did not exist within
the offense report system. Maxwell did not write any reports and, with the exception of two
videotaped interviews with Nate Paul and Paul’s attorney Michael Wynne, any conclusions he
may have drawn during his investigation of Referral #1 were off-the-books and undocumented. In
fact, Maxwell instructed two digital forensic examiners (Erin Mitchell and Les St. James) to not
document anything nor keep notes. Law enforcement officers are trained to keep an ongoing report
as to their contacts in an investigation, information they have collected, and actions they have
taken. This practice protects the investigating officer and promotes a thorough and objective
process that can be analyzed and vetted in court if the case is prosecuted. Major Robert Sunley
confirms that Referral #1 was never recorded in any law enforcement databases. The Law
Enforcement Division maintains a Webpass system and an offense report system which is
specifically maintained for the purpose of recording referrals that come to OAG. See Exhibit 5,
Email from Sunley. At the date of signing this initial report, the OAG has been unable to locate
any report written by Maxwell.
These deviations are extremely unusual for law enforcement professionals in general and
OAG in particular, raising questions as to whether Maxwell’s personal connections and contacts
with any of the subjects being investigated played a role in his actions.
Extensive investigation revealed that Maxwell took at least the following investigative
actions.
First, David Maxwell interviewed Paul and Wynne on July 21, 2020, and the entire meeting
was videotaped at AG Paxton’s request. AG Paxton was concerned that Maxwell would not take
the investigation seriously and wanted his actions documented. Additionally, AG Paxton wanted
the investigation to follow normal criminal investigation procedures, including the standard
documenting of Maxwell’s investigation.
Second, Maxwell and Penley interviewed Paul and Wynne on August 5, 2020. The entire
meeting was videotaped, again pursuant to AG Paxton’s request.
15

Third, around August 5, 2020, Maxwell instructed two members of OAG’s forensics team
to analyze the PDF files relating to Referral #1 that might have been altered. The team conducted
a review of evidence available at that time. The team did not have all the evidence and would later
determine that they needed more information and evidence to draw any conclusions. They were
instructed by Maxwell not to write anything down or prepare a report of their findings.
On August 6, 2020, in response to a question from Penley about Referral #1, OAG Chief
Information Officer Tina McLeod provided the definition of metadata:

This note strongly suggests that Penley did not previously know what metadata was—a
critical omission given that Penley was actively investigating whether a search warrant was
illegally modified by analyzing the metadata contained in the search warrant PDFs in Referral #1.
On August 12, 2020, there was a group meeting with AG Paxton, Maxwell, Penley, Paul,
Wynne, and two members of the forensics team (Mitchell and St. James). By all accounts, this
meeting did not go well. The meeting was scheduled to be an update on the investigation and
findings. Penley began the meeting notifying Paul that the investigation had been closed. This
surprised AG Paxton, as he had been told that the meeting was to be an update on the forensics
team’s findings. The forensics team provided information to the parties. In response, Paul asked
for a computer and demonstrated on the computer that the metadata had been modified. Because
Paul’s demonstration appeared problematic for the forensic team’s findings (or at a minimum
raised questions), and the forensics team could not replicate Paul’s results, the team decided to
continue their review, as they believed that they needed more information and evidence to
determine the meaning behind the modifications reflected in the metadata. Additionally, they had
technical issues with the recent updated version of the Adobe software. Forensic investigator St.
James indicated in an interview that the request to investigate (including as to the targets of such
investigation) did not strike him as being unusual, but that he was concerned that he would not be
able to do his forensic analysis without the original documents. St. James saved the documents he
generated on the server, which is physically located within the closed digital forensic room at the
OAG’s offices.
At the end of the August 12th meeting, Penley declared and believed that there was more
to investigate and requested more documents from Paul and Wynne. This is in addition to the
forensics technicians needing more information to determine if the PDFs had been illegally
16

modified. A thorough search of OAG records has yielded no results of any further examination
being performed.
On August 13, 2020, at 4 p.m., Penley wrote the following note, which was left for AG
Paxton,

D. Process of Hiring Outside Counsel to Investigate
The events of the August 12th meeting caused Mateer and AG Paxton to seek outside
counsel to pursue the investigation further. Contrary to Mateer’s later statements, Mateer played a
direct role in the decision to hire outside counsel. Mateer agreed with AG Paxton that it was
appropriate to hire outside counsel given how poorly the interview went with Maxwell, and that it
was the only way to ensure the investigation would be completed. Mateer and AG Paxton
scheduled interviews with potential outside counsel. Based on the evidence available at the time
of this report, the other Complainants (with the exception of Vassar) were not included in the
decision-making process to interview and hire outside counsel.
Several candidates were considered for the outside counsel position. Mateer and AG
Paxton interviewed Brandon Cammack on August 26, 2020, and Joe Brown on August 27, 2020.
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Cliff Stricklin was also considered for the job. 8 See Exhibit 6, Visitor Logs. The interview went
well enough for Brown and Cammack that they both emailed Vassar regarding contract language.
See Exhibit 7, Vassar Emails with Cammack About the Outside Counsel Contract; see also Exhibit
8, Vassar Emails with Joe Brown About a Potential Outside Counsel Contract.
Once the decision was made to proceed with Cammack, Vassar requested then-General
Counsel Lesley French to review the arrangement and provide a recommendation to OAG to
proceed with hiring Cammack. French complied with Vassar’s request and ultimately
recommended to hire Cammack. This step was in line with the OAG’s process at the time for
outside counsel.
E. Cammack’s Authority as Outside Counsel
After interviews were completed, and on or before September 3, 2020, Ryan Vassar drafted
an outside counsel contract for Cammack and provided that contract to AG Paxton.

See Exhibit 9, Vassar Email to Paxton Providing Outside Counsel Contract for Cammack, with
Draft Contract Attached.
The evidence known to AG Paxton and OAG at the time of entering into the contract and
during the investigation indicated that Cammack certified in writing that he did not have any
conflicts (i.e., could be objective). See Exhibit 7, Vassar Emails with Cammack about the Outside
Counsel Contract. Specifically, Vassar asked Cammack:

A calendar entry was not located for the interview with Stricklin, but Penley confirmed in his interview
that Stricklin was considered.

8
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Id. Cammack responded to this email stating,

Id. In addition to the written certification from Cammack stating that he had no conflict, the
preliminary investigation has revealed no documents to suggest that Cammack was conflicted at
the time of his retention as outside counsel.
AG Paxton met with Brandon Cammack in early September and appointed him to be
outside counsel. See Exhibit 10, Cammack Affidavit; see also Exhibit 11, Signed Outside Counsel
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Contract. Cammack again certified that he had no conflicts by signing the contract and promised
to notify OAG of any conflicts:

Id. 9
F. Penley Returns to the Office
matter.

From September 3 through 14, 2020, Penley was on vacation and not involved on this

Penley continued his investigation when he made contact with Wynne on September 15,
2020, renewing his request for more documents:

Penley also claimed that he learned about the interview and selection of Cammack as
outside counsel on the same day, September 15, 2020.
Penley spoke with AG Paxton on the next day (September 16, 2020). Penley provided AG
Paxton a written list of documents he believed were outstanding from Wynne and necessary to
assist Penley in determining if a crime had been committed. AG Paxton told Penley that Paul and
“Conflicts” in this instance generally means the lack of any legal or financial relationships with the
complaining witness (Nate Paul in this case), potential witnesses, OAG, or the subjects of the
investigation.
9
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Wynne did not provide the documents because they likely did not trust Penley and Maxwell after
the August 12, 2020 meeting and prior treatment by Maxwell. Penley admits that AG Paxton
instructed Penley not to do anything further on the criminal investigation involving Referral #1,
effective September 16, 2020.
G. Referral #2
At some time after June 10, 2020, and before September 23, 2020, Nate Paul made another
criminal complaint to the TCDAO. See Criminal Complaints by Nate Paul, Complaint #2. On
September 24, 2020, Director of Special Prosecution Don Clemmer emailed a second referral
(“Referral #2”) to Brandon Cammack directly. See Exhibit 12, Email Communications Between
Cammack and Clemmer.

See Exhibit 13, Referral #2.
Cammack was likely discussing this referral with Clemmer and Paul before he obtained
the actual document, based on the contents of emails between Clemmer and Cammack.
Cammack’s discussions with Paul were not unusual, as criminal investigations commonly require
contact with the complainant. Paul appears to have revealed to Cammack during one of these
conversations that he made a second criminal complaint during communications about Referral
#1. Cammack was also communicating with TCDAO before September 24, 2020, and Cammack
was made aware of the fact that Paul had made a second criminal complaint.
Referral #2 alleged an ongoing fraudulent financial scheme where private parties, lawyers,
and a bankruptcy judge colluded to defraud mortgage borrowers. Paul identified third-party
witnesses that had information and heard confessions of illegal activity from one of the potential
defendants. There is no overlap between the potential defendants in Referral #1 and the potential
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defendants in Referral #2. Referral #2 alleged a criminal act that was wholly unrelated to the acts
and persons cited in Referral #1.
Since the TCDAO was already working with Cammack and knew that he was outside
counsel for this investigation, Referral #2 was directed to Cammack as a member of OAG, but
addressed to his Houston business office:

See Exhibit 13, Referral #2. While Cammack was aware of the referral and had begun assisting
with TCDAO’s investigation, all the evidence, including writings by the Complainants, indicate
that the Complainants were completely unaware of Referral #2. A due diligence search was
conducted, with the assistance of Chief of Criminal Investigations Division Jason Anderson but
failed to locate Referral #2 in any internal OAG database, nor was it located on any desk in the
Criminal Investigations Division. First Assistant Attorney General Webster also contacted the
TCDAO and asked for information about Referral #2. See Exhibit 14, Email to Clemmer from
Webster.
H. Cammack’s Authority as Special Prosecutor
Based on emails provided by Cammack, TCDAO emails, emails located on OAG servers,
and interviews with TCDAO employees, the evidence establishes that TCDAO made Cammack a
“Special Prosecutor.” The Complainants were unaware of this fact, as they were not directly
involved with TCDAO’s internal actions.
TCDAO offered Cammack support consistent with his role. For example, TCDAO Chief
of Public Integrity Amy Meredith was instructed by Don Clemmer to assist Cammack with
obtaining grand jury subpoenas. On September 23, 2020, Cammack was contacted by TCDAO
offering Cammack assistance in his investigation:
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See Exhibit 15, Emails Between Cammack and TCDAO to Obtain Grand Jury Subpoenas.
Grand jury subpoenas are commonly used in the investigative phase of a criminal
investigation and there is no requirement that anyone appear before a grand jury to obtain a grand
jury subpoena. See TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. Arts. 20.10, 20.11, 24.01, 24.02, and 24.15; TDCAA
Case Preparation for Investigators (Blue Cover), p. 172; and Exhibit 17, excerpt from TCDAA
Case Preparation for Investigators. (In practice, investigators can contact the local DA and ask it
for assistance in obtaining grand jury subpoenas from the judge presiding over the grand jury,
unless the information requested is in the county, then the attorney for the state can sign the grand
jury subpoena. A special prosecutor is an attorney for the state for this purpose.)
On September 24, 2020, Bailey Molnar described the grand jury subpoena process for
Cammack:

See Exhibit 15, Emails Between Cammack and TCDAO to Obtain Grand Jury Subpoenas.
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Molnar correctly pointed out that the grand jury subpoenas must be obtained through a
state prosecuting attorney when she wrote that she would “send them to the ADA and Judge for
signature.” See TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. Arts. 24.01, 24.02, 24.15, and 20.11. At the time TCDAO
obtained these grand jury suboena requests, TCDAO could have an assistant district attorney sign
the subpoena, or they could have Cammack sign the subpoenas as “Special Prosecutor.” See
Coleman, 246 S.W.3d at 82 n.19; see also Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. KP-0273. Assistant District
Attorney Amy Meredith or a person on her team was responsible for entering the grand jury
subpoenas into DocuSign with Cammack’s title, communicating these subpoena requests to the
460th Criminal District Court Judge presiding over the grand jury, and submitting the subpoenas
with Cammack’s signature and a signature line designating him as a special prosecutor. Interviews
revealed that TCDAO assistant district attorneys knew what was being subpoenaed, discussed
what was being subpeonaed, and ensured that Cammack, as special prosecutor, signed these
subpoenas.
From September 23, 2020 through September 29, 2020, grand jury subpoenas were
provided to Cammack relating to both Referral #1 and Referral #2. Cammack served those
subpoenas on parties during that time period.
I. September 29, 2020—Trigger of Criminal Complaint Against AG Paxton
On September 29, 2020, Lacey Mase was meeting with Ryan Vassar, Lesley French, and
two other OAG employees. During this meeting, Mase received a cell phone call from a lawyer of
an employee at a financial institution notifying her about grand jury subpoenas being served on
that institution by Brandon Cammack. This investigation has not yet revealed who called Mase,
but the evidence currently suggests the call was likely related to grand jury subpoenas served on
two financial institutions. 10 Coincidentally, on the same day Mase received this call, Stephen
Lemmon called then-Associate Deputy Attorney General Lisa Tanner, claiming to represent a
financial institution and questioning the validity of a grand jury subpoena he had received. 11 See
Exhibit 16, Lisa Tanner Email Summarizing Her September 29th Call with Steve Lemmon.
Mase left that meeting and went to Mateer’s office. Mateer was in a Zoom meeting. Mase
told Mateer’s Executive Assistant that she had to get Mateer out of his meeting because it was an
emergency. From eyewitness information, it was learned that the Complainants began meeting
frequently in person beginning at this point, and at times included Maxwell and Missy Carey,
former OAG Chief of Staff, via telephone.
Email and documents recovered within OAG systems demonstrate that at the time of this
meeting, the Complainants believed that Cammack had illegally obtained grand jury subpoenas
with the assistance of AG Paxton. This belief was false on two grounds: first, Cammack obtained
Lacey Mase, in her role as Deputy Attorney General of Administration, played no role in OAG criminal
investigations, and this phone call raises questions as to how or why she came to be called regarding the
service of the grand jury subpoenas. It has been suggested (but not confirmed yet) that an executive of this
financial institution was involved with Mase’s election campaign in some capacity, thus she may have had
a close, personal relationship with the person who called her. The investigation continues to examine these
unconfirmed questions.
11
Coincidentally, Stephen Lemmon is the attorney for the receiver in the Mitte Foundation lawsuit
referenced in the Complainants’ criminal complaint against AG Paxton, and the receiver he represents is
accused of a crime in Referral #2. This presents a conflict that was not disclosed in any writings or emails.
10
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his subpoenas legally; second, he did so with TCDAO’s assistance. No one contacted AG Paxton,
Cammack, or TCDAO to verify these false assumptions. Additionally, no one had evidence that
AG Paxton was personally aware of the actual contents of subpoena requests.
The first document to be drafted by the Complainants was a September 29, 2020, letter to
Cammack instructing him to cease further action and accusing him of “illegal” acts. Around 5:21
p.m., Bangert, who was in the office at the time, emailed himself the beginning draft Microsoft
Word document of a letter that would eventually be sent to Cammack, which stated:

See Exhibit 18, Documents Demonstrating Drafting of Letter Accusing Brandon Cammack. 12
This document and subsequent versions—which would later become the “Penley Letter”—
demonstrate that the Complainants assumed Cammack had illegally represented himself before a
grand jury, had obtained grand jury subpoenas for items not related to Referral #1 (see below), and
was falsely holding himself out as a special prosecutor. Each of these assumptions proved false.
At some point during the evening of September 29, 2020, Mateer’s Executive Assistant
was instructed by the Complainants to modify a blank Word document with OAG letterhead by
deleting the words “Attorney General Ken Paxton” and only leaving the seal (the “Unauthorized
Letterhead”). The Complainants would continue to use the unauthorized letterhead without any
authority to do so.
J. September 30, 2020—The Penley Letter
The drafting efforts described above resulted in the Penley Letter, issued on the
Unauthorized Letterhead. See Exhibit 19, Penley Letter. Around 8:06 a.m. on September 30, 2020,
Mateer’s Executive Assistant assisted Penley with scanning Penley’s letter to Cammack, which
was sent to Cammack at 9:17 a.m. Id.; see also Exhibit 20, Mateer’s Executive Assistant Email

It is unusual that some of the Complainants would communicate via unsaved Microsoft Word documents.
This behavior is inconsistent with transparency, insofar as it makes it difficult to impossible to track the
communications.

12
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Scan. Immediately after Penley’s letter was scanned, Mase instructed all executive floor personnel
to go home, with the exception of the Complainants and Mateer’s Executive Assistant.
K. The Criminal Complaint Against AG Paxton
The Cammack grand jury subpoena was the trigger for the Complainants’ decision to
submit a criminal complaint against AG Paxton. Immediately after drafting the Penley Letter, the
Complainants began writing their criminal complaint. The initial draft circulated by Vassar was
predicated on the allegations against Cammack and the criminal investigation into the FBI. See
Exhibit 21, Process of Drafting Criminal Complaint.
Vassar was tasked by the Complainants to write the first draft. This first draft reveals the
Complainants’ understanding of the events that had transpired and showcases the main accusation
against AG Paxton. The first assertion of a criminal complaint against AG Paxton appeared in a
draft complaint that was circulated at 7:53 p.m. on September 29, 2020, when Vassar emailed the
Complainants, Carey, and Maxwell. Id. Another draft was emailed at 12:22 a.m. on September 30,
2020.
Two documents appear to be the “nearly final” or “final” drafts of the criminal complaints
against AG Paxton. See Exhibit 22, Final Draft of Complaints. Both documents were printed
around noon on September 30, 2020, right before the Complainants left the office to make their
criminal complaint. Two documents provided by Bangert in response to a litigation hold
correspond to these two drafts.
L. Additional Events on September 30, 2020
On September 30, 2020, the only individuals present in the OAG executive leadership
offices were the Complainants and Mateer’s Executive Assistant. That morning, Mase expressed
concern to Mateer’s Executive Assistant about who had access to her and the Complainants’ email
accounts and instructed his Executive Assistant to make changes to email access.
At 10:55 a.m. on September 30, Stephen Lemmon emailed Penley with a grand jury
subpoena attached and no written content. Based on this correspondence, it seems likely that
Penley had been communicating with Lemmon. See Exhibit 27, Email from Lemmon to Penley.
Bangert printed out copies of their criminal complaint around noon. See Exhibit 23, Word
Document “Information” Relating to Actions Taken by Ryan Bangert. The Complainants stayed
in the office for a short time, ate a meal together, then left the office together. The Complainants,
with the exception of Mase, left their cell phones at the office and told Mateer’s Executive
Assistant that she could contact Mase if she needed anything. It is unknown where they went, but
according to Blake Brickman’s formal complaint filed with OAG regarding his termination, the
Complainants made a criminal complaint on September 30, 2020.
Around 12:31 p.m., Cammack sent his invoice for services rendered to the OAG General
Counsel email address. See Exhibit 24, Cammack and General Counsel Email. At 2:09 p.m.,
Mateer’s Executive Assistant emailed Mase informing her of changes that removed various
individuals’ access to executive email. See Exhibit 25, Mateer’s Executive Assistant Email to
Mase.
At 5:12 p.m., Vassar instructed then-General Counsel Lesley French to respond to
Cammack and informed him that OAG cannot pay the invoice because they do not have a copy of
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the executed contract. See Exhibit 24, Cammack and General Counsel Email. Cammack responded
at 9:52 p.m. and notified Vassar that he would provide the contract in the morning:

See Exhibit 24, Cammack and General Counsel Email.
At some point on this day, Penley contacted TCDAO Director of Special Prosecutions Don
Clemmer and told him about what had transpired from the perspective of the Complainants. This
probably alarmed Clemmer, as he had been under the impression that Cammack had been hired as
outside counsel for OAG. Clemmer emailed Penley at 7:15 p.m. notifying him of some of the
communications TCDAO had with Cammack and providing his understanding of Cammack’s role.
See Exhibit 26, September 30 Emails from Clemmer to Penley. By this time, Cammack had been
in contact with multiple people at TCDAO by phone and email, so there is no way to piece together
all those communications without having access to TCDAO email and phone systems.
Finally, beginning on September 30, and continuing for an indeterminate time, a subset of
the Complainants, began visits with clients of the AG, including State government staff and elected
officials, to attempt to cause political damage to the AG and his attorney-client relationship with
those individuals. These actions were unauthorized, insubordinate, and substantially disruptive to
the efficient and effective operation of government.
M. Events on October 1, 2020
At 8:21 a.m., Cammack responded to the September 30 email from Vassar, providing the
executed contract between the Attorney General and Cammack. See Exhibit 28, October 1 VassarCammack Email; Exhibit 11, Signed Outside Counsel Contract. The preliminary investigation
revealed that this was the first time the Complainants saw the executed contract with Cammack.
Once again, the Complainants instructed all other non-executive employees in OAG’s
executive building to work remotely on this date.
Vassar notified the other Complainants, including Penley, about the existence of the signed
contract between OAG and Cammack. See Exhibit 29, Email from Vassar to Webster.
Approximately four hours after Cammack sent the contract, Jeff Mateer and others drafted a letter
to Cammack on the Unauthorized Letterhead, disavowing the outside counsel contract and,
apparently as a safeguard, declaring the contract terminated effective immediately. See Exhibit 30,
Mateer Letter. This reaction suggests that most of the Complainants did not know Cammack’s
contract had been signed before filing a criminal complaint against AG Paxton. (And Mateer’s
involvement in the interview process to hire outside counsel raises questions about his knowledge
at the time of signing the Mateer Letter.)
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At 12:49 p.m., Mateer group-texted with the Complainants and AG Paxton, notifying him
that they had made a criminal complaint against him and instructing AG Paxton to meet them at
3:00 p.m. See Exhibit 31, Group Text.
At 12:56 p.m., Bangert emailed Cammack the Mateer Letter, again on the Unauthorized
Letterhead. See Exhibit 30, Mateer Letter.
At 1:04 p.m., Mase emailed the “whistleblower letter” on Unauthorized Letterhead to Greg
Simpson, head of OAG Human Resources. See Exhibit 1, Letter from the Complainants Disclosing
Criminal Complaint. Later, this letter was leaked to the press by one or more of the Complainants.
N. Misleading Don Clemmer and Violation of Tx. Code of Crim. Proc. Article 20.02
At 1:20 p.m. on October 1, 2020, Mark Penley emailed the following letter to Don
Clemmer at the TCDAO:

See Exhibit 32, Email from Penley to Clemmer.
As Penley had access to the fully executed contract prior to this point, Penley knew or
should have known that these statements were false. Penley did not acknowledge that he had seen
the signed contract in his note to Clemmer, nor did he refer to the contract’s existence. These
omissions materially affected TCDAO’s understanding of Cammack’s authority.
At 2:51 p.m., Vassar surreptitiously communicated grand jury information and criminal
investigative information to private lawyer Johnny Sutton. See Exhibit 33, Vassar Email to Johnny
Sutton (attachments redacted to protect grand jury information). All the Complainants were
included on this email and aware of this act. Vassar’s illegal communication criminally violated
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Texas Code of Criminal Procedure article 20.02, which requires secrecy regarding grand jury
proceedings; the subpoenas themselves likewise contained warnings that the subpoenas were to be
kept secret. 13
At 3:03 p.m., Penley logged into DocuSign and rejected the Cammack outside contract.
See Exhibit 34, DocuSign Record for Cammack Executive Approval Process. DocuSign keeps a
record of all actions taken with a document being routed through OAG, including when it was
sent, when it was opened, and any other digital actions taken in regard to the document.
At 3:08 p.m., AG Paxton texted the Complainants back stating, “Jeff, I am out of the office
and received this text on very short notice. I am happy as always to address any issues or concerns.
Please email me with those issues so that they can be fully addressed.” See Exhibit 31, Group Text.
Meanwhile, on the same day, Penley obtained copies of the grand jury subpoenas for
Referral #1 and Referral #2 directly from Clemmer. Before releasing this grand jury information,
Clemmer noted to Penley that Texas Code of Criminal Procedure article 20.02(h) could apply here
to any third-party disclosure.

Beginning at 2:06 p.m., Clemmer sent all grand jury subpoenas for Referral #1 and Referral
#2 via email to Penley. Upon receipt of the secret grand jury subpoenas, and without notifying
Clemmer of his intent, Penley promptly leaked this grand jury information to private lawyer
Johnny Sutton. This was a violation of Texas Code of Criminal Procedure article 20.02. See Exhibit
35, Emails to Sutton from Penley.

Instead of disobeying the secrecy requirements for the grand jury subpoena, Vassar had a duty to approach
the district judge in Travis County presiding over the grand jury to ask permission to release the secret
grand jury subpoenas to private parties or to the potential defendants of the criminal investigation.

13
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There is no exception to article 20.02 that allows for secret grand jury information to be
provided to a private lawyer, nor is there an exception permitting disclosure of grand jury
subpoenas to individuals under criminal investigation. 14
On October 2, 2020, more than 24 hours after learning about the outside counsel contract,
Penley, with the assistance of Lisa Tanner, filed a motion to quash the grand jury subpoenas. See
Exhibit 42, Motion to Quash Grand Jury Subpoenas. Here too, Penley omitted the material fact
that AG Paxton had authorized Cammack to act as outside counsel. Cammack’s express authority
to act was clearly material to a court’s analysis of whether to quash the subpoenas. Additionally,
TCDAO can retain any lawyer as a special prosecutor as TCDAO sees fit (as opposed to a pro tem
attorney), regardless of a lawyer’s status with OAG. Since TCDAO had designated Cammack a
special prosecutor, Penley had no authority to attempt to undermine grant of authority.
Finally, Mateer resigned from the OAG on October 2, 2020.

Instead of disregarding the secrecy requirements ordered within the grand jury subpoena, Penley had a
duty to approach the district judge in Travis County presiding over the grand jury, to ask permission to
release the secret grand jury subpoenas to private parties or to the potential defendants of the criminal
investigation.
14
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IV.

LEGAL ANALYSIS

A. The Complainants Compromised the Integrity of the Referral Investigations
Beginning October 5, 2020, OAG worked to preserve all documents within the agency that
were connected to the Complainants’ allegations. The documents, litigation files, and other
recordings made or created by members of the agency before the Complainants made their
allegations, and the documents memorializing communications, were material. The investigation
included, in cooperation with OAG’s Chief Information Officer, the retrieval and preservation of
Microsoft Outlook communication files, the separation of still-employed Complainants and other
conflicted parties from the investigation, and a litigation hold on all persons involved with, and all
materials relating to, the Complainants’ allegations. The investigation has not yet finished
reviewing all these files. The review process will continue following the publication of this Report,
and this Report may be updated to reflect any new material facts or additional evidence uncovered
in that review.
i.

Ryan Vassar—Deletion of Evidence

On or around Monday, October 5, 2020, near the end of the day, then-Deputy First
Assistant Ryan Bangert notified Webster that he objected to the decision to meet with Cammack
in the office. Webster notified Bangert in response that an investigation into what had transpired
within the office was being conducted and that Cammack’s interview was being conducted in
connection with that investigation. In any event, the undersigned’s orders seeking to preserve
emails and relevant documents regarding the Complainants’ allegations caused word to spread
regarding the pending investigation.
As mentioned above, Ryan Vassar provided secret grand jury subpoenas to private attorney
Johnny Sutton on October 1, 2020. Vassar kept a separate folder in outlook, called “zNew,” in
which he selectively retained emails related to the Complainants’ actions. Vassar deleted the
evidence of his email to Johnny Sutton containing the illegally transmitted grand jury subpoenas
at 9:17 p.m. on October 6, 2020. 15 This deletion risked that OAG would not retain these important
documents; once the file was moved to the deleted folder, OAG’s system was set to purge the
email in three days, instead of the customary 30 days. The deletion of the document that most
directly proves that Vassar violated Texas Code of Criminal Procedure article 20.02 strongly
suggests that Vassar tampered with evidence, a third-degree felony. See TEX. PENAL CODE § 37.09.
This also violates OAG’s retention policy. OAG continues to investigate whether Vassar or anyone
else illegally deleted documents or other emails as well.
ii.

Jeff Mateer—Disappearing Evidence

Mateer had a long-standing practice of keeping a written journal of his days at OAG. Chief
of OAG’s Information Governance Division, April Norris, personally conducted an inventory of
the items left in Mateer’s office after he resigned. See Exhibit 36, Inventory. The inventory
includes the following journals for 2020:

The OAG Chief Information Officer reviewed Vassar’s Outlook files and determined that the item was
deleted. OAG would not have discovered this deletion had Webster not instructed the CIO to preserve

15

Vassar’s inbox immediately upon his arrival as the First Assistant Attorney General.
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Mateer did not resign until October 2, 2020, suggesting that Mateer’s journal from July
2020 to October 2020 is missing. Past journals included meticulous records, including his itinerary,
notes, and “to do” items. These journals likely included information about his interviews with
candidates to serve as outside counsel for Referral #1. Webster instructed Human Resources
Director Greg Simpson to contact Mateer asking for the missing journal. Mateer responded that he
did not have any journals in his possession and did not account for the absence of this significant
piece of evidence.
iii.

Leaked Documents

Documents and information were leaked from OAG, by one or more of the Complainants,
and separate from their complaints made to law enforcement. The investigation into the exact
originator(s) of the leaks is ongoing. These leaks and disclosures violated State law and ethics
rules, as this information involved privileged information, including attorney client
communications and attorney client work product. 16
The information leaked to the press involved documents, legal conclusions, work product
and internal decision-making of agency attorneys. Complainant Mateer had previously decried this
type of behavior by sending a cease-and-desist letter to a former employee who had leaked
information, and wrote an article that was published in the Texas Lawyer. See Exhibit 2, Cease
and Desist Letter. Addressing the leaking of documents, legal conclusions, work product, and
internal decision-making of agency attorneys, Mateer wrote:
That is quintessential privileged information. An agency with law enforcement
duties cannot function if every single one of its 4,000 employees could send
confidential documents to the press every time they personally disagreed with a
discretionary decision their boss made. Nor can the former employee’s actions be
defended under some theory that he was a whistleblower calling attention to alleged
corruption by a public official.
Jeffrey C. Mateer, Protecting Privilege and the Trump University Investigation, TEXAS LAWYER
(June 14, 2016, 1:00 AM), https://www.law.com/texaslawyer/almID/1202760014296/OpEdProtecting-Privilege-and-the-Trump-University-Investigation/?slreturn=20210301192503.
One of the documents leaked Cammack’s initial billing statement to OAG. These
documents included information that should have been lawfully redacted by OAG’s public
information team before it was released. This unredacted information included confidential
criminal investigation information, confidential information regarding Referral #2, and the name
of an individual connected to Referral #2. Indeed, as that individual’s identity was not connected
to Referral #1, it could only have been significant to the person being investigated in Referral #2.
The person being investigated had confessed his illegal actions to this third-party person,
and the person on the billing statement was the witness who heard that confession. As a result of
that leak, AG Paxton has been threatened by the person investigated in Referral #2, and the third16

Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct, pmbl. ¶¶ 1, 3; id. Rule 1.05.
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party witness on the invoice has been harassed. Neither of these things would have occurred had
OAG employees not leaked criminal investigation information. The investigation into who leaked
this information is ongoing, and a criminal referral will follow if appropriate.
iv.

September 30, 2020, Penley Letter—False and Incorrect Statements

The Penley Letter is set out in full below. This letter was written on the Unauthorized
Letterhead two weeks after Penley was instructed by AG Paxton not to work on this matter any
further. The highlighted and alphabetized portions are either factually or legally incorrect:

Sentence A is false. Brandon Cammack never appeared before a grand jury. Grand jury
subpoenas are obtained from a judge, and those subpoenas were submitted to the 460th Criminal
District Court Judge by TCDAO staff.
Sentence B is false. The private business subpoena related to a criminal investigation into
Referral #2. The Complainants did not know about Referral #2.
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Sentence C is false. TCDAO appointed Cammack to be a special prosecutor.
Sentence D is incorrect. Special prosecutors can obtain grand jury subpoenas. Even if the
TCDAO had not made Cammack a special prosecutor, he would have still been able to legally
obtain a grand jury subpoena (through a different avenue) as an investigator. Investigators in the
State of Texas commonly use grand jury subpoenas to obtain information during the investigation
phase of the criminal justice process. TDCAA Case Preparation for Investigators, (Blue Cover),
p. 172; and Exhibit 17, Excerpt from TCDAA Case Preparation for Investigators.
Sentence E is incorrect. Penley fails to distinguish between a pro tem prosecutor, who
cannot be a private practice attorney, and a special prosecutor, who can be an attorney in private
practice. See Coleman, 246 S.W.3d at 82 n.19; Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. KP-0273 (2019);
Sentence F is false. Cammack did have this authority pursuant to the TCDAO appointment.
Sentence G is false. Penley possessed the outside counsel contract approximately 24 hours
after this letter was sent. Additionally, AG Paxton had designated Cammack outside counsel,
which was sufficient under Texas law.
v.

October 1, 2020, Mateer Letter—Proof of Lack of Knowledge and False
Statements

The Mateer Letter—Exhibit 30—demonstrates that the Complainants did not know about
OAG’s signed contract with Cammack at the time they made the criminal complaint on September
30, 2020. Instead of reexamining their theories regarding AG Paxton and his actions granting
authority to Cammack, the letter attempted to deny or rescind Cammack’s authority. Neither effort
was legally effective given that the contract was fully executed and TCDAO had made Cammack
a special prosecutor.
At the writing of the letter (October 1, 2020), Mateer was in possession of the outside
counsel contract signed by AG Paxton and Cammack. The day before he obtained the contract, he
made a criminal complaint under the false assumption that there was no outside counsel contract
with OAG. The existence of the contract apparently surprised the Complainants, despite Mateer’s
involvement in the hiring of outside counsel. In response to the receipt of the signed contract,
Complainants made the decision to disavow the contract. Within the letter, Mateer does not
articulate a legal basis for why the contract was invalid, nor does he articulate how AG Paxton’s
signature was invalid or insufficient under Texas law. AG Paxton is legally empowered to
authorize and sign outside counsel contracts – as the attorney general. His subordinates do not
have the authority to cancel contracts signed by him without his approval. Any internal policy
regarding signatures and approvals is for the accountability over subordinates, and it is how the
attorney general delegates his authority – however, such internal policy does not constrain the
attorney general’s lawful discretion to act.
Furthermore, instead of contacting TCDAO to ask them whether they had made Cammack
a special prosecutor, Mateer wrote a statement that reflected his lack of understanding of the
difference between a pro tem prosecutor and a special prosecutor, incorrectly identified Cammack
as “Special Prosecutor of the Office of Attorney General”, and further, falsely threatened criminal
exposure to a duly-designated special prosecutor:
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Exhibit 30, Mateer Letter.
Mateer expressly contradicted the opinion he signed in his capacity as First Assistant
Attorney General and caused to be issued on October 11, 2019, namely Texas Attorney General
Opinion KP-0273, which covers what a special prosecutor is and how the district attorney creates
and controls special prosecutors. See Exhibit 4, Tex. Att’y Gen. Op. No. KP-0273. 17 Armed with
an understanding of the opinion, the prudent and logical next step would have been for Mateer to
contact TCDAO and determine if they had given Cammack a special prosecutor designation. He
did not take that step, however. And at no time did Mateer or the Complainants contact AG Paxton
to ask whether he had signed the contract.
B. TCDAO Had Legal Control Over the Investigation into Referral #1 and Referral #2
TCDAO Assistant District Attorney Amy Meredith and First Assistant Mindy Montford
were interviewed to understand the facts in this case from the perspective of the TCDAO. Those
discussions and their related documents, as understood through settled Texas law, revealed the
following:
•

TCDAO leadership, First Assistant Mindy Montford and Director of Special
Prosecutions Don Clemmer, voluntarily and with full knowledge of what they were
investigating, opened two different investigations, which this Report has named
Referral #1 and Referral #2.

•

TCDAO did not recuse themselves, therefore they retained legal care, custody, and
control of the investigations.

•

OAG could only assist TCDAO in their investigation, and only at TCDAO’s
request.

•

Cammack never appeared before a judge or before a grand jury, but instead relied
on TCDAO to have the subpoenas issued.

•

Chief of Public Integrity Unit Amy Meredith and her staff, including Bailey
Molnar, were responsible for obtaining grand jury subpoenas and maintained
control of that process, which included entering the subpoenas into DocuSign,
setting up the signature fields in DocuSign, communicating information about the
subpoenas to the judge presiding over the grand jury, and providing the subpoenas
to the judge presiding over the grand jury.

This opinion was personally signed by Mateer, as AG Paxton had previously recused himself from
reviewing the subject matter covered by this Opinion for even the appearance of impropriety, and Mateer
personally confirmed the recusal at the time of issuing Opinion KP-0273.
17
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•

TCDAO knew what was being subpoenaed by Cammack (i.e., investigation into
federal agents, Referral #1 and Referral #2).

•

TCDAO made Cammack a special prosecutor, as indicated through the grand jury
subpoena process. While it is not customary to actually supervise special
prosecutors, TCDAO is still legally responsible for the prosecutor.

•

On October 9, 2020, after the Complainants lodged their allegations and substantial
press coverage began, TCDAO exercised their legal and actual control to close their
investigation.

Cammack held two different legal and authoritative designations because he was both
outside counsel for OAG, operating under the authority of OAG, and a special prosecutor for
TCDAO. Since TCDAO had not recused themselves from the criminal referrals, TCDAO retained
legal control over the investigation and any authority Cammack or OAG operated under was
subordinate to TCDAO.
TCDAO was at all times the gatekeeper for grand jury subpoenas and the only law
enforcement authority that had the power to appoint a “special prosecutor.” See Coleman, 246
S.W.3d 76, at 82 n.19; Again, TCDAO presented Cammack as special prosecutor upon providing
grand jury subpoena requests to the judge. TCDAO assistant district attorneys knew what was
being subpoenaed, discussed what was being subpoenaed, and made sure that the special
prosecutor was the one signing the subpoenas. Complainants’ allegations that Cammack had any
defect in his obtaining of grand jury subpoenas fail as a matter of fact and law, because TCDAO
retained legal and actual control over the grand jury subpoena process and TCDAO retained actual
control over any special prosecutor designated by the judge presiding over the grand jury.
On October 8, 2020, after discovering the misrepresentations and false information
provided by the Complainants to the TCDAO, newly-appointed First Assistant Attorney General
Brent Webster notified TCDAO Assistant District Attorneys Meredith and Clemmer and requested
relevant documents from TCDAO for the OAG’s files.
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Webster did not receive any responsive documents to his request. However, soon after this,
Webster received a letter from then-Travis County District Attorney Margaret Moore, replicated
below. At the time Moore wrote her letter, she did not know that the Complainants hid the
existence of the outside counsel contract, and she was not aware that Penley had misled Clemmer
to obtain grand jury subpoenas and then leaked them in violation of Texas Code of Criminal
Procedure article 20.02. For these reasons, it appears that Moore wanted to distance herself from
a fraught situation. Moore’s rapid response to the October 8th letter did not accurately reflect the
legal authority of the investigation and did not accurately reflect the affirmative and intentional
actions taken by her employees. Specifically, the following highlighted sentences are inaccurate
and omit key information necessary to make them accurate:
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Sentence A references Referral #1 but fails to include information about Referral #2. This
raises questions as to whether the TCDAO had closed its investigation into Referral #2. The
TCDAO has and continues to refuse to discuss this matter with OAG (Sentence F). OAG
participates in these criminal investigations only to assist TCDAO, so out of an abundance of
caution, OAG ceased its participation in both matters until TCDAO advises that either
investigation remains ongoing or has been re-opened.
Sentence C is incorrect. TCDAO authorities Montford and Clemmer conducted an
interview with the complainant and oversaw the special prosecutor, which qualifies as
investigative activity. Additionally, Meredith and Clemmer were aware of the subpoenas issued
by the special prosecutor and discussed the content of the subpoenas internally, eventually
allowing the grand jury subpoenas to go forward. Montford and Clemmer have more information
as it relates to the investigative actions they took.
Sentence D is legally and factually wrong. As noted above, TCDAO did initially
investigate and referred the matter to the OAG.
Sentence E is legally and factually wrong. As a matter of law and practice, TCDAO takes
no action on some complaints it receives, refers some of the complaints to other agencies, and on
other occasions asks OAG for assistance with a TCDAO investigation. If OAG is involved, there
are only two options for TCDAO: (1) recuse TCDAO and ask OAG to proceed on a pro tem basis,
or (2) open an investigation and ask OAG to assist TCDAO with its investigation. Texas law
affords no other options in this situation. With that background, and as a matter of law, Referral
#1 and Referral #2 undeniably indicated a need to investigate, expressed TCDAO’s desire that an
investigation take place, and constituted TCDAO’s endorsement of the referral because at all times
it was TCDAO’s investigation to conduct.
Sentence G is legally and factually wrong. As mentioned above, this was always a TCDAO
investigation. TCDAO accepted the complaint, TCDAO did not recuse, and TCDAO requested
OAG’s assistance with its investigation. OAG obtained no independent authority in this
investigation and was at all times subordinate to TCDAO’s authority. Although it references Texas
law, Moore’s Sentence G in fact contradicts Texas law. OAG has no independent authority under
Texas law for this type of investigation, unless we are assisting a district attorney.
C. Interference into Criminal Investigations
Some Complainants intentionally interfered with the criminal investigation into Referral
#1 and interfered with Referral #2 collaterally by interfering with Referral #1. (That interference
is thoroughly discussed in other sections of this Report.) There is also evidence that suggests that
there may have been interference into the investigation by Neeraj Gupta, Johnny Sutton, Steve
Lemmon, and other unknown actors.
As a reminder, Referral #1 was, in part, an investigation into allegations made against
federal employees that operate under the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Western District of Texas.
These allegations implicate crimes under Texas law, and the TCDAO has jurisdiction over these
criminal acts. Additionally, it now appears that Gupta’s colleagues in the U.S. Attorney’s Office
for the Western District of Texas have opened an investigation specifically investigating the
investigation into their own office.
i.

Assistant U.S. Attorney for the Western District – Neeraj Gupta
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Gupta, an Assistant U.S. Attorney for the Western District of Texas, appears to have known
about the criminal investigation into him, before employees of OAG knew that TCDAO had begun
an investigation and asked OAG to assist with that investigation. Gupta admitted this via email,
before OAG had even received the first referral:

Before the above email was sent, Gupta scheduled a call to deter OAG from investigating,
among other matters, the Mitte Foundation. Given Gupta’s expressed knowledge about the fact
that law enforcement had opened an investigation into him, combined with his own self-interest to
make sure no one brings charges against him, calls into question the contacts he made with OAG
employees, including the Complainants.
ii.

Johnny Sutton

Johnny Sutton is a former U.S. Attorney for the Western District of Texas who may have
personal and professional relationships with the potential defendants being investigated by
TCDAO and OAG in Referral #1. Potential defendants included Assistant U.S. Attorneys in the
Western District of Texas, FBI agents in the Western District, and others. Sutton also received
information provided through Penley’s and Vassar’s violation of Texas Code of Criminal
Procedure article 20.02. This illegal transmission directly caused grand jury subpoenas of the
Referral #1 criminal investigation to be received by a person that is possibly connected to the
potential defendants being investigated in Referral #1. TCDAO (through the assistance of OAG
and its outside counsel Cammack) was investigating the FBI and DPS, and Mark Penley directly
interfered with that investigation by providing secret grand jury subpoenas to the agencies and
individuals being investigated.
iii.

Steve Lemmon

Steve Lemmon is the attorney for the receiver in the Mitte Foundation litigation with Nate
Paul. The complaint against AG Paxton was triggered by Lacey Mase receiving a call from a
lawyer connected to a financial institution notifying her about grand jury subpoenas being served
on said financial institution by Brandon Cammack. On the same day Mase received this call,
Lemmon called OAG Associate Deputy Attorney General Lisa Tanner claiming to represent a
financial institution and questioning the validity of a grand jury subpoena he had received. 18 See
Exhibit 16, Lisa Tanner Email Summarizing Her September 29th Call with Steve Lemmon.
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Exhibit 44, Transcript of November 5, 2020 Gregory Milligan Deposition, pages 137–38.
Whether and to what extent Steve Lemmon may have interfered with the criminal
investigation is unknown, as his relationship with the Complainants was not disclosed.
Nevertheless, his involvement is concerning given his questionable representations to OAG and
his potential personal motivation to gain a strategic advantage for his client in the Mitte Foundation
litigation with Nate Paul.
D. Cases in Referral #1 and Referral #2 Were Not Closed as Unfounded; Questions
Remain
Though Complainants asserted that Nate Paul’s criminal allegations were meritless, OAG
records directly contradict that claim. For example, Penley’s writings and documents show that he
was mid-investigation when AG Paxton told him that outside counsel would be taking over the
investigation. Furthermore, Maxwell did not document his investigation and findings. Verbal
conclusory statements that the case into Referral #1 was closed neither hold merit nor reflect
OAG’s position at the time. Furthermore, Referral #2 was never investigated by any OAG staff,
who was unaware of its existence. Referral #2 therefore could not have been closed based on its
merits.
It is confirmed that the investigation was never documented through OAG’s normal
channels, including Webpass and the offense report system, and actions taken to investigate by
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Maxwell were not documented, with the exception of video recordings of interviews with
complainant Nate Paul. Maxwell went so far to instruct his own staff not to document their actions.
Proper procedures regarding the handling of Referral #1 by David Maxwell and Mark Penley, were
not followed and the claims against the potential defendants in Referral #1 were not ruled out.
Penley admitted in an interview on November 2, 2020 that, on August 12, 2020, he had
determined there were more investigative actions he could take and that he had asked Wynne to
provide him with more documents and evidence. Penley then went on vacation. Between the
August 12, 2020, meeting and vacation, he did not work further on the case. Penley led his fellow
Complainants to believe that he had ruled the actions out, but his last act on the case was to identify
things that he needed to investigate. Penley never finished the actions he identified that required
investigation. Other evidence later found in his office demonstrated he had a list of items to
investigate, with only one of the several questions on the list having been answered. See Exhibit
37, Penley List. The day before AG Paxton told Penley to cease working on the case, Penley
confirmed in writing that he wished to take further steps in his investigation:

There is no evidence that Penley completed an investigation or documented any findings
of his investigation. And with the exception of two meetings recorded on video at AG Paxton’s
direction, and verbal instructions to the forensics team, David Maxwell’s actions and conclusions
are also undocumented. Additionally, the forensics team disclosed that they needed more
information to draw conclusions.
Maxwell and Penley articulated to some in the office that they believed the State of Texas
should not investigate the federal authorities for crimes that federal agents and lawyers may have
committed in Texas. They expressed the opinion that only the FBI can investigate itself. That idea
is incorrect, and it is well established that federal authorities can be investigated and prosecuted
by state or local authorities if they violate state law. 19 TCDAO has investigated federal officers,
In some situations, federal authorities can assert immunity and have their case removed to federal court,
but those are procedural and defensive actions in response to investigation and prosecution; they are not a
bar to investigation and prosecution.
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most notably, their investigation and indictment of Charles Kleinert, who was a deputized federal
agent at the time he was accused of committing an offense. 20
Once the case passed to Outside Counsel/TCDAO Special Prosecutor Cammack, it appears
he was making progress on the investigation. A preliminary review of the criminal investigative
file that Cammack turned over to OAG reveals that the outside counsel conducted his investigation
in a way that met minimum investigative standards, including meeting with the complainant,
interviewing witnesses, and collecting evidence, which includes obtaining grand jury subpoenas
to assist in the collection of evidence. 21
Cammack had not completed his investigation when TCDAO closed the investigation,
including both Referral #1 and Referral #2. At the time Moore closed her criminal files into
Referral #2, no one at OAG was then aware of the existence of Referral #2, with the exception of
Paxton and Cammack. Only Cammack had access to the contents of Referral #2. Paxton did not
read Referral #2 until after the OAG’s internal investigation had begun.
If Cammack had been allowed to continue, upon completion of his investigation, he would
have provided his report and a presentation to TCDAO as to his findings and the evidence. Then
TCDAO would have decided if they wanted to proceed with prosecuting the case. Ultimately, any
actions would have been TCDAO’s to take, and not OAG’s (other than to assist TCDAO).
At the time of the completion of this Report, and in accordance with the outside counsel
contract, OAG is still waiting on Cammack’s final report regarding his findings and his
investigation.

Other law enforcement agencies around the nation have investigated federal authorities for crimes that
were committed both on and off duty. See, e.g., Rebecca Lindstrom & Lindsey Basye, He had 76 bullet
wounds from police guns. The DA is asking why, 11 ALIVE (June 13, 2019, 11:06 AM),
https://www.11alive.com/article/news/investigations/the-reveal/he-had-76-bullet-wounds-from-policeguns-the-da-is-asking-why/85-3cac22b8-0f5f-4003-bbb0-85f50485d53e; FBI agent charged with assault
after accidental backflip shooting on dance floor, KETV OMAHA (June 13, 2018, 4:15 AM),
https://www.ketv.com/article/fbi-agent-charged-with-assault-after-accidental-backflip-shooting-on-dancefloor/21335428.
21
Traditionally, criminal investigations begin with a criminal complaint by a citizen. This is usually
received by a uniformed police officer. The uniformed officer will meet with the complainant and get a
summary of the complaint. If the information articulated presents facts that could be considered a crime,
the complaint is forwarded to a detective for an investigation. The detective will likely contact the
complainant and get more information. Then the detective might do the following actions as part of his
investigation:
• Interview other witnesses;
• Collect public documents;
• Obtain grand jury subpoenas from a District Attorney’s office to obtain information from third
parties or from the subjects of the investigation, including, bank records, phone records, video
recordings, audio recordings, medical records;
• Conduct surveillance;
• Make controlled calls; and/or
• Conduct other law enforcement actions.
20
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E. The Criminal Complaint Against AG Paxton
The Complainants’ criminal complaints against AG Paxton are based on four events, each
representing its own alleged criminal transaction: (1) an open records opinion, (2) an intervention
in litigation involving a nonprofit, (3) guidance on foreclosure sales during COVID-19, and (4)
the retention of Brandon Cammack and his pursuit of Referral #1. See Exhibit 22, Final Draft of
Complaints. This Report concludes that the evidence supports none of these four allegations, and
frequently contradicts key factual or legal assertions on which the Complainants rely. 22
As noted above, the early drafts of the Complainants’ complaint were built around Brandon
Cammack and Referral #1. See Exhibit 21, Process of Drafting Criminal Complaint. The draft
versions are important to this analysis because they demonstrate the process the Complainants
went through to accuse AG Paxton of wrongdoing. Upon review of the complaint drafts, it is clear
that each starts with Cammack, then seeks other examples of ways that Nate Paul might have
benefited from some action taken by OAG. Id. The draft versions demonstrate a lack of concrete
facts and include personal opinions and speculative conclusory statements. Additionally, they fail
to provide documentation or evidence to support certain of their statements and conclusions.
The Complainants’ final draft complaint is broken into four sections, involving an open
records ruling, the legal intervention into a case involving the scandal-plagued Mitte Foundation,
a Covid-disaster opinion guidance regarding legality of foreclosure sales during Government
Abbott’s executive order restricting attendees at public gatherings, and TCDAO’s criminal
investigation (through Cammack as special prosecutor).
i.

The Open Records Ruling (“Paragraph 1”)

The Complainants’ Paragraph 1 raises objections about an open records opinion that
allegedly reached a “novel” result. The complaint states:
The Attorney General directed the Open Records Division (ORD) to issue a ruling
more favorable to Mr. Paul’s interest than then-existing open records policy would
allow. Specifically, ORD was requested to rule on whether records relating to the
underlying investigation into Mr. Paul must be disclosed to the public under the
Texas Public Information Act. The Attorney General Paxton announced his intent
for the Agency to find a way to order that the records be released, because he did
not trust law enforcement. Unable to reach such a conclusion under the law, ORD
crafted a determination that it could not issue a ruling on the request submitted by
Mr. Paul’s presumed representative in a manner that comports with the due-process
requirements of the PIA, a novel result that ORD would not otherwise have reached
absent pressure from the Attorney General.
Exhibit 22, Final Draft of Complaints. Standing alone, this accusation neither alleges a crime nor
provides evidence of such. Nonetheless, the preliminary investigation thoroughly examined the
open records ruling and the basis for this determination. The investigation has shown that AG

The criminal complaint against AG Paxton deserves a full and complete analysis, as there are substantial
factual and legal defects present on its face. At the time of completing this Report, however, there has not
been adequate time and resources to conduct a complete analysis.
22
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Paxton’s actions were lawfully taken and his ruling is legally correct. More importantly, the AG
opinion letter was not favorable to Nate Paul, as it did not require disclosure of the information.
When there is a dispute about whether a Texas governmental entity should release
requested information to the public, OAG is responsible for resolving it. OAG accomplishes this
by issuing opinions pursuant to section 552 of the Texas Government Code. This section requires
broad transparency:
Sec. 552.001. POLICY; CONSTRUCTION. (a) Under the fundamental philosophy
of the American constitutional form of representative government that adheres to
the principle that government is the servant and not the master of the people, it is
the policy of this state that each person is entitled, unless otherwise expressly
provided by law, at all times to complete information about the affairs of
government and the official acts of public officials and employees. The people, in
delegating authority, do not give their public servants the right to decide what is
good for the people to know and what is not good for them to know. The people
insist on remaining informed so that they may retain control over the instruments
they have created. The provisions of this chapter shall be liberally construed to
implement this policy.
(b) This chapter shall be liberally construed in favor of granting a request for
information.
TEX. GOV’T CODE §552.001.
At the time OAG’s opinion was requested, there were several procedural obstacles to
issuing an opinion. See Exhibit 38, Open Records Opinion. First, the information sought was
already subject to pending litigation in Travis County District Court. Second, DPS had failed to
timely notify the FBI that there had been an open records request. Third, the FBI failed to timely
reply and only provided heavily redacted comments, which presented a problem for OAG.
OAG Assistant Attorney General and Division Chief of Open Records Justin Gordon
decided that given the above facts, the pending litigation was the best place to resolve the records
dispute. OAG then issued a closed letter and declined to issue a decision. See Exhibit 38, Open
Records Ruling. In the letter, OAG noted that the late timing of the DPS notice to the FBI and the
FBI’s late-arriving and heavily redacted comments prevented OAG from issuing a decision in
accordance with due process. Importantly, the letter issued by OAG maintained the status quo and
allowed the trial court to independently review the claims. This result appears to be objectively
correct. In any event, OAG’s decision to defer to a district court’s determination suggests that AG
Paxton did not commit a crime or other wrongdoing – contrary to the Complainant’s allegation
that he exerted pressure to produce an outcome favorable to Nate Paul’s interests.
In addition to this open records ruling, there were at least two other related rulings issued
by the Open Records Division in 2019 and 2020 in which OAG again ruled against disclosure and
sided with the state agency. It should be noted that the Department of Justice also provided briefing
in support of non-disclosure in two of the three opinions – which was the position ultimately taken
by OAG.
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ii.

The Nonprofit Intervention—Mitte Foundation’s Past Scandals (“Paragraph 2”)

The Mitte Foundation is a troubled institution that has been frequently investigated in the
past. OAG’s investigation into what transpired with the Mitte Foundation intervention remains
ongoing, but certain then-known key facts suggest that AG Paxton properly decided to investigate
the Foundation, and continued OAG’s long history of investigating the Mitte Foundation, which
began with then-AG Greg Abbott.
First, within Paragraph 2, no crime is alleged, and no evidence of any crime is articulated:
The Attorney General directed the agency’s Financial Litigation Division (FLD) to
intervene in a lawsuit between a charitable trust named the Mitte Foundation and Mr.
Paul’s company, World Class. The court had imposed a receivership on World Class
assets in which Mitte had invested, and it became clear that counsel for World Class
desired our office’s intervention to prevent the receiver from fulfilling its courtordered duty. After FLD intervened, the Attorney General pressured counsel to seek
an immediate stay of all proceedings, to investigate the conduct of the charity and
the receiver, and to pursue a settlement whereby World Class would purchase Mitte’s
interests in the investment.
Exhibit 22, Final Draft of Complaints. Paragraph 2 omits material facts and asserts other facts that
are contrary to actions taken by OAG employees involved in the intervention. The OAG’s actions
in the case in fact benefited the Mitte Foundation when OAG unilaterally gave information about
World Class to the Mitte Foundation attorneys in an effort to give them a better bargaining position
during mediation.
For example, now-Governor and then-Attorney General Greg Abbott sued the Mitte
Foundation in 2009. See Exhibit 39, the Greg Abbott Petition. The petition in that lawsuit included
the following substantial allegations of wrongdoing:

See Exhibit 39, Greg Abbott vs. Mitte Foundation.
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The Attorney General is authorized by statute to intervene in any lawsuit involving a
nonprofit to protect beneficiaries and the State’s interest. The right to intervene is broad:
Sec. 123.002. ATTORNEY GENERAL’S PARTICIPATION. For and on behalf of
the interest of the general public of this state in charitable trusts, the attorney general
is a proper party and may intervene in a proceeding involving a charitable trust. The
attorney general may join and enter into a compromise, settlement agreement,
contract, or judgment relating to a proceeding involving a charitable trust.
TEX. PROP. CODE ANN. §123.002.
The Mitte Foundation has had conflicts and lawsuits with many individuals and institutions
over the years. For example, the University of Texas cut ties with the Mitte Foundation when
allegations of sexual harassment arose. 23 Texas State University also cut ties with the Mitte
Foundation over allegations of cocaine usage and financial mismanagement. 24
Given the history of the Mitte Foundation and the unusual payment terms for the receiver
in the case, AG Paxton and OAG developed justified concerns regarding the Foundation’s
operations and use of its funds. While the Complainants allege that AG Paxton’s intervention was
undertaken to benefit Nate Paul and his corporation, the preliminary investigation suggests that
OAG’s actions in intervention were not undertaken to aid Paul. The act of intervening in a
charitable matter is a neutral act. Intervention, by itself, is not an adverse action against the Mitte
Foundation, nor is it an action taken in support of World Class Properties or Nate Paul. Our review
of the matter affirms that OAG’s actions taken in the case were appropriate (with the exception of
the information shared with the Mitte Foundation by OAG attorney Godbey) and that no attempts
were made to help Nate Paul and his company.
At the outset of OAG’s involvement, Josh Godbey was contacted by Neeraj Gupta and
others with the DOJ / FBI regarding Nate Paul and the Mitte Foundation on or about June 16,
2020. This was followed up with the June 17, 2020 email from AUSA Gupta detailed in this
Report. Josh Godbey understood from this call that the DOJ / FBI believed the Mitte Foundation
to be a “victim” and wanted to support the victim (i.e., by insinuating that OAG should stay away
from the matter).
Upon further review, both Darren McCarty (who was the deputy in charge of civil
litigation) and Josh Godbey confirmed that OAG settled on the position that OAG would assist the
parties to resolve their case cost-effectively, by mediation. McCarty wrote the following about the
case with the administrative assistance of OAG employee Sarah Burgess:

Mitte Foundation Withdraws Gift to U. of Texas, THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION (June 13,
2003), https://www.chronicle.com/article/mitte-foundation-withdraws-gift-to-u-of-texas.
24
Brad Rollins, Texas State severs ties with embattled philanthropist, SAN MARCOS MERCURY (April 19,
2008), http://smmercury.com/2008/04/19/the-bottom-line-texas-state-says-it-will-not-take-money-fromfoundation-after-arrest-of-its-director-on-cocaine-charge.
23
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Contrary to the Complainants’ allegations that OAG intervened solely to benefit World
Class Properties and Nate Paul, this investigation revealed that OAG’s intervention worked to the
Foundation’s advantage in mediation. OAG Financial Litigation Division Chief Joshua Godbey
noticed that Sheena Paul, the lawyer for World Class Properties, desired mediation. Godbey
construed this as a sign that the Mitte Foundation could possibly get a higher settlement amount
out of World Class Properties at the mediation, and Godbey provided this information and his
opinion directly to Ray Chester, the attorney for the Mitte Foundation, before the mediation, on
July 13, 2020.
This information placed the Mitte Foundation in a better bargaining position and could
theoretically enable it to get more money out of the settlement than they would have if it had not
had this information. Contrary to allegations made by the Complainants that the actions taken by
OAG benefited Nate Paul, the actions benefited the Mitte Foundation instead.
Additionally, Nate Paul expressed his frustration that OAG was involved in the case:

See Exhibit 40, Michael Wynne, on behalf of Nate Paul, Letter to OAG
OAG had every right to intervene in litigation involving a historically problematic
nonprofit, pursuant to statute, and the content in “Paragraph 2” articulates no criminal act. The
actions taken by OAG employees in the Mitte Foundation intervention were neutral at the start and
adverse to Paul at the time of mediation. In fact, during the investigation, OAG lawyers were
accused of acting adverse to Nate Paul and his interests (in that they did not investigate the charity)
and also by the Mitte Foundation (in that AG Paxton had a personal relationship with Nate Paul).
Ultimately, the parties did not settle while OAG was involved, and thus neither side could credibly
state that OAG’s involvement affected their position in this litigation.
iii.

AG Guidance on Foreclosure Sales (Paragraph 3)

Paragraph 3 of the Complainants’ written complaint goes to great lengths to attribute
wrongdoing to an otherwise logical and appropriate informal letter. Within this paragraph, again,
no crime is alleged, and no evidence of any crime is articulated:
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The Attorney General frantically insisted that an informal guidance document
concerning foreclosure sales be drafted and released over the course of one
weekend. The Attorney General indicated that the guidance document would help
homeowners but could not identify an authorized requester who had asked for the
guidance. Rather, he directed staff to a private citizen who had no knowledge of the
issue, and then insisted that staff procure an elected state official to prepare a
request for guidance. After the guidance was issued, the Attorney General insisted,
against advice of staff, that a press release be issued concerning the guidance,
eventually settling for a website posting. The guidance document appears directly
suited to assist Mr. Paul, who has placed several of his properties into bankruptcy,
and who faces the prospect of foreclosure sales by banks holding notes on those
properties.
See Exhibit 22, Final Draft of Complaints. Paragraph 3 omits material facts and fails to disclose
the factual predicate for the informal guidance—namely the COVID-19 pandemic.
The informal guidance letter benefitted all Texans who might be subject to foreclosure
during Governor Abbott’s COVID-related restrictions on the number of individuals allowed to
gather together as a group. See Exhibit 41, Foreclosure Informal Guidance. During July 2020,
OAG received a legislative request related to the COVID-19 pandemic and certain courthouse
foreclosure sales. The request was submitted by a Texas State Legislator, Senator Bryan Hughes.
Because it was an issue related to the pandemic and similar to other property questions handled by
OAG’s Disaster Counsel team, the request was forwarded to then-Deputy Attorney General for
Legal Counsel Ryan Vassar. This was routed to him as a disaster-related question (through the
disaster counsel function within the General Counsel Division) and not set up as an official opinion
request (through the Opinion Committee). 25 This distinction was important, as disaster-related
questions did not go through the traditional official opinion process, and the guidance was only
informal as a result. The informal guidance affirms that foreclosure sales were subject to the
COVID-related ten-person gathering limit, and also asserts that the foreclosure sales should not be
held if the ten-person limit would negatively impact the bidding. Specifically:

See Exhibit 41, Foreclosure Informal Guidance. On its face, this informal opinion is good for
Texans and, given the extraordinary circumstances of the COVID-19 emergency, it cannot
reasonably be argued that this was an unusual or unwarranted result. Indeed, both the Supreme
Court of Texas and federal law have halted or otherwise impeded evictions or foreclosures for the
same sound public policy reasons. To date, there is a federally-mandated eviction moratorium in

In fact, the guidance notes that it does not even carry the weight of a formal AG opinion (which is itself
legally nonbinding) under the Texas Government Code, but merely informal guidance. Throughout the
COVID-19 disaster, disaster counsel has drafted countless items of advice, emails and full guidance
documents (including as to houses of worship and other topics of interest) to officials all over the state of
Texas. As a comparison, OAG has issued thirteen formal opinions (under the Texas Government Code)
related to COVID-19 through the Opinions Committee since April 2020.
25
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place throughout the country. Foreclosure sales did not formally restart in Travis County until May
2021 (though some form of informal sale occurred in December 2020).
The Complainants contend that AG Paxton acted illegally by procuring an elected official
to request an opinion. The Disaster Counsel function (within the General Counsel Division) had
received questions regarding foreclosures from many sources, including private citizens. However,
to issue a written official opinion, an elected official authorized by the Government Code must ask
the question to OAG. The ability of OAG to ask elected officials to request opinions was very
important and useful for Texans during the statewide COVID disaster because the Governor’s
orders were regularly changing and required substantial interpretation and clarification from OAG
and the Disaster Counsel. And doing so in this manner is both legal and routine.
Finally, the informal guidance document issued by the Attorney General does not have any
legally binding effect: the decision to stop foreclosure sales in Travis County ultimately rests with
the Travis County Judge (and the Commissioners’ Court) in the normal course, or with the
Governor or someone empowered under the Texas Disaster Act in the case of a declared disaster–
not the Attorney General or OAG. The issuance of the document did not directly result in any
foreclosure sale being stopped anywhere in Texas, let alone in Travis County.
iv.

TCDAO Referral #1 (Paragraph 4)

The criminal referrals were and remained at all times TCDAO matters. TCDAO always
maintained legal control over this referral. Brandon Cammack was both outside counsel for OAG
and a special prosecutor for TCDAO and, as noted above, AG Paxton acted appropriately in
retaining Cammack and handling the subsequent criminal investigation. Beginning with the
portions of the Complainants’ complaint that deal with TCDAO and Cammack, the Complainants
make plainly incorrect assertions. Given this Report’s nature, the following are merely a few
examples of these defective statements.
The prime example of a false statement is the summary section of Paragraph 4:
“All facts considered, we have reasonable suspicion to believe Attorney
General Paxton may have approved or may be directly supervising the unlawful use
of criminal process to further private, nongovernmental interests. In particular, the
information sought in the subpoena has no reasonable connection to the allegations
contained in the Travis County complaint. And the appearance by Mr. Paul’s
private attorney at the location of Mr. Cammack’s personal service of the subpoena
undercuts any reasonable argument that the subpoena was obtained for official
purposes.”
See Exhibit 22, Final Draft of Complaints.
Yet “[a]ll facts considered” by the Complainants did not include critical facts and
information. TCDAO had directly authorized these grand jury subpoenas and some of those
subpoenas were related to Referral #2 – which was a lawful referral by TCDAO to OAG (acting
through Cammack). Therefore, the Complainants wrongly stated that there was “unlawful use of
process.” Additionally, with no evidence to support the contention, the Complainants concluded
that AG Paxton “may be directly supervising the unlawful use of criminal process to further
private, nongovernmental interests.” This ignores TCDAO’s involvement and control of the matter
– and is incorrect as it is premised on faulty logic (that Referral #1 was the only referral made by
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TCDAO to OAG related to Paul). Finally, the Complainants discuss Paul’s private attorney Wynne
being present for the service of a grand jury subpoena as proof of untoward actions. Wynne’s
presence may have been required to waive any objections to releasing the information if Paul, his
client, was a party or owner of the subpoenaed bank records. There is no evidence that AG Paxton
was involved in, or aware of, the decision to have Wynne in attendance. Furthermore, there is no
evidence that AG Paxton was aware that subpoenas had been issued by TCDAO and by the judge
presiding over the grand jury. The “unlawful use of process” allegation is factually unsupported.
At the beginning of the section of their complaint dealing with Cammack and Referral #1,
the Complainants state:
The Attorney General submitted a complaint to the Travis County District
Attorney’s Office alleging potential criminal conduct committed by employees of
the State Securities Board, the Department, the FBI, and the United States
Attorney’s Office for the Western District of Texas, as part of the investigation
precipitating the search warrants that were executed in 2019.
See Exhibit 22, Final Draft of Complaints.
This statement is misleading because it falsely asserts that AG Paxton himself submitted
or wrote Referral #1. The Complainants knew that he did no such thing. 26 AG Paxton has at all
times acknowledged that he knew Nate Paul, and that he introduced Paul to TCDAO. But AG
Paxton did not submit a complaint for Paul. Indeed, he missed most of Paul’s presentation to
TCDAO in the first place, and TCDAO exercised and retained criminal jurisdiction over the
complaints Paul made.
Paul and his attorneys made the criminal complaint to the TCDAO, both in writing and in
a lunch meeting where AG Paxton was not present until after Paul had verbally described his
complaint to Montford and Clemmer. 27 Additionally, the criminal complaint contained in Referral
#2 was made without AG Paxton’s knowledge and directly between Paul and TCDAO. Most
importantly, Clemmer and Montford independently approved the criminal complaint and referred
it to OAG for assistance in the investigation for the reasons discussed in this Report.
Another controverted fact is found in this statement:
On or about September 16, 2020, OAG staff notified Attorney General Paxton that
staff refused to approve the request to retain outside legal counsel to investigate the
Travis County complaint because approving the request was not in the State’s best
interest.

One of the versions has slightly different wording.
At the time Referral #1 was made by Don Clemmer to OAG, Clemmer knew that AG Paxton knew Nate
Paul and did not believe that to be a conflict in the same way he believed that the DPS investigating
themselves was a conflict. This logically makes sense, since OAG’s job was to collect evidence and present
that evidence to the TCDAO. This can be contrasted with the potential for DPS to ignore or omit evidence
in its presentation to the TCDAO, if DPS had conducted an investigation into one of its own employees.
See Exhibit 3, Referral #1. There was also no allegation made by Paul involving an employee of the AG in
his criminal complaint.
26
27
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See Exhibit 22, Final Draft of Complaints.
The Complainants’ belief that they, as subordinates, could functionally veto their principal,
a constitutionally established and statewide-elected official, reflects a profound misunderstanding
of both Texas law and the facts underlying their complaint.
First, AG Paxton’s unelected political appointees and staff cannot legally prevent the
Attorney General from obtaining outside counsel for actions taken by his office, and employees in
the office do not have discretion separate and independent from the constitutionally-created and
elected officer, the Attorney General. See generally TEX. CONST. ART. IV, §§1, 22; TEX. GOV’T
CODE ANN. § 402; Terrell v. Sparks, 135 S.W. 519 (Tex. 1911); 7 Tex. Jur. 3d Att’y Gen. § 4
(citing State ex rel. Hill v. Pirtle, 887 S.W.2d 921, 924 (Tex. Crim. App. 1994) (“An assistant
Attorney General is a public employee and not a public officer [like the Attorney General]. An
assistant Attorney General operates under the direct supervision of the Attorney General and
exercises no independent executive power.”).
Second, Mateer, as Paxton’s then-top appointee, was personally involved in the decision
to hire outside counsel. Indeed, Mateer affirmatively participated in the interview process of
selecting an outside counsel. Mateer’s assertion in his criminal complaint that outside counsel was
not in the State’s best interest is contradicted by his actions in attempting to secure that counsel.
Vassar and General Counsel Lesley French were also involved in the process of engaging
Cammack.
Third, this statement is contradicted by the DocuSign record. In accordance with internal
OAG procedure, the Complainant staff members signed the DocuSign request. Contrary to the
statement that “staff” notified the Attorney General that they would not approve the request, on
September 16, 2020, Vassar had already personally approved the Cammack outside counsel
contract on September 15, 2020. The only action taken on September 16, 2020, was the approval
by OAG Controller Michelle Price. Here is Vassar’s time-stamped approval signature:
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See Exhibit 34, DocuSign Record for Cammack Executive Approval Process.
Oddly enough, the next “signer” within DocuSign, Penley, did not reject the DocuSign
until after making his criminal complaint. Furthermore, this entry was made after learning that AG
Paxton had signed the contract with Cammack. Here is Penley’s out-of-order DocuSign entry:

See Exhibit 34, DocuSign Record for Cammack Executive Approval Process. This paper trail is
hard to reconcile with the assertions in the Complainants’ criminal complaint.
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Indeed, Penley’s rejection can only be explained as an attempt to nullify Cammack’s
authority as a special prosecutor after the fact. Penley lacked this power as a subordinate official
empowered only to carry out AG Paxton’s orders. For that matter, Penley’s entry could have been
made to bolster his own credibility, after he had learned that his September 30th allegations that
Cammack was a fraud were false. Penley did not appear concerned with the contract’s contents;
he reviewed it for the first time an hour after he declined it, and even that was two weeks after he
received the contract approval in the first place. 28
Penley conveyed that he learned about Cammack, and the interviews with other potential
outside counsel, on September 15, 2020—after his return from a two-week vacation. In some form
or fashion he did verbally object to the hiring of outside counsel, but this was only after Mateer
and AG Paxton had interviewed outside counsel for the express purpose of taking over the
investigation, and after the outside counsel contract had been signed. 29 While Mateer’s signature
was not required for the contract, he interviewed candidates to be outside counsel for this case. It
is therefore perplexing that the Complainants would rely upon Penley’s objection to outside
counsel while knowing the role that First Assistant Mateer played in hiring Cammack. 30
Furthermore, Vassar knowingly drafted and submitted the contract for signature (and asked the
General Counsel to recommend the hiring of Cammack – his direct report), and seven other
employees approved the contract through DocuSign. At a minimum, the statement that “staff
refused to approve the request to retain outside legal counsel,” omits material facts that render the
statement highly misleading.
v.

There Is No Evidence of Bribery or Criminal Undue Influence

There is no evidence of any bribe or criminal undue influence articulated in the criminal
complaint prepared by the Complainants. No evidence was uncovered in this investigation. In
Webster’s November 2, 2020 interview with Penley, he stated that the bribe in question was a
campaign donation made by Nate Paul to AG Paxton on October 29, 2018. During the 2018
campaign and election for Attorney General of Texas, AG Paxton raised over $8 million. 31 Thus,
Nate Paul’s 2018 donation to AG Paxton of $25,000 represented only a tiny fraction of the total
donations to AG Paxton’s contested statewide race.
More importantly, it would have been a logical and legal impossibility for this campaign
donation to be a bribe for unforeseeable actions taken in 2020. Bribery and similar statutes require
that there be some express quid pro quo. Because of the protected First Amendment interests

DocuSign approval is OAG’s system of approval documentation, and it requires daily attention for all
executives. It is unusual for an executive within OAG to not take action on a DocuSign request for two
weeks.
29
It is unknown what Penley’s motivations were by objecting. It is common for prosecutors to not want to
have cases taken away from them, especially after they have devoted time to the case. Also, given the fact
that Penley was a former Assistant U.S. Attorney, and OAG was investigating Assistant U.S. Attorneys,
and given Penley’s illegal actions in providing documents to Johnny Sutton, it is unknown at this time if
other relationships motivated him to keep control over the investigation.
30
While it is likely that Mateer shared this fact with fellow Complainants, it is unknown whether he actually
notified them of his involvement in obtaining outside counsel.
31
Attorney
General
of
Texas
2018
Election
Season,
TRANSPARENCY
USA,
https://www.transparencyusa.org/tx/race/attorney-general-of-texas?cycle=2018-election-cycle.
28
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associated with making campaign contributions, Texas statutes specifically require evidence of an
express agreement for a campaign donation to be a bribe:
Any benefit that is a political contribution as defined by Title 15, Election
Code, or that is an expenditure made and reported in accordance with Chapter 305,
Government Code, if the benefit was offered, conferred, solicited, accepted, or
agreed to pursuant to an express agreement to take or withhold a specific exercise
of official discretion if such exercise of official discretion would not have been
taken or withheld but for the benefit; notwithstanding any rule of evidence or jury
instruction allowing factual inferences in the absence of certain evidence, direct
evidence of the express agreement shall be required in any prosecution under this
subdivision.
TEX. PENAL CODE § 36.02(a)(4).
Federal law carries a similar standard: “[A]ccepting a campaign contribution does not equal
taking a bribe unless the payment is made in exchange for an explicit promise to perform or not
perform an official act. Vague expectations of some future benefit should not be sufficient to make
a payment a bribe.” United States v. Allen, 10 F.3d 405, 411 (7th Cir. 1993).
A quid pro quo was impossible here. While Paul donated to AG Paxton’s campaign in
2018, even the Complainants do not allege that Paul identified, much less asked for, any official
action he desired from Paxton until well over a year later. To be sure, there is no evidence present
that Paul made such a request. But even assuming for argument’s sake that such a request had been
made in the first place, the timing precludes the possibility of an express agreement as required by
Texas and federal law. For example:
•
•
•

Paul could not have envisioned the COVID-19 pandemic on which at least one of the
Complainants’ accusations rely (of a letter issued by the AG involving foreclosure sales
in response to Governor Abbott’s executive order).
At the time he made his 2018 donation, Nate Paul did not know and could not have
anticipated that federal authorities would execute a search warrant on his properties in
2019.
Paul further did not know in 2018 what would happen in the Mitte Foundation case and
did not know that there would be pending litigation over whether government records
should be released.

Everything articulated in the Complainants’ complaint was unknown by Paul at the time
he made donations to AG Paxton. It seems highly implausible that such an alleged quid pro quo
arrangement for things unknown could support a Texas law bribery prosecution.
Beyond that, the Complainants articulate no theory of a criminal act, much less a theory
that AG Paxton sought or accepted a bribe or otherwise improperly exercised his official influence.
The Complainants’ theory of bribery, abuse of power and undue influence, moreover,
could—if generally adopted—subject every elected official in Texas to criminal prosecution if an
elected official could be said to have taken any action that happens to benefit a past donor. The
Attorney General of Texas has the authority to act in hundreds of different ways within the State
of Texas. See Exhibit 43, 73-Page List of Statutes Requiring or Authorizing Action by the Attorney
General. Given the Attorney General’s broad, statewide power, there is always potential for those
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actions to impact a donor, friend, or acquaintance in some manner; however, such actions should
not be imputed to an improper purpose without evidence of wrongdoing, or an unlawful act, or an
express agreement to confer the benefit. Put another way, the fact that an action may help a donor,
friend or acquaintance by itself is not evidence of a crime – it is not “res ipsa loquitor”. No law or
rule prevents the Attorney General from taking actions in cases involving a past donor, and even
were that rule to exist (which it does not), it would significantly impair the efficient execution of
the duties that the legislature and Constitution have bestowed upon the Attorney General.
As evidenced by his recent testimony under oath, Mateer has been unable to articulate any
criminal allegation. At the temporary injunction hearing on March 1, 2021, Mateer was called to
testify on behalf of the movants (Maxwell and Vassar) in Brickman, et. al. v. Office of the Attorney
General of the State of Texas, Trial Cause No. D-1-GN-20-006861.
Throughout his testimony, counsel for the Office of Attorney General objected to Mateer
being called as a witness, in particular on the basis of the attorney-client privilege and the lack of
authorization to disclose confidential information obtained during his former employment.
Notwithstanding such objections, the Court allowed Mateer to respond to a line of questioning by
counsel friendly to him. But when asked to articulate the criminality of AG Paxton’s acts, so that
the attorney could demonstrate to the court the applicability of the “crime-fraud exception” to
attorney-client privilege under Tex. R. Evid. 503(d), Mateer was unable to do so –

After a series of objections (including attorney client privilege) to this specific question
were made and overruled by the Court, Mateer came up with the following confusing response:

The question asked whether or not the OAG had engaged in criminal activity, and Mateer’s
answered that he could not say “yes or no”; and then that “it could have led to that.” And, finally,
that he had “potential concerns.”
If Mateer had proof of bribery or quid pro quo, or any other illegal act, it was of paramount
importance to the Complainants that he furnish that information in response to this question put to
him under oath. Yet he did not. The inescapable conclusion left by Mateer’s testimony at the TI
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hearing is that he had no knowledge of any facts, any evidence that existed, or even discussions
involving criminal acts by the Attorney General.
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V.

CONCLUSION

Through the course of the investigation underlying this Report, it was apparent that actions
of the Complainants, particularly those actions relating to law enforcement policies and procedures
of the Office of the Attorney General, deviated from best practices. Those practices have been
remediated and remain subject to ongoing review to ensure compliance with best practices.
Based upon the evidence collected and review of all relevant factors, it is the finding of
this report that former political appointees of General Paxton had no basis for their criminal
complaint. Brandon Cammack legally and factually retained as outside counsel of the OAG.
Cammack was then duly appointed Special Prosecutor and conducted a legal investigation into
complaints made to TCDAO, which had been forwarded to Cammack for investigation.
Allegations made against OAG regarding Open Records request and Foreclosure Opinions
claiming to benefit Nate Paul, in fact, had no such effect. There is no evidence that actions taken
by OAG were in response to a “quid pro quo”. This finding is supported by the evidence collected
to this point, and OAG will continue to conduct a review of any evidence presented, as the duty is
ongoing to seek the truth of these matters.
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Criminal Complaints by
Nate Paul

Complaint #1

Complaint #2

Webster, Brent
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brandon R. Cammack <brandon@cammacklawfirm.com>
Monday, October 5, 2020 3:29 PM
Webster, Brent
Fwd: [CAUTION EXTERNAL] Re: TCDA Public Integrity Unit - GJ Subpoenas Request

Application for grand jury subpoenas to Travis County DA Office. I did not appear before a grand jury.
Brandon R. Cammack

Cammack Law Firm, PLLC
4265 San Felipe Street, Suite 1100 Houston, TX 77027
Office: 713‐300‐9291
Fax: 817‐523‐8683

Downtown Rotary Club of Houston
Vice President

Houston Bar Association
Chair Elect
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Bailey Molnar <Bailey.Molnar@traviscountytx.gov>
Date: September 25, 2020 at 8:35:57 AM CDT
To: "Brandon R. Cammack" <brandon@cammacklawfirm.com>
Subject: RE: [CAUTION EXTERNAL] Re: TCDA Public Integrity Unit ‐ GJ Subpoenas Request

1

Please find the last 13 attached!
Thank you so much!
From: Bailey Molnar
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2020 8:35 AM
To: 'Brandon R. Cammack' <brandon@cammacklawfirm.com>
Subject: RE: [CAUTION EXTERNAL] Re: TCDA Public Integrity Unit ‐ GJ Subpoenas Request
Please find an additional 13 attached.
From: Bailey Molnar
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2020 8:34 AM
To: 'Brandon R. Cammack' <brandon@cammacklawfirm.com>
Subject: RE: [CAUTION EXTERNAL] Re: TCDA Public Integrity Unit ‐ GJ Subpoenas Request
Good Morning Mr. Cammack,
The subpoenas were signed overnight so I am going to send them over to
you in batches once again. The first 9 are attached! If you have any questions please let me know.
Thank you so much and I hope you have a wonderful weekend,
Bailey Molnar
From: Bailey Molnar
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2020 3:35 PM
To: 'Brandon R. Cammack' <brandon@cammacklawfirm.com>
Subject: RE: [CAUTION EXTERNAL] Re: TCDA Public Integrity Unit ‐ GJ Subpoenas Request
Fantastic! Thank you so much. As soon as the Judge signs them I will get them over to you! Looks like he hasn’t viewed them yet.
Thanks again,
Bailey Molnar
From: Brandon R. Cammack <brandon@cammacklawfirm.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2020 3:00 PM
To: Bailey Molnar <Bailey.Molnar@traviscountytx.gov>
Subject: Re: [CAUTION EXTERNAL] Re: TCDA Public Integrity Unit ‐ GJ Subpoenas Request
Signed the remaining two docusign documents
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Brandon R. Cammack

Cammack Law Firm, PLLC
4265 San Felipe Street, Suite 1100 Houston, TX 77027
Office: 713-300-9291
Fax: 817-523-8683
Downtown Rotary Club of Houston
Vice President
Houston Bar Association
Chair Elect

On Sep 24, 2020, at 2:14 PM, Brandon R. Cammack <brandon@cammacklawfirm.com> wrote:
I got the first docusign email.
Brandon R. Cammack

Cammack Law Firm, PLLC
4265 San Felipe Street, Suite 1100 Houston, TX 77027
Office: 713-300-9291
Fax: 817-523-8683
Downtown Rotary Club of Houston
Vice President
Houston Bar Association
Chair Elect

On Sep 24, 2020, at 12:45 PM, Bailey Molnar <Bailey.Molnar@traviscountytx.gov> wrote:
Please find 13, for Sprint and Verizon Wireless attached for review!
Thank you so much again,
Bailey Molnar
From: Bailey Molnar
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2020 12:45 PM
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To: 'Brandon R. Cammack' <brandon@cammacklawfirm.com>
Subject: RE: [CAUTION EXTERNAL] Re: TCDA Public Integrity Unit ‐ GJ Subpoenas Request
Please find the 10 for AT&T Wireless attached for review.
From: Bailey Molnar
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2020 12:44 PM
To: 'Brandon R. Cammack' <brandon@cammacklawfirm.com>
Subject: RE: [CAUTION EXTERNAL] Re: TCDA Public Integrity Unit ‐ GJ Subpoenas Request
Thank you for the information! I have created the 35 subpoenas. Our office now asks that you review them
before they are sent before the Judge. Due to the volume, I will be sending them in three batches to ensure they
all go through to you!
If there are any corrections that need to be made, please let me know! They are named by subpoenaed party
and the number after the name corresponds to your forms.
Thank you so much! The first 12 for Earthlink, Google, Hotmail and Yahoo are attached.
From: Brandon R. Cammack <brandon@cammacklawfirm.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2020 9:52 AM
To: Bailey Molnar <Bailey.Molnar@traviscountytx.gov>
Subject: Re: [CAUTION EXTERNAL] Re: TCDA Public Integrity Unit ‐ GJ Subpoenas Request
Also, in case you need to know, well be serving the subpoenas through a private process server
Brandon R. Cammack

Cammack Law Firm, PLLC
4265 San Felipe Street, Suite 1100 Houston, TX 77027
Office: 713-300-9291
Fax: 817-523-8683
Downtown Rotary Club of Houston
Vice President
Houston Bar Association
Chair Elect
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On Sep 24, 2020, at 9:44 AM, Bailey Molnar <Bailey.Molnar@traviscountytx.gov> wrote:
Received! Thank you. Confirming that for each box filled out with different requested materials
in the form is an independent subpoena? So for example we will issue five different subpoena
for Verizon?
Thank you!

From: Brandon R. Cammack <brandon@cammacklawfirm.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2020 9:35 AM
To: Bailey Molnar <Bailey.Molnar@traviscountytx.gov>
Subject: Re: [CAUTION EXTERNAL] Re: TCDA Public Integrity Unit ‐ GJ Subpoenas Request
CAUTION: This email is from OUTSIDE Travis County. Links or attachments may be
dangerous. Click the Phish Alert button above if you think this email is malicious.

Here are the subpoena requests. I do need business record affidavits for each of these
subpoenas and they are not provided. I do need a secrecy provision and grand jury warning.
Email response is preferable.
Please let me know if you need anything else, you have a been a huge help.

Brandon R. Cammack

Cammack Law Firm, PLLC
4265 San Felipe Street, Suite 1100 Houston, TX 77027
Office: 713-300-9291
Fax: 817-523-8683
Downtown Rotary Club of Houston
Vice President
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Houston Bar Association
Chair Elect

On Sep 24, 2020, at 8:17 AM, Bailey Molnar
<Bailey.Molnar@traviscountytx.gov> wrote:
Good Morning Mr. Cammack,
Attached you will find our subpoena request form. If you already have a form
created with the information in the form attached, go ahead and just send
yours! You do not need to use our form, this is just a helpful go‐by. As long as I
have your contact information, the subpoenaed partied information, and the
description of requested material, I can make it work. Once I receive the
requests, I will create the subpoenas, send them back to you for a final review,
and then send them to the ADA and Judge for signature!
All of this can be done through email!
Thank you so much,
Bailey Molnar

From: Brandon R. Cammack <brandon@cammacklawfirm.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 6:00 PM
To: Bailey Molnar <Bailey.Molnar@traviscountytx.gov>
Subject: [CAUTION EXTERNAL] Re: TCDA Public Integrity Unit ‐ GJ Subpoenas
Request
CAUTION: This email is from OUTSIDE Travis County. Links or
attachments may be dangerous. Click the Phish Alert button above if you
think this email is malicious.

Thank you Bailey, could you send me your grand jury subpoena form or would
you like me to use the one I created? I can email you them tonight and maybe
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we can get them issued tomorrow. Also, I’ll be in Austin tomorrow on business if
I need to come by your office or emailing them to me would be preferable.

Respectfully,
Brandon R. Cammack

Cammack Law Firm, PLLC
4265 San Felipe Street, Suite 1100 Houston, TX 77027
Office: 713‐300‐9291
Fax: 817‐523‐8683

Downtown Rotary Club of Houston
Vice President

Houston Bar Association
Chair Elect
Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 23, 2020, at 5:02 PM, Bailey Molnar
<Bailey.Molnar@traviscountytx.gov> wrote:

Good Afternoon Mr. Cammack,
I am the legal secretary for the Public Integrity Section at the
Travis County District Attorney’s Office and Amy Meredith, our
section chief has asked me to contact you. Please let me know
how we can help you with Grand Jury subpoenas. I create all the
requests for our section so I am happy to assist in whatever way
you need!
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Thank you so much. I hope you have a wonderful night and look
forward to working with you soon,
Bailey Molnar

This electronic mail message, including any attachments, may
be confidential or privileged under applicable law. This email is
intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which it
is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient of this email,
you are notified that any use, dissemination, distribution,
copying, disclosure or any other action taken in relation to the
content of this email including any attachments is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify
the sender immediately and permanently delete the original
and any copy of this email, including secure destruction of any
printouts.
<Subpoena Request Form.doc>
<4946 (Sprint‐1).docx><4947 (Sprint‐2).docx><4948 (Sprint‐3).docx><4949 (Sprint‐4).docx><4950 (Sprint‐
5).docx><4951 (Sprint‐6).docx><4952 (Sprint‐7).docx><4953 (T‐Mobile ‐1).docx><4954 (Verizon Wireless‐
1).docx><4955 (Verizon Wireless‐2).docx><4956 (Verizon Wireless‐3).docx><4957 (Verizon Wireless‐
4).docx><4958 (Verizon Wireless‐5).docx>

<4946 (Sprint‐1).docx.pdf>
<4947 (Sprint‐2).docx.pdf>
<4948 (Sprint‐3).docx.pdf>
<4949 (Sprint‐4).docx.pdf>
<4950 (Sprint‐5).docx.pdf>
<4951 (Sprint‐6).docx.pdf>
<4952 (Sprint‐7).docx.pdf>
<4953 (T‐Mobile ‐1).docx.pdf>
<4954 (Verizon Wireless‐1).docx.pdf>
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From: Michael Wynne
Sent: Sunday, September 27, 2020 10:02 PM
To: · Jeff.Mateer@oag.texas.gov' <Jeff.Mateer@oag.texas.gov>
Cc: Darren.McCarty@oag.texas.gov
Subject Undisclosed Conflicts of lnteres

Dear Mr. Mateer
i understand that you previously indicated to counsel that all communications regarding that certain litigation
involving the Mitte Foundation (''Mitte Litigation") be directed to your attention.
In your email correspondence on July 24, 2020, you acknowledged that the Office of the Attorney Gener<1l hris
interv0ned 1n the Mitte Litigation pursuant to your statutory charge to the protect the public interest in
charity. You also acknowledged that you received and appreciated the information provided to you to aid in
your efforts to represent the public interest in charity. Voll also noted that not providing status updates on
your efforts in respect of such matters is necessary to preserve the perception of impartiality.
Understanding the foregoing, ! remain concerned that there has been little to no action by your or your office
in any of the matters in which you have intervened, despite your knowledge of the immense waste of
charitable funds by the Mitte Foundation that has been ongoing for over two and a half years
fv1y concern was heightened when

I learned that in May 2020, during the course of the proceedings, Layla
Milligan, the wife of Gregory S. Milligan, the receiver in the Mitte Litigation was hired by the. Office of the
Attorney General Bankruptcy and Collections Division. While it was al'eady concerning that: in more than 0'1e
hearing in this matter Joshua Godbey of your office continually referenced prior engagements with Gregory s.
Milligan that were not otherwise disclosed, it is also entirely concerning that this ootential conflict with Layla
Milligan was not disclosed.
F1.:rther complicating matters is the involvement of Rachel Obaldo in the Mitte Litigation. As you know Rachel
Obaldo also works in the Bankruptcy and Collections Division. Around the same time that Layla Milligan was
hired, Rachel Obaldo began appearing in the Mitte Litigation as counsel for the O,�G, despite that the
proceedings having no crossover with the Bankruptcy and Collections Division.
As you are aware and as others in your office have acknowledged, C3regory s. Milligan stands to receive a
significant, and nearly SO times above market, fee ( "'$5,000,000) for his services as receiver in the Mitte
Litigation. Given your previously expressed desire to maintain the perception of impartiality, it is gravely
concerning to me that the aforementioned potential conflicts were not disclosed at any time in the
proceedings or to the parties. The receiver fee agreement is a grotesque waste of charitable funds and clear
self-deaiing that has been ignored. Now that we have learned that his wife is an employee in your office, and
was hired while this litigation has been ongoing, further exacerbates the inaction.
I am bringing this to your attention immediately for an explanation prior to us filing anything in regards to this
serious issue.
Best,
Michael.J. Wynne
GREGOR

I

WYNNE

I

ARNEY, PLLC

2019 ATTORNEY GENERAL AUTHORITY 1
I.
TEX. CONST. Art. IV, § 22
“The Attorney General shall represent the State in all suits and pleas OSG,
in the Supreme Court of the State in which the State may be a party, GCD
and shall especially inquire into the charter rights of all private
corporations, and from time to time, in the name of the State, take such
action in the courts as may be proper and necessary to prevent any
private corporation from exercising any power or demanding or
collecting any species of taxes, tolls, freight or wharfage not authorized
by law. He shall, whenever sufficient cause exists, seek a judicial
forfeiture of such charters, unless otherwise expressly directed by law,
and give legal advice in writing to the Governor and other executive
officers, when requested by them, and perform such other duties as may
be required by law.”
II.
Tex. Agric. Code Ann.
§13.007
May sue to enjoin violations of the laws and regulations for
Weights and Measures
§14.086
May sue to collect the civil penalty for violation of
regulations for Public Grain Warehouse
§18.009

May sue to collect civil penalty or enjoin violations of
Standards and Regulations on Organic Designation

§18.054

May sue to collect civil penalty or enjoin violations of
Agricultural Product Standards

§19.013

May sue to collect civil penalty or enjoin violations of
Citrus Budwood and Citrus Nursery Stock Program
Regulations and Standards
May sue to enforce Agricultural Department orders, and
collect penalties for violations

§41.1011
§46.013

§58.041

1

Consumer
Protection
Gen Lit,
ALD,
EPD
Gen Lit,
ALD,
EPD
Gen Lit,
ALD,
EPD
Gen Lit,
ALD,
EPD
Gen Lit,
ALD,
EPD
Gen Lit,
ALD,
EPD

May sue to collect civil penalty for violating the terms of
use of the “Go Texan” Partner Program logos and for
violation of rules adopted by the Agricultural Department
for “Go Texan” Program
May approve and review bonds issued by the Texas PFD
Agricultural Finance Authority

Updated February 2020

1

§59.014

May approve and review bonds issued by the Texas
Agricultural Finance Authority for the Farm and Ranch
Finance Program
May institute proceedings against a person for violating
provisions dealing with the inspection, labeling, and sale
of agricultural and vegetable seed
May investigate violations of Cotton Pest Control laws and
regulations and institute a cause of action

§61.017
§74.008
§76.154

May investigate violations of Pesticide and Herbicide laws
and regulations and institute a cause of action

§102.169

May investigate violations of Transportation of Citrus
Fruit laws and regulations and institute a cause of action

§131.104

May investigate violations of Bees and Honey laws and
regulations and institute a cause of action

§132.0715 May investigate violations of Nonlivestock Industry Eggs
laws and regulations and institute a cause of action

III.
§5.15
§101.70
§103.14
§204.02
§206.02

Tex. Alco. Bev. Code Ann.
May appoint as many as six assistant attorneys
general to enforce the Alcoholic Beverage Code
May sue to enjoin a common nuisance
May sue for forfeiture of property seized
May approve bonds for licensing of alcoholic
beverages
May file as an exhibit in a suit for taxes due under the
alcoholic beverages code

PFD
Gen
ALD,
EPD
Gen
ALD,
EPD
Gen
ALD,
EPD
Gen
ALD,
EPD
Gen
ALD,
EPD
Gen
ALD,
EPD

Lit,
Lit,
Lit,
Lit,
Lit,
Lit,

ALD
Gen Lit, ALD
GCD, Gen Lit
PFD
Tax

IV.
Tex. Bus. & Com. Code Ann.
§ 15.02
preserves OAG constitutional and statutory OSG, Antitrust
authority to bring actions under state and federal law
§15.03
May apply for an order granting a person immunity Antitrust
from prosecution and compliance with a demand or
request
§15.10
May issue civil investigatory demands in Antitrust
monopoly/anti-trust cases, orders

2

§15.20
§15.40
§ 17.47

§ 17.501
§ 17.61
§ 17.62
§ 17.93
§ 17.903
§ 17.904
§ 17.926
§17.953
§20.11
§21A.003

§51.303

§52.156

May sue to collect penalty or to enjoin businesses in
violation of anti-trust regulations
May sue to recover state damages provided in Fed.
Antitrust laws (and join with others in such a suit)
authorizing Consumer Protection Division to bring
action in the name of the state to restrain deceptive
methods, acts, or practices made illegal under the
DTPA and obtain penalties
authority to intervene in DTPA class action brought
by a consumer
may execute in writing a civil investigative demand
on person in possession of documents relevant to the
subject matter of an ongoing investigation
may seek penalties for failure to comply with civil
investigative demand
may bring action to enjoin illegal advertisement
related to “going out of business” sale
may bring suit to enjoin unauthorized advertisement,
promotion or conduction of certain live musical
performances
may bring suit to recover civil penalty for violating
laws related to advertisement, promotion or
conduction of certain live musical performances
may bring action to recover civil penalty for violating
regulations related to collection or solicitation by forprofit entitles of certain public donations
May bring an injunctive action against a person who
has communicated a bad faith claim with that the end
user has infringed a patent
May sue to enjoin or for penalties against consumer
credit reporting agencies for violations of regulations
of their business (Ch. 20)
May bring suit for injunctive relief and civil penalties
for violations laws and regulations for Residential
Real Estate Deeds

Antitrust
Antitrust
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection

Consumer
Protection,
Gen Lit, ALD,
Fin Lit
May review copy of a company’s disclosure that they Fin Lit
are offering their business for sale and may sue to
enjoin the seller from transacting its business until
the disclosure statement is corrected
May sue for invention development services Gen Lit, ALD,
violations - injunction and penalty
Fin Lit
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§52.156
§73.006
§91.103
§101.005
§102.004

§107.005
§106.007
§109.006
§204.004

§301.101
§301.102
§302.301
§303.058
§303.153

May sue for disposal of business records containing Gen Lit, ALD,
personal identifying information
Fin
Lit,
Consumer
May sue for failure to register as a dental support Gen Lit, ALD,
organization
Fin
Lit,
Consumer
May sue for a rental car company not complying Gen Lit, ALD,
damage waiver requirements
Fin
Lit,
Transportation
May sue for violations of the regulations and laws
Gen Lit,
governing International Matchmaking
Fin Lit
Organizations
May seek injunction against a registered sex offender Criminal
who owns or operates a sexually oriented business
Investigations,
Criminal
Prosecutions
May bring an action to recover civil damages from a Gen Lit, ALD,
pay-to-park or valet parking service
Fin Lit
May seek injunction or file suit to recover civil Gen
Lit,
penalty for violations of the Internet Dating Safety Consumer
Act
Protection
May sue for injunctive relief or a civil penalty for the Gen Lit, ALD,
improper publication of criminal record information Fin Lit
May inspect records, investigate violations, and sue Gen Lit, ALD,
for civil penalties against those who violate the Fin Lit
regulations and laws concerning the sale of plastic
bulk merchandise containers
May investigate complaints dealing with violations of Consumer
the rules and laws concerning Telephone Protection
Solicitations
May petition a district court for a temporary Consumer
restraining order to stop violation of the regulations Protection
on Telephone Solicitations
May enjoin a person from violating the telephone Consumer
solicitation statute
Protection
May request the records from a law enforcement- Fin Lit, Gen
related charitable organization
Lit,
ALD,
Consumer
May sue to revoke registration, enjoin from Consumer
continuing violation, transacting business in Texas, Protection, Fin
and civil penalty for a person who violates the Lit, Gen Lit,
regulations on telephone solicitation for law ALD
enforcement-related charitable organizations
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§304.252

May investigate violations of the Regulations on
Telemarketing
§321.102
May sue to recover civil penalty or injunctive relief
against the misuse of E-mail
§321.107
May sue to recover civil penalty for a violation of the
regulations concerning E-mail
§321.108
May intervene in an action for damages caused by a
violation of the regulations concerning E-mail
§323.003
May sue for a civil penalty against a provider of an
interactive computer service for a fee that does not
also provide a free software that allows the user to
automatically block or screen material on the
internet
§324.102
May sue to recover the civil penalty of injunctive
relief against a violator of the anti-Spyware statute
§325.006
May sue to recover a civil penalty and injunction for
violated the Anti-Phishing Act
§501.201
May sue to recover a civil penalty of injunction for
disclosing or improperly using a consumer’s driver’s
license or social security number
§501.053
May file suit to obtain a civil penalty against a person
who requires the disclosure of an individual’s social
security number to obtain goods or services
§502.002
May sue to enjoin or for a civil penalty an entity that
prints credit and debit card numbers on its receipts
§502.003
May sue to recover a civil penalty for use of a check
form stolen when a check form provider delivers the
check and it is stolen
§503.001
May sue to recover a civil penalty for unlawful use of
a person’s biometric identifiers
§504.002
May bring an action against a person who illegally
possesses crime victim or motor vehicle accident
information
§506.006
May bring an action against a person who attempts
to reidentify deidentified information
§521.053
Shall require businesses to notify the AG if a data
breach of system security affects 250 residents or
more of the state (effective January 1, 2020)
§521.151
May sue to recover the civil penalty for a violation of
the identity theft statute
§604A.003 May bring an action to enforce a civil penalty against
a person who knowingly imposes a surcharge on a

Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection

Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
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§621.205
§622.201
§2004.005

V.
§9.051

buyer who uses a debit or stored value care instead of
cash, check, credit card, or similar means of payment.
May request documentation concerning the major
prize winners and the prizes won by each winner in a
contest
May bring an action for violation of laws concerning
sweepstakes
May seek a declaratory judgment from a federal
district court that the laws regulating the Intrastate
manufacture of incandescent light bulbs is
constitutional

Tex. Bus. Org. Code Ann.
May sue to enjoin a foreign filing entity from
transacting business in this state
§11.303
May seek termination of an entity’s existence
§12.151
May inspect books/records (expansive) of a business
as he considers necessary
§12.153
May investigate organization, conduct, and
management to determine if entities have been in
violation of laws or its own governing document
§12.155
May shut down a business for failure to abide by
previous two provisions
§21.802
May enjoin a violation of late filings
§251.452
May enjoin a misuse of the name “Cooperative”
§252.010
May inspect non-profit books and records

Consumer
Protection
Consumer
Protection
OSG

Fin Lit
Fin Lit
Fin Lit
Fin Lit
Fin Lit
Fin Lit
Fin Lit
Fin Lit

VI.
Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Ann.
§12.003
May initiate a suit for a fraudulent lien filed against Gen Lit, ALD,
real or personal property
Criminal
Prosecutions
§66.002
May initiate a suit in a district court
ALD,
LED,
GEN LIT
§101.103
Shall defend all government units
Tort
§104.004
Shall defend public servants and may settle these General
Lit,
cases
LED
§125.002
May bring suit to enjoin or abate a common nuisance Criminal
Investigations,
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§125.045

§125.070

§140.003

VII.
§2.021

Criminal
Prosecutions
May sue on violations of bonds posted for nuisance Criminal
actions
Investigations,
Criminal
Prosecutions
May sue for money damages on behalf of the state or Criminal
a governmental entity
Investigations,
Criminal
Prosecutions
May bring suit for Civil Racketeering related to Special
Human Trafficking
Prosecutions

Tex. Crim. Proc. Code Ann.
May assist the county or district attorney in a
prosecution of a crime where the victim is younger
than 17 years old

§2.1385
§2.139.13951

§18A.503
§49.18
§56.065
§56.35
§56.38
§56.40-43

May sue to collect a civil penalty against a state
agency which fails to submit the incident-based data
in law enforcement vehicular stops
Must create a form for use in officer-involved
shootings and post an online report within 5 days of
a completed form from a law enforcement agency.
Must submit an annual report summarizing prior
year’s incidents.
May bring suit against a person who transmits
electronic communication without permission
Shall review the correctional facility report to
determine privileged information on inquest of
prisoner’s death
May reimburse local agency for medical examination
for sexual assault victims

Criminal
Prosecutions
Criminal
Prosecutions
Criminal
Prosecutions

Criminal
Prosecutions
Criminal
Prosecutions

Crime Victim
Services,
Budget
May determine the type of state assistance to give a Crime Victim
victim
Services
May investigate/subpoena witnesses to perform Crime Victim
above
Services
Shall determine the compensation and attorney’s Crime Victim
fees for crime victims
Servies
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§57.02
§57A.02
§57B.02
§57D.02
§59.06-62

§63.010

Shall develop forms for confidentiality of records of
sexual offenses victims
Shall develop forms for confidentiality of records of
stalking victims
Shall develop forms for confidentiality of records of
family violence victims
Shall develop forms for confidentiality of records of
human trafficking victims
Shall compile an annual report of the total amount of
funds forfeited or credited by April 30 and bring suit
against a law enforcement agency if the state auditor
determined the agency knowingly violated the rules
governing forfeiture of assets
Shall require law enforcement to comply with the
missing children investigations and reporting
requirements

Crime Victim
Services
Crime Victim
Services
Crime Victim
Services
Crime Victim
Services
GCD,
ALD,
LED

Law
Enforcement

VIII. Tex. Educ. Code Ann.
§12.122
May sue open-enrollment charter school for breach of Gen Lit, Fin
fiduciary duty by member of the governing body
Lit, ALD
§34.009
May approve contracts for transportation
Fin
Lit,
Transportation
§45.0011
May approve school district bonds and credit Public Finance
agreements
§1001.501 May join in a class action suit against drivers’ ALD
education
IX.
Tex. Elec. Code Ann.
§123.065
May seek a writ of mandamus against an authority
that fails to file an annual voting system report
§273.001
May investigate to determine if crime occurred
relating to an election, and prosecute it
§273.003
§273.021
§273.022

GCD,
Elections, OSG
Criminal
Investigation,
Elections, OSG
May impound election records, ballots, rosters etc...
Elections, OSG
May prosecute a criminal offense prescribed by Elections, OSG
election laws and appear before the grand jury
May direct the county or district attorney in which a Elections, OSG
violation of the election laws has occurred to
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§273.023

prosecute or to assist the attorney general in
prosecuting the offense
May direct DPS to serve a subpoena for a violation of Elections, OSG
the election code

X.
Tex. Fam. Code Ann.
§§33.012,
Enforcement of judicial bypass law for notice and
33.014
consent to abortion,
including civil penalty
assessment
§151.002
May being suit against an abortion provider who
fails to provide the appropriate medical treatment to
a child born alive after an abortion
§159.103
Designates the OAG as the support enforcement
agency
§159.308
May order support enforcement agency to provide
services, or provide the services itself
§231.001
Designates the OAG as the Title IV-D agency
§234.105
May sue employer who fails to report employee info
for collection
§264.109
May contract with a statewide organization with
expertise in the establishment and operation of
children’s advocacy center programs
§264.609
May adopt rules necessary to implement the courtappointed volunteer advocate program
§264.610
May not disclose information that would identify a
person working at or receiving service from a
volunteer advocate program
§264.612
May solicit and receive grants or money from either
private or public sources to implement the courtappointed volunteer advocate program

Special
OSG

Lit,

ALD,
ORD,
OSG, Gen Lit,
GCD
CSD
CSD
CSD
CSD
CSD
CSD
CSD
Grants, GCD

XI.
Tex. Fin. Code Ann.
§12.106
Shall defend an action brought against an officer or Fin Lit
employee of the banking department or finance
commission
§14.055
Shall defend an action brought against an officer or Fin Lit
employee of the consumer credit commissioner
§14.258
May sue to collect a penalty for violation of Title 4 of Fin Lit
the finance code (interest, loans, financed
transactions, pawnshops), and Chapter 394 (debtor
assistance)
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§15.211
§62.560

§89.051
§89.102
§92.560
§119.201
§154.410
§156.302
§156.402
§157.023
§157.027
§271.003

§278.101
§349.005
§371.302
§392.403

Shall defend an action brought against an officer or
employee of the credit union department or
commission
May sue for equitable relief on behalf of the
commissioner for violations of orders or laws issued
regulating the change of control of a Financial
Association
Shall defend an action brought against an officer or
employee of the mortgage and loan savings
department
May sue a S&L that violates S&L provisions (Ch. 89)
May apply for equitable relief for violations of orders
or laws issued regulating the change of control of a
Savings Bank
May sue a savings bank that violates savings
regulations (Ch. 119)
May institute quo warranto proceeding against
prepaid funeral service violations (30 days after
notice, if problem isn’t corrected)
May sue to collect admin. penalty for violation of
mortgage broker rules
May sue to enjoin a violation of the laws regulating
Residential Mortgage Loan Companies
May sue to collect an Administrative Penalty levied
against a Mortgage Banker and Residential
Mortgage Loan Originators
May bring an action to enjoin an violation of the laws
regulating Mortgage Bankers and Residential
Mortgage Loan Originators
May report a possible violation indicated by the
reports required under the Financial Transaction
Reporting Requirements to the appropriate law
enforcement agency
May bring a suit to recover the civil penalty or to
enjoin a violation of the regulations of currency
transmissions
May petition court to recover civil penalty for
violations of injunctions under loans and financed
transactions regulations
May sue to enjoin someone violating or about to
violate pawn shop rules
May sue to enjoin someone violating or about to
violate debt collection rules

Fin Lit
Fin Lit

Fin Lit
Fin Lit
Fin Lit
Fin Lit
Fin Lit
Fin Lit
Fin Lit
Fin Lit, ALD,
Consumer
Protection
Fin Lit, ALD,
Consumer
Protection
Fin Lit

Fin Lit
Fin Lit
Fin Lit
Bankruptcy
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§393.502
§394.214
§397.009

XII.
§22A.001

§34.004
§41.102
§74.141

§76.006
§153.057
§301.028
§305.035
§306.006
§402.009

May sue to enjoin a violation of the laws regulating Fin Lit
Credit Services Organizations
May sue to enjoin someone violating or about to Bankruptcy
violate debt counseling rules
May sue to enjoin someone violating or about to Bankruptcy
violate debt cancellation agreements for leased
vehicles
Tex. Gov’t Code Ann.
May petition the chief justice of the Texas
Supreme
Court to convene a special three-judge district
court
in which the state is a defendant on a challenge to
school finance or involving apportionment of
districts
May review candidates for judicial office who have
violated a Canon of the Code of Judicial Conduct
May offer assistance to a prosecuting attorney and
in the prosecution of criminal offenses concerning
the Texas Youth Commission
Upon judge’s request, shall defend state district
judges, presiding judge of administrative region,
presiding judge of probate courts, and active,
retired or former judges in action where judge is
defendant because of his office
Shall defend an action brought against an officer
or employee of the department
May sue to collect the administrative penalty
levied for a violation of the regulations on court
professions
May provide assistance to the standing
committees of the House and Senate
May enforce the regulations requiring the
Registration of Lobbyists
May enforce the regulations prohibiting using
legislatively produced materials for commercial
use
May employ and commission peace officers to help
with prosecution assistance and crime prevention

SL, OSG

SL, OSG
Criminal
Prosecution
ALD

Law
Enforcement
ALD
ALD, GCD, IRD
ALD
ALD
Criminal
Prosecution
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§402.021
§402.0212
§402.0213

§402.023
§402.0231

§402.024
§402.0241
§402.025
§402.026

§402.027
§402.028
§402.0281
§402.030
§402.031
§402.034

Shall prosecute and defend all actions in which the
state is interested before the supreme court and
courts of appeals.
Shall provide legal services for state agencies and
approve outside counsel contract for state agencies
May use videoconferencing technology for court
appearances and for any proceeding, conference,
or training required under Chapter 56 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure or Chapter 57 of the Family
Code
Shall seek judicial forfeiture of a private
corporation charter if cause exists
The corporate integrity unit is created within the
OAG with duties assigned by law; shall assist
district attorneys and county attorneys in the
investigation and prosecution of corporate fraud
Shall defend a district attorney in federal court or
defend a state grand juror if requested
Shall defend a local entity in suits relating to
immigration detainers if requested
Shall provide advice to the agent of the state and
consent to the sale of a property and deliver the
deed of trust to the purchaser
Shall inspect the offices of the comptroller and
persons responsible for collection or custody of
state funds and bring suit to recover funds; may
bring criminal charges against a person who has
illegally applied or retained state funds
Shall prepare state forms for contracts, obligations
and other instruments.
May provide assistance in prosecution of criminal
cases at the request of a district attorney, county
attorney, or criminal district attorney
Shall establish a database of Internet service
providers in this state
Shall modify policies and procedures to permit full
participation of fathers in functions performed by
the OAG related to children
Shall prepare the landowner’s bill of rights
statement
Shall establish the human trafficking prevention
coordinating council and issue a five-year strategic
plan

OSG
Fin Lit, GCD
ITS,
Legal
Technical
Support
Fin Lit
Criminal
Prosecution
ALD, CI, CP,
LED, GEN LIT
ALD, CI, CP,
LED, GEN LIT
Fin Lit, EPD
Fin
Lit,
Criminal
Prosecution
Fin Lit
Criminal
Prosecution
ITS
CSD
EPD
Special
Prosecutions
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§402.035

§402.0351
§402.036

§402.037
§402.038

§402.039
§402.042
§402.044
§403.019
§403.037

§403.215
§403.276

§404.125

Shall establish the human trafficking prevention Special
task force and issue a policy report biennially, Prosecutions,
prior to each session
Criminal
Prosecutions,
Criminal
Investigations,
GCD, ORD
Shall prescribe by rule the posted signs to be Special
displayed at transportation hubs on human Prosecutions
trafficking
May administer and spend the Choose Life Grants
Account on specified activities
Administration,
GCD,
Accounting,
Budget, ALD
Shall establish the Choose Life Advisory GCD,
ALD,
Committee
Communications
Shall establish a transnational and organized Special
crime division to provide assistance to local Prosecutions
prosecutors in investigating and prosecuting
trafficking of persons and related crimes
Shall create a domestic violence high risk grant Grants, GCD
program
Shall issue a written opinion on a question Opinion
affecting the public interest for a person allowed to
request an opinion
Shall advise proper authorities for issuance of Public Finance
bonds
Shall approve contracts to collect out-of-state debt Fin Lit
May certify to the comptroller that money awarded Fin Lit
to the state in a settlement should be credited to a
particular appropriations account if it is not clear
under applicable law to which account the money
should be credited
May inspect the tax and fee records of a person Tax
accused of owing taxes after an injunction is issued
against them
May investigate, prosecute, and recover theft, Criminal
damage, or loss of state property
Prosecution,
Criminal
Investigations
May review and approve note issued by the Public Finance
comptroller
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§411.180
§411.209

§418.193

§419.906
§420.004
§§420.005420.014
§420.031
§421.021

May represent DPS is a hearing conducted after
the revocation of a license
May sue to collect civil penalty in which a
government entity posts a communication that
prohibits the carrying of a concealed firearm that
in which a concealed firearm is not expressly
prohibited by law from being carried
May provide legal counsel to a political subdivision
subject to a declared state of disaster on issues
related to disaster mitigation, preparedness,
response, and recovery
May sue for an injunction against a violation of the
rules and regulations for Fire Protection
Shall administer the Sexual Assault Prevention
and Crisis Services
The regulations and powers of the Attorney
General when administering the Sexual Assault
Prevention and Crisis Services
Shall develop protocols for evidence collection for
sexual assaults
Shall serve on the Homeland Security Council

LED, ALD
ALD, GCD

Executive
Administration,
GCD
ALD
Crime
Victim
Services,
Budget, Grants
Crime
Victim
Services,
Budget, Grants,
Crime
Victim
Services
Law
Enforcement
CPD,
ALD,
Criminal
Investigations,
Fin Lit, GCD,
ITS
CPD,
ALD,
Criminal
Investigations,
Fin Lit, GCD,
ITS
Special
Prosecutions
EPD

§424.002

Shall establish the Payment Fraud Fusion Center
in the City of Tyler

§424.006

Shall adopt rules for the Payment Fraud Fusion
Center (credit card skimmers)

§441.192

May petition to have state records in possession of
private person seized
May sue for civil penalties and injunctions for
violations of Chapter 191 of the Natural Resources
Code
May investigate a violation of the regulations and Fin Lit, Gen Lit,
rules regarding the State Lottery
ALD
May seek injunctive or declaratory relief to enforce ALD, Fin Lit
laws or rules adopted by lottery commission

§442.012
§466.018
§467.105
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§499.109
§531.018
§531.103

§551.005
§552.011
§552.012

§552.1425

§552.321
§554.008
§557.013
§574.004
§653.010
§659.151
§742.003

May authorize a prison institution to increase the
inmate population of the division above 100
percent
Shall review the form and terms of contracts for
health care services valued at $250 million or
more.
Shall enter into an interagency contract with
HHSC to develop and implement joint written
procedures for processing cases of suspected fraud,
waste, or abuse, as those terms are defined by
state or federal law, or other violations of state or
federal law under Medicaid
May provide and approve training courses and
other materials on how to run a proper Open
Meetings
May distribute and publish materials to maintain
uniformity in the application of the regulations for
making Public Information accessible
May provide training and approve acceptable
courses to ensure that government agencies are
complying with the regulations for ensuring that
Public Information is accessible
May sue to collect a civil penalty for the
dissemination of certain criminal history
information that is exempt from required Public
Information disclosures
May sue for Writ of Mandamus to compel a gov’t
agency to make info public
May sue to collect a civil penalty for a supervisor
taking adverse action against an employee for
reporting a violation of the law
May prosecute acts of sabotage
May provide assistance to prosecuting attorneys of
the state subdivisions
May bring suit to recover losses covered by a bond
over certain state officers and employees
May sue to recover misapplied state employee
charitable contributions
May approve rules adopted to coordinate
relationships between local governments and
federal Agencies

Law
Enforcement,
GEN LIT
Fin Lit
CMF,
GCD

MFCU,

Opinion
ORD
ORD

ALD

ORD, ALD
Gen Lit, ALD
Criminal
Prosecution
Criminal
Prosecution
Fin Lit, Gen Lit,
ALD
Fin Lit, Gen Lit,
ALD
GCD,
IRD
Executive
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§752.055
§808.102
§815.203
§825.203
§865.014
§865.016
§1202.0023
§2001.202
§ 2107.002
§ 2107.003

§2107.007
§2112.004
§2155.005

§2158.122

May bring writ of mandamus for equitable relief
against a local entity or campus police department
to compel compliance with immigrations laws
May bring suit to enforce the prohibition of public
pension investment in companies that boycott
Israel
Shall represent the board of Employees
Retirement System in all litigation
Shall represent the board of Teachers’ Retirement
System in all litigation
May sue to collect unpaid accrued interest on
required contributions to public retirement funds
May sue to collect an administrative penalty for a
local board’s failure to file reports required for the
Texas Emergency Services Retirement System
May define any term other than “issuance,”
“issuer,” or “public security” in Chapter 1202 and
approve public securities
May bring action to enjoin violation of agency’s
final order or to compel compliance with that order
Must adopt uniform guidelines governing state
agencies’ collection of delinquent obligations
May provide legal services to agencies for
collection of delinquent obligations or may
authorize the agency to obtain other to collect the
obligation
entitled to collection fee arising from collection
action
May assist in recovering a refund from audits
performed by state agencies and institutions of
higher education of their utility billing
Shall prepare the certification statement that a
bidder completes on compliance with antitrust
laws

ALD, CI, CP,
LED, GEN LIT,
GCD, OSG
Fin Lit
Gen Lit, Fin Lit
Gen Lit, Fin Lit
Fin Lit, Gen Lit
Gen Lit
Public Finance
ALD
Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy

Bankruptcy
Fin Lit

Contract
and
Asset
Management,
Fin Lit, GCD,
ITS,
Internal
Audit,
Procurement,
Antitrust
May approve the printing and sale of extra copies Fin Lit
of documents printed under a contract for printing
services
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§2206.155

§2252.125

§2254.103
§2254.1038
§2254.154
§2257.112
§2272.004

§2306.0502
§3000.003

May sue to collect a civil penalty against an entity
that does not report their eminent domain
authority to the comptroller for posting on a
database
May institute an action to recover a civil penalty
against a person or contractor who hires a person
who illegally claims the disadvantaged or
historically underutilized business status
May enter into a contingent fee contract for legal
services in the name of the state
Must review and approve political subdivision’s
outside counsel contracts
May require state agencies to obtain outside legal
services through a competitive procurement
process
May sue to collect a penalty for violations of
regulations over the pooling of collateral to secure
deposits of Certain Public Funds
May enter bring action against a governmental
entity which enters into a taxpayer resource
transaction with an abortion provider or affiliate
of an abortion provider
May sue to collect penalty for violation under
Chapter 2306 (Housing & Community Affairs)
May bring suit against a governmental entity
which
adopts
residential
or
commercial
construction in conflict with the national model
code standards

XIII. Tex. Health & Safety Code Ann.
§12.003
Shall assign a special assistant to attend the
department’s (DSHS) legal matters, and on the
department’s request shall furnish necessary
assistance to the department relating to its legal
requirements
§13.039
May sue to collect cost of health services provided
by department’s (DSHS) hospitals and respiratory
facilities
§§31.011,
May sue to recover cost of health services provided
32.013
by the department of health programs, when that
person could originally afford to contribute to
payment

EPD, Fin Lit,
Gen Lit, ALD
Gen Lit

Fin Lit, GCD
Fin Lit, GCD
Fin Lit, GCD
Fin Lit
ALD, Fin Lit,
Gen Lit, OSG
Gen Lit
Gen Lit, ALD

Gen Lit, ALD,
Fin Lit, GCD

Gen Lit, ALD,
Fin Lit
Gen Lit, ALD,
Fin Lit
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§33.038
§35.008
§36.010
§41.006
§42.010
§43.011
§§81.151
§81.353
§§108.0085

§141.020
§§142.013.0175
§144.078
§145.0121
§§146.019
§161.0108
§161.403
§161.404

May bring suit to recover costs for the Newborn
Screening Program Services
May bring suit to recover costs for services provided
to Children with Special Health Care Needs
May bring suit to recover costs for services provided
pertaining Special Senses and Communication
Disorders
May bring suit to recover costs for services provided
pertaining to Hemophilia
May bring suit to recover costs for services provided
pertaining to Kidney Health Care
May bring suit to recover costs for services provided
pertaining to Oral Health Improvement
Shall represent the department at its request for
management of Persons with Communicable
Diseases
May sue to collect penalty for violation of AnimalBorne diseases control provisions
Shall furnish the department with advice and legal
assistance that may be required to implement this
chapter pertaining to Health Care Data Collection,
including suing to enjoin violations
May at the request of the department bring a civil
action to recover an administrative penalty under
this chapter pertaining to Youth Camps
Shall institute and conduct a suit at the request of
the department and in the name of the state,
including suit to collect the civil penalty and
recover costs
May sue to enjoin violations of the Rendering
regulations (dead animal treatment / food prep)
May sue to enjoin or collect penalties for violations
of tanning regulations
May sue to enjoin or collect penalties for violations
of tattoo/piercing regulations
May sue to enjoin violations of immunization
regulations
May bring an action for injunction against a
contractor who is violating or threatens to violate
the laws regulating asbestos
May sue to collect civil penalty for violation of
asbestos regulations

Gen Lit, ALD,
Fin Lit
Gen Lit, ALD,
Fin Lit
Gen Lit, ALD,
Fin Lit
Gen Lit, ALD,
Fin Lit
Gen Lit, ALD,
Fin Lit
Gen Lit, Fin
Lit, ALD
Gen Lit, Fin
Lit, ALD
Gen Lit, Fin
Lit, ALD, EPD
Gen Lit, Fin
Lit, ALD
Gen Lit,
Lit, ALD

Fin

Gen Lit,
Lit, ALD

Fin

Gen Lit, Fin
Lit, ALD, EPD
Gen Lit, Fin
Lit, ALD, EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
Gen Lit, Fin
Lit, ALD
EPD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, ALD
EPD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, ALD
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§161.406
§161.462
§161.609
§164.011
§171.006

§§173.003
§181.201
§195.002
§223.031

§§241.054.059
§242.063
§§242.065
§242.073
§242.094

§242.098

May sue to collect administrative penalty for
violation of asbestos regulations
May sue to prevent violation of the regulations on
the delivery of cigarettes
May conduct reasonable audits of financial records
to ensure that a cigarette company is paying a
required fee
May sue for an injunction against violations of
Treatment Facilities and Admission Practices
regulations
May, at the request of the commission or
appropriate licensing agency, file an action to
recover a civil penalty assessed under this
subsection (Abortion Complication Reporting
Requirements) and may recover attorney’s fees
May assist in the investigation of and prosecute an
offense under this chapter (Donation of Human
Fetal Tissue)
May sue to enjoin or collect penalties for violations
of medical records privacy
Shall, on the request of the state registrar, assist in
enforcing this title (Enforcement of Vital Statistics
Reporting)
Shall approve the bonds and contract if find that
the bonds have been authorized in accordance with
state law and any contract securing the bonds has
been made in accordance with state law
May sue to enjoin or collect penalties and other
costs for
violations of hospital licensing regulations
Must seek injunction to restrain violation of
nursing home suspension order
May sue to collect penalty for violation of nursing
home regulations
Must work closely with Department of Aging and
Disability Services throughout any legal proceeding
requested by the department.
The department may request the attorney general
to bring an action in the name and on behalf of the
state for the appointment of a trustee to operate a
home
Must bring action against nursing home to collect
reimbursement of emergency assistance funds

EPD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, ALD
Fin Lit, Gen
Lit, ALD, EPD
Fin Lit
Fin Lit, Gen
Lit, ALD, EPD
SL, Gen
ALD

Lit,

ALD, CI, CP,
GEN LIT, SL
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
PFD

ALD, Gen Lit
ALD, Gen Lit
ALD, Gen Lit
ALD, Gen Lit
Gen Lit, ALD,
Fin Lit
Fin Lit,
Lit, ALD

Gen
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§§242.252
§242.316
§242.319
§242.320
§242.325
§243.012
§243.016
§244.012
§244.016
§245.013
§§245.020
§246.092

§246.115

§247.044
§§247.045

§247.083

May represent Department of Aging and Disability
Services in arbitration
May collect administrative penalty against nursing
facility
Shall bring an action to recover a civil penalty
established by this section
Shall provide legal assistance as necessary in
enforcing the provisions of this subchapter
Must provide legal assistance as necessary to
enforce provisions of subchapter relating to nursing
facilities
Must seek injunction at request of Department of
Health to enforce provisions of subchapter relating
to ambulatory surgical centers
May sue to collect penalty for violation of
ambulatory surgical center licensing regulations
Shall institute and conduct a suit authorized by this
section at the request of the department
May sue to collect penalty for violation of birthing
center licensing regulations
May institute and conduct a suit authorized by this
section (Abortion Facilities Licensing) at the
request of the department
May bring suit to recover administrative penalties,
expenses, and costs
The commissioner shall request the attorney
general to apply for an order directing the
appointment of a trustee rehabilitate or liquidate
the facility (Continuing Care)
The board may request that the attorney general
bring an action to prohibit a person from engaging
in an act or practice and to order compliance with
this chapter
May institute and conduct a suite authorized by
this section (Assisted Living Facilities) at the
request of the department
May institute and conduct a suit to collect a penalty
and fees under this section (assisted living
facilities) at the request of the department and
shall work in close cooperation throughout any
legal proceedings requested by the department
May, on the request by the department, represent
the department in arbitration

ALD, Gen
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen
Fin Lit

Lit,
Lit,
Lit,
Lit,
Lit,

ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen Lit
ALD, Gen Lit
ALD, Gen Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
SL
ALD, Gen Lit,
SL
Fin Lit, ALD,
Gen Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit

ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
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§248.053

The department may request that the attorney
general petition a district court to restrain a license
holder or other person from continuing to violate
this chapter (Special Care Facilities) or any rule
adopted by the executive commissioner
§248.109
May sue to collect an administrative penalty levied
against a special care facility
§248A.204 May institute and conduct a suit authorized by this
section at the request of the department
§§248A.205 May sue to collect a penalty and reasonable
expenses for violation of Pediatric Extended Care
Center regulations
§251.063
May institute and conduct a suit authorized by this
section (End Stage Renal Disease Facilities) at the
request of the department
§251.069
The department may refer the matter to the
attorney general for collection of the amount of the
penalty
§251.071
May recover reasonable expenses and costs
§251.092

§252.062
§§252.064
§252.070
§252.093
§252.096
§§254.203
§262.049

ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit

ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit

ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
The department may request the attorney general ALD, Gen Lit,
to bring an action in the name and on behalf of the Fin Lit
state for the appointment of a temporary manager
to manage an end stage renal disease facility
Shall, on the request by the department, bring and ALD, Gen Lit,
conduct on behalf of the state a suit authorized by Fin Lit
this section
May sue to collect penalty for violation of ALD, Gen Lit,
regulations regarding facilities for mentally Fin Lit
retarded
May recover reasonable expenses and costs
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
The department may request the attorney general ALD, Gen Lit,
to bring an action on behalf of the state for the Fin Lit
appointment of a trustee to operate a facility
Shall institute an action to collect money due under ALD, Gen Lit,
this section at the request of the department
Fin Lit
May sue to collect an administrative penalty levied ALD, Gen Lit,
against a Freestanding Emergency Medical Care Fin Lit
Facility
Shall approve the bonds if find that they were PFD
issued in accordance with this chapter (Municipal
Hospital Authorities)
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§264.049
§265.047
§282.074

§284.003
§285.026
§314.003

§341.012

§§341.048

§341.092
§361.607
§361.959
§361.985
§362.034
§363.134

Shall approve the bonds if find that they were
issued in accordance with this chapter (County
Hospital Authorities)
Shall approve the bonds if find that they were
issued in accordance with this chapter (Joint
Municipal and County Hospitals)
Shall examine and certify the bonds if determines
that the bonds are issued in conformity with the
constitution and law and that they are valid and
binding obligations of the district (Hospital
Districts in Counties of 75,000 or less)
Shall approve the bonds (Hospital Districts) if find
that they are authorized in accordance with law
Shall approve the bonds if find that they were
issued in accordance with this subchapter
May investigate whether a cooperative agreement
between hospitals meets legal standards and may
sue to enjoin the cooperative agreement if it does
not think it is legal
Shall institute the proceedings or provide
assistance in the prosecution of the proceedings
(abatement of nuisance), including participation as
an assistant prosecutor when appointed by the
prosecuting attorney
Upon request of Commission for Environmental
Quality, the attorney general shall institute a suit
for injunctive relief, or civil penalty, or both to
enforce drinking water violations
May institute civil penalty for violation of
sanitation requirements
Shall, at the request of the executive director, bring
an action to recover the amount owed and
reasonable legal expenses
May sue to enjoin a violation of the computer
equipment disposal regulations
May sue to enjoin activity related to the sale of
covered television equipment
Shall approve the bonds and contract (Solid Waste
Resource Recovery Financing Act) if they have been
authorized in accordance with state law
Shall approve the bonds if find they have been
authorized and a contract entered into in
accordance with law

PFD
PFD
PFD

PFD
PFD
Antitrust

EPD

EPD

EPD
EPD
EPD
EPD
PFD
PFD
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§364.053
§§365.015,
365.017
§366.092
§369.003
§371.110
§374.202
§383.024
§401.204
§401.342
§401.343
§401.381
§403.0053

§431.047
§431.049
§431.0495
§431.058
§431.0585

Shall approve the bonds and contract if find that
they have been authorized and been made in
accordance with state law
May sue to enjoin violation of other waste disposal
regulations, including sewage and radioactive
materials
May bring suit for injunction, civil penalty or both
for violation of on-site sewage disposal Chapter
Shall institute a suit to recover the civil penalty for
violating the plastic container symbol requirements
May, at the request of the commission, bring a suit
under Subchapter D, Chapter 7, Water Code, to
recover the penalty
May, at the request of the commission, bring a civil
action to recover amounts owed and court costs
(Dry Cleaner Environmental Response)
Shall approve the bonds and contract if they have
been authorized in accordance with state law
Shall, on request of the commission, institute
condemnation proceedings to acquire fee simple
interest in the mineral right
Shall, at the request of the department, institute an
action for violation of this chapter
Shall file suit to recover security under this section
May file suit to recover a civil penalty for violation
of Radioactive Materials regulations
Shall represent the commission under this chapter
(Texas Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal
Compact) in all matters before the state courts and
any courts of the United States
May recover reasonable expenses incurred in
obtaining injunctive relief under this section (Texas
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act)
The department may request the attorney general
to bring an action in the district court in Travis
County to recover the costs of the transfer
The commissioner may request the attorney
general to bring an action in the district court of
Travis County to recover the costs of the recall
May, at the request of the department, bring a civil
action to recover an administrative penalty
Shall, at the request of the department, institute an
action in district court to collect a civil penalty

PFD
EPD
EPD
EPD
EPD
EPD
PFD
EPD
EPD
EPD
EPD
EPD

ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
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§431.116

§431.208
§432.018

§432.024
§433.0245

§433.092
§433.098
§433.099
§436.027
§436.029
§436.030
§436.036
§437.0155
§437.018

May investigate manufacturers to determine
accuracy of price information provided, may use
this information to enforce other state laws, despite
confidentiality provisions
May investigate a distributor to determine the
accuracy of prices to a retail pharmacy that the
distributor was required to report
The commissioner may request the attorney
general to institute a civil suit for violation of this
chapter (Food, Drug, Device, and Cosmetic Salvage
Act) and recover reasonable expenses
May, at the request of the commissioner, bring a
civil action to recover an administrative penalty
under this chapter
The department may request the attorney general
to institute a civil suit to enjoin the operation of
certain
low-volume
livestock
processing
establishments until the department determines
that the establishment has been sanitized and is
operating safely
Directs district attorneys to enforce the
requirements
that
Meat
and
Poultry
manufacturers file require annual reports
May, at the request of the department, bring a civil
action to recover an administrative penalty
May institute a civil suit to enjoin violation and
recover reasonable costs
Shall, at the request of the department, institute an
action to collect a civil penalty for violations
regarding aquatic lives
May bring an action to recover the costs of removal
of the embargoed article
May bring an action to recover the costs of recall of
molluscan shellfish or crabmeat
May bring a civil action to recover an
administrative penalty
Shall institute a suit in the name of the state for
injunctive relief (food establishments)
The department may refer the matter to the
attorney general for collection of the amount of the
penalty

ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD

ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
EPD
EPD
EPD
EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
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§464.015
§464.017
§464.019
§466.042

§466.045
§481.128
§481.309
§483.076
§484.003
§485.019

§485.109
§486.029
§501.036

§501.037
§501.109

Shall institute and conduct a suit and may
maintain an action for injunctive relief for a
violation of this subchapter
May maintain an action for civil penalties for
violation of this subchapter and conduct suit to
recover reasonable expenses
May sue to enforce admin. penalties for drug
treatment center violations
May request the attorney general to petition the
district court for a temporary restraining order to
restrain a violation of this chapter (Regulation of
Narcotic Drug Treatment Programs)
May request the attorney general to institute a civil
suit for the assessment and recovery of a civil
penalty
May sue to collect penalty for improper
administration of a controlled substance
May sue to collect an administrative penalty levied
under the Texas Controlled Substances Act
If the board institutes a legal proceeding under this
chapter (Dangerous Drugs), the board may be
represented by the attorney general
May collect a civil penalty from a person who
mislabels abusable synthetic substances.
May, if requested by the district or county attorney
for that county, file suit for the issuance of a
warning, the collection of a penalty, or the issuance
of an injunction for a violation of this section
(Aerosol Paint)
May sue to collect a penalty for violation of
Abusable Volatile Chemicals’ regulation
May sue to collect an administrative penalty for
violations of the regulations on Ephedrine,
Pseudoephedrine, and Norpseudoephedrine
The commissioner may request the attorney
general to institute a civil law suit to enjoin a
violation (hazardous substances) and may recover
reasonable expenses
The commissioner may request the attorney
general to bring an action to recover costs of the
recall
May sue to collect penalty for improper disposal of
hazardous substances

Gen Lit, ALD
Gen Lit, ALD
Gen Lit, ALD
Gen Lit, ALD

Gen Lit, ALD
CPD,
CMF,
Gen Lit, ALD
CPD,
CMF,
Gen Lit, ALD
Gen Lit, ALD
Gen Lit, ALD
Gen Lit, ALD

EPD
Fin Lit
EPD

EPD
EPD
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§502.0142
§502.015
§534.022
§552.002
§552.019
§571.021
§§571.022571.026

§577.019
§591.023
§591.024

§593.082

§697.008

The department may refer the matter to the
attorney general for collection of the amount of the
penalty
The department may request the attorney general
to enjoin violation of Hazard Communication Act
Must approve before issuance notes, obligations,
and bonds for Community Services
May sue to collect a civil penalty under this section
(Carrying of Handgun by License Holder in State
Hospital)
Shall represent the state if the county and district
attorney refuse or are unable to act on the
department’s request
Shall prosecute violations of this subtitle (Texas
Mental Health Code)
Shall, at the request of the department, institute
and conduct a
suit for violation of this subtitle or a rule adopted
under this
subtitle; or may, on his own initiative, maintain an
action for a
violation of this subtitle or a rule adopted under
this subtitle
May on its own initiative institute a suit to enjoin a
violation of the licensing regulations for mental
health facilities
May petition a court to issue an injunction for the
recovery of civil penalties under the Persons with
Mental Retardation Act
Shall provide legal counsel to represent a
department employee in a civil action brought
against the person under this subtitle (Persons
with Intellectual Disability Act) for a claim of
alleged negligence or other act of the person while
employed by the department
Shall represent the state if the county and district
attorney refuse or are unable to act on the
department’s request (Admission and Commitment
to Intellectual Disability Services)
May, at the request of the department, sue to collect
the civil penalty and reasonable expenses
(Disposition of Embryonic and Fetal Tissue
Remains)

Gen Lit, ALD
EPD
PFD
Gen Lit, ALD
Gen Lit, ALD
Gen Lit, ALD
Gen Lit, ALD,
Fin Lit

ALD, Gen Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit

ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
ALD, CI, CP,
GEN LIT, SL
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§711.051
§712.0441

§712.0445
§712.048

§753.009

§753.010
§754.0233
§755.042
§756.043
§756.125
§757.012
§766.055

§§772.126
§§772.127,
772.227

Shall enforce violations by cemetery corporation

ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
The commissioner may report the violation to the ALD, Gen Lit,
attorney general, who shall bring suit or quo Fin Lit
warranto proceedings for the forfeiture of the
corporation’s charter and dissolution of the
corporation
May seek the appointment of a receiver in ALD, Gen Lit,
conjunction with a proceeding to forfeit the right to Fin Lit
do business against a perpetual care cemetery
This subsection does not prevent an aggrieved ALD, Gen Lit,
party or the attorney general from maintaining a Fin Lit
civil action for the recovery of damages caused by
an injury resulting from an offense under this
subsection
Shall, at the board’s request, bring suit against a ALD, Gen Lit,
person who appears to be violating or threatening Fin Lit, EPD
to violate a rule adopted under this chapter
(Flammable Liquids)
Shall, at the board’s request, institute and conduct ALD, Gen Lit,
a suit to recover the penalty
EPD
May sue for an injunction for violations of Elevator ALD, Gen Lit
and Escalator regulations
May sue for injunction for violation of Boiler ALD, Gen Lit
regulations
Shall recover the civil penalty in a suit ALD, Gen Lit,
(Miscellaneous Hazardous Conditions) on behalf of EPD
the state
May bring a suit for injunctive relief to prevent or ALD, Gen Lit,
abate violation of this Subchapter
EPD
May enforce the Pool Yard enclosure regulations
May bring an action in the name of the state for an
injunction to enforce this subchapter against the
owner or person in charge of a residential high-rise
building not in compliance with this subchapter
(Fire Safety in Residential Dwellings)
Shall approve the bonds if find that they have been
authorized in accordance with law (Local
Administration of Emergency Communications)
Refunding bonds must be approved by the attorney
general

ALD, Gen Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
EPD

PFD
PFD
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§773.063
§773.067
§773.069
§791.051
§796.006

§796.010
§826.025

§826.054

May bring civil action to compel compliance with
the licensing requirements for emergency medical
services
The department may refer the matter to the
attorney general for collection of the amount of
penalty
May, at the request of the department, bring a civil
action to recover an administrative penalty
assessed under this subchapter
May sue to enjoin violations of regulations on fire
escapes
A wholesale dealer, agent, and retail dealer shall
permit the attorney general to inspect markings of
cigarette packaging marked in accordance with this
section
May sue for an injunction or civil penalty for
violations of cigarette fire safety standards
May, at the written request of the department,
bring suit or start other proceedings in the name of
the state to collect the reimbursement owed the
department for the vaccine or serum
May sue to enjoin operation of quarantine or
impoundment facility failing to meet rabies
standards

XIV. Tex. Hum. Res. Code Ann.
§32.0211
If it appears that this section has been violated, the
commission may request the attorney general to
conduct a suit in the name of the State of Texas to
enjoin the prohibited activity and to recover the
penalty provided
§32.0391
With consent of local county or district attorney, the
attorney general has concurrent jurisdiction with
that attorney to prosecute violations of the
regulations of Medical Assistance Programs
§32.0421
May sue to collect penalty for failure to comply with
info request by a medical assistance program
§36.007
May recover fees, expenses, and costs reasonably
incurred
§36.052,
May sue to enjoin or collect penalty for Medicaid
36.051
fraud
§36.053
May extensively investigate Medicaid fraud

ALD, Gen Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
Fin Lit, EPD
ALD, Gen Lit,
EPD

Gen Lit

Criminal
Prosecutions
ALD
MFCU, CMF
MFCU, CMF
MFCU, CMF
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§36.055
§36.102

§36.105
§36.117
§42.074
§42.078
§101A.256
§103.0091
§103.016
§161.110

May sue as relator for violations of 31 USC 3730
and may contract with a private attorney in
connection with that suit
At the time the state intervenes, the attorney
general may file a motion with the court requesting
that the petition remain under seal for an extended
period
May contract with a private attorney to represent
the state in an action for Medicaid fraud
May recover a reasonable portion of recoveries for
actions filed for Medicaid fraud
At the department’s request, shall conduct a suit for
injunctive relief
Commission may refer the matter to the attorney
general for collection of the amount of the penalty
Shall represent the state long-term care
ombudsman
May sue to enjoin violation of adult day care
standards & licensing
The department may refer the matter to the
attorney general for collection of the penalty and
interest
The attorney general shall represent the
department in the action

XV. Tex. Ins. Code Ann.
Art. 1.09-1 The department, the State Board of Insurance, and
the Commissioner shall be represented and advised
by the Attorney General in all legal matters before
them or in which they shall be interested or
concerned. The department, the Board, and the
Commissioner may not employ or obtain any other
legal services without the written approval of the
Attorney General
§31.005
Shall defend the Commissioner of Insurance or
employee of Department of Insurance
§36.154
May, when representing the department, recover
reasonable costs and fees, including attorney’s fees
and investigative costs incurred in the proceedings
§§83.101
The commissioner may refer the matters (violation
of order and failure to pay a penalty) to the attorney
general for enforcement
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§84.047

§86.051
§86.051
§101.103
§101.105
§101.154

§228.303
§§441.255
§462.011

§463.005

§541.201
§541.204
§§541.204541.206
§541.251

If the person does not pay the administrative
penalty and the enforcement of the penalty is not
stayed, the commissioner may refer the matter to
the attorney general for collection of the penalty
May bring on Department of Insurance’s behalf suit
for violation of law relating to insurance
May bring an action for violation of any law relating
to insurance
The commissioner may request the attorney
general to recover a civil penalty
Shall, on the request by the commissioner, institute
and conduct a civil suit for injunctive relief, to
recover a civil penalty, or for both
The commissioner may refer the matter to the
attorney general for enforcement if the
commissioner has reason to believe that an insurer
or person has violated a cease and deist order or
failed to pay an assessed penalty
May sue to collect an administrative penalty levied
against a certified capital company that violates the
regulations providing tax credits for investments
The commissioner may refer an insurer to the
attorney general for remedial action
Shall defend any action to which this section (Texas
Property and Casualty Insurance Guaranty
Association) applies that is brought against the
commissioner or others listed
Shall defend any action to which this section (Texas
Life and Health Insurance Guaranty Association)
applies that is brought against the commissioner or
others listed
May sue for injunction or to collect penalty for
unfair competition, or deceptive acts amongst
insurers
May request a civil penalty of not more than $10000
for violation of the Unfair Methods of Competition
and Unfair or Deceptive Acts or Practices
May request a civil penalty for violation of an
injunction under the Unfair Methods of
Competition and Unfair or Deceptive Acts or
Practices
The department may request the attorney general
to bring a class action
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§541.303
§542.010
§548.202
§549.101
§553.004
§557.052
§562.201
§562.204
§562.206
§601.102

§602.102
§602.103
§704.054

§821.004

The department may request that the attorney
general file an action to enforce the department’s
requirement to refund premiums
Shall, at the request of the department, assist the
department in enforcing the cease and desist order
(Unfair Claim Settlement Practices)
Shall, at the request of the commissioner, bring a
suit to recover the civil penalty (Insurer Insider
Trading and Proxy Regulation)
May sue for an injunction or penalties for violations
of Property Insurance Regulations
The commissioner may refer the matter to the
attorney general for appropriate enforcement
(Insurance Policies Regarding Holocaust Victims)
May sue to recover the civil penalty for violation of
Lienholder Approval regulations for Personal
Property insurance claim payments
May sue for injunction for a violation of Discount
Health Care Program regulations
May request a civil penalty for unlawful practices
under Bus. & Com. Code 17.46
May sue for a civil penalty for violation of an
injunction under 562.201
May, after conferring with the commissioner,
institute an action for injunctive or declaratory
relief to restrain a violation of this chapter,
institute an action for civil penalties, or recover
reasonable attorney’s fees, costs, and expenses
May sue to enjoin for violations of privacy of health
information by insurers
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May sue to collect penalty for violations of privacy Consumer
of health information by insurers
Protection,
ALD, Fin Lit
Shall coordinate enforcement efforts with respect to MFCU, CMF
fraudulent insurance acts covered by this chapter
relating to the Medicaid program or the child health
plan program
Shall bring suit against the insurer for failure to Fin Lit
comply with this subchapter (minimum insurance
to be maintained)
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§841.705
§846.061
§§848.056

§848.151
§848.153
§848.203
§848.205
§861.701
§861.703
§881.702
§885.502
§886.702

§887.056

§887.101

May sue to recover the penalty for failure to make
investments or reports required of insurance
companies
May sue to collect penalty or restitution for victims
of violations of regulations regarding multiple
employer welfare arrangements
An application for a certificate of authority must be
reviewed
by the division within the office of attorney general
that is
primarily responsible for enforcing the antitrust
laws of this
state and of the United States
Adopt reasonable rules in conjunction with the
commissioner for the regulation of health care
collaboratives
May request records and documents from health
care collaboratives
May, at the request of the commissioner, bring an
action to enjoin the violation and obtain other relief
the court considers appropriate
May investigate health care collaboratives for
anticompetitive behavior and request penalties
Shall request court appointment of a receiver for
the general casualty company
May sue to collect penalty for violation of casualty
companies regulations
May sue to collect penalty for violation of statewide
mutual assessment companies
Shall bring an action in quo warranto against the
fraternal benefit society if the attorney general
determines that circumstances warrant the action
Shall, at the request of the department, file any
action necessary to wind up the affairs of an
association and provide for the appointment of a
receiver if necessary
Shall investigate the charges and if satisfied that
the officer violated the terms of the bond, the
attorney general shall enforce the liability or file
suit
Shall institute proceedings to restrain the
association or person from writing insurance
without a certificate of authority
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§1109.055
§1575.257
§1811.203
§2202.207
§2210.014

§2602.008
§2651.104

§2652.105

§4005.110

Shall, on written notice of the claim, defend the life
insurance company against the claim
Shall bring a writ of mandamus against the
employer to compel compliance with this
subchapter
May, on the request of the commissioner, institute
a suit for injunctive relief and recover civil penalty
May sue for an injunction for violations of Joint
underwriting regulations
A class action may only be brought against the
association
(Texas
Windstorm
Insurance
Association) by the attorney general at the request
of the department
Shall defend any action that is brought against a
person listed in that subsection (Texas Title
Insurance Guaranty Association)
Shall investigate the charges and, on determining
that a loss covered by the bond or deposit has
occurred, shall enforce the liability (Title Insurance
Agents and Direct Operations)
Shall investigate the charges and, on determining
that a loss covered by the bond or deposit has
occurred, shall enforce the liability (Escrow
Officers)
May bring a proceeding for an injunction or bring
any other proceeding to enforce this title (Conduct,
Disciplinary Actions, and Sanctions)

XVI. Tex. Labor Code Ann.
§21.403
May sue to collect penalty for disclosure of personal
genetic information
§51.033
May sue to enforce un-appealed order regarding
child employment
§51.034
May sue to enjoin repeat offenders of child
employment code
§61.020
May sue to enjoin employers who repeatedly fail to
pay wages
§61.032
May sue an employer to furnish a bond as security
for wage payments
§61.033
Shall recover a penalty imposed by this section
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§91.0411
§91.062
§101.204
§101.302
§213.001
§419.004
§419.006
§502.070

§503.071

§506.002

May file suit in the nature of quo warranto or for
injunctive relief or for both
May file actions against violators of “Staff leasing
services” regulations
May institute a suit for an injunction against the
violation of regulations of secondary picketing by
labor organizations
May bring an action to enjoin a violation of this
subchapter
shall designate an assistant attorney general to
represent Texas Workforce Commission
Shall, at the request of the commissioner, bring an
action to collect a civil penalty (Misuse of Division
Name)
May, at the request of the commissioner, bring an
action to enjoin or restrain a violation or threatened
violation
May bring and defend suits needed to ensure
Worker's Compensation Insurance Coverage for
employees of The Texas A&M University System
And employees of institutions of The Texas A&M
University System
May bring and defend suits needed to ensure
Worker's Compensation Insurance Coverage for
employees of The UT System And employees of
institutions of The UT System
The workers’ compensation division of the office of
the attorney general shall send to the comptroller a
copy of each statement of amounts due from an
agency or other instrumentality of state
government that, with funds that are held outside
the state treasury, reimburses the general revenue
fund for workers’ compensation payments made out
of the general revenue fund
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§105.091
May sue a designated officer for diverting money Fin Lit
from or applying money to the purposes not
designated in a municipal fund
§113.005
May sue a county treasurer for misapplying funds Fin Lit
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§202.005
§203.063
§212.0175
§229.001
§232.037

§232.040
§232.080
§236.002
§254.059
§271.004

§271.007
§271.050
§272.006
§281.075

May petition to have a local gov’t record in
possession of an individual seized pending the
outcome of litigation over the record
May sue to collect a civil penalty imposed by this
section (Management and Preservation of Records)
May take “any action necessary” to enforce water
and sewer services regulation in municipal
subdivisions
May sue for an injunction against a municipality
that adopts a law in contravention of the firearms,
air guns, and explosives regulations
May sue to prevent violations of the minimum
standards for sanitary water, of rules adopted by
the water commissioners court, or of the platting
requirements in counties near the international
border
May sue to prevent the sale of a lot that lacks water
and sewer services
May sue to enjoin a violation of the platting
requirements for certain economically distressed
counties
May sue to enjoin a county from making a law
relating to the ownership of a gun or the discharge
of a gun at a sport shooting range
May approve contracts relating to Revenue
Obligations for the Acquisition and Development of
Island Property
If the attorney general finds that the contract has
been authorized in accordance with the law, the
attorney general shall approve them (Purchasing
and Contracting Authority of Municipalities,
Counties, and Certain Other Local Governments)
Shall approve the contract if it has been made in
accordance with the constitution and other laws of
this state
Shall examine the proceedings relating to the
authorization of the certificates
May bring an action to recover the civil penalty
(Sale or Lease of Property by Municipalities,
Counties, and Certain other Local Governments)
Shall approve the bonds (Municipal Civic Center
Authorities) if find that they are authorized in
accordance with law
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§293.053

§§306.052

§320.075
§321.074
§322.074

§324.093

§325.085
§334.043

§335.073

§341.904
§§351.154

§361.054

Shall examine the submitted documents and shall
approve the bonds and the lease contract, if any, if
they are determined to be valid (County Building
Authority Act)
Bonds (Park Board and Park Bonds: Municipalities
with Population of more than 40,000) may not be
delivered or refunded until approved by the
attorney general
Shall approve the bonds if issued in accordance
with this subchapter (Park Board and Park Bonds:
Counties with population of 5,000 or more)
Shall approve the bonds if issued in accordance
with this subchapter (Parks Board and Park Bonds:
Island Parks of Coastal Counties)
Shall approve the bonds if issued in accordance
with this subchapter (Joint Parks Board and Park
Bonds: Adjacent Counties with Populations of
350,000 or More)
Shall approve the bonds if find that they have been
authorized in accordance with law (Park and
Recreation District and Park Bonds: Counties with
Frontage on Guadalupe and Comal Rivers)
Shall approve the bonds if find that they have been
authorized in accordance with law (Sports Facility
District Established by County)
The bonds or other obligations and the proceedings
authorizing the bonds or other obligations shall be
submitted to the attorney general for review and
approval (Sports and Community Venues)
The bonds or other obligations and the proceedings
authorizing the bonds or other obligations shall be
submitted to the attorney general for review and
approval (Sports and Community Venue Districts)
May sue to enjoin people from pretending to be law
enforcement officers
Shall approve the bonds if find that they have been
authorized in accordance with law. The refunding
bonds must be approved by the attorney general
(County Jails and law Enforcement)
All obligations, lease obligations, and the records
and contracts relating thereto shall be submitted
prior to their delivery to the attorney general of
Texas for examination and, if he finds that they
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§372.028

§375.205
§377.073

§392.088

§502.051

§552.023

§601.038
XVIII.
§11.071

have been issued or incurred in accordance with the
constitution and this Act and that they will be
binding special obligations of the entity issuing
same, he shall approve them (Municipal and
County Authority Relating to Jails)
Shall approve the bonds if determine that they are
authorized in accordance with the law
(Improvement Districts in Municipalities and
Counties)
Shall approve the bonds if find that they have been
authorized in accordance with law (Municipal
Management Districts in General)
The bonds or other obligations and the proceedings
authorizing the bonds or other obligations shall be
submitted to the attorney general for review and
approval (Municipal Development Districts)
Shall examine and pass on the validity of the bonds
and if the proceedings conform to this chapter, shall
certify in substance on the back of the bonds that
the bonds are issued in accordance with the
constitution and the laws of the state (Housing
Authorities Established by municipalities and
Counties)
May sue to collect penalty against Type A or B
corporation that compensates a third party that is
involved in business recruitment or development
unless under a written contract approved by the
corporation’s Board
A contract used by the authority to secure bonds to
finance its plant and facilities must be submitted by
the authority to the attorney general for
examination. If the attorney general approves the
contract and bonds, the contract is incontestable
(Municipal Utilities)
May examine books/records of a municipal parking
authority (601.038 on 4/1/09)
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Shall file suit to recover the value of the property EPD
and may compromise and settle any of these
liabilities with or without suit. Shall pay all
amounts collected or received to the permanent
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§11.076

§11.079

§31.068

§33.061

§33.203

§33.208
§40.254

§40.255
§51.015

§51.016

§§51.302-1

funds to which they belong (Regulation of Public
Domain)
The governor may direct the attorney general to
institute suit in the name of the state for the
recovery of the land, damages, and fees (unlawful
enclosures)
If the state desires to utilize the power of eminent
domain to obtain an easement under this section or
access to a tract of land, the attorney general shall
institute condemnation proceedings
On the attorney general’s own initiative or at the
request and on behalf of the general land
commissioner, may bring suit to enforce the rights
of the state under this section (standing to enforce
restrictions)
The School Land Board shall refer to the attorney
general all cases warranting judicial remedies, and
the attorney general shall immediately initiate
judicial proceedings for the appropriate relief
Shall issue an opinion as requested and determine
whether the action is consistent with the goals and
policies of the coastal management program; may
protect the action and may adopt rules as necessary
to implement this subsection
Shall file suit to enforce this subchapter and may
enter into settlement agreement
On failure of the person to comply with the order or
file a petition for judicial review, the commissioner
may refer the matter to the attorney general for
collection and enforcement
All actions on behalf of the state to enforce this
chapter shall be brought by the attorney general at
the direction of the commissioner
The commissioner shall adopt forms that are
necessary or proper to transact business that he is
required to transact and may request that the
attorney general prepare the forms
Shall furnish the commissioner with advice and
legal assistance that may be required to execute the
provisions of this chapter (Land, timber, and
Surface Resources)
The penalty shall be recovered by the commissioner
or in a civil action by the attorney general. The
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§52.032

§52.097
§52.140
§52.189

§53.028

§53.074

§53.080

§§61.018
§63.181
§63.1814

commissioner or attorney general may also recover
from a person who constructs, maintains, owns, or
possesses a facility or structure on state land
without the proper easement the costs to the state
of removing that facility or structure
Any rules and changes of rules adopted under this
section shall be submitted to the attorney general
for his written approval before the rules or their
changes become effective
Shall bring suit on the bond to recover any loss to
the state caused by the suit for injunction
May use otherwise confidential records information
to enforce public domain oil & gas, minerals
regulations
The commissioner may request that the attorney
general file an action or proceeding either to enforce
the duties and obligations of the owner of the soil or
to forfeit the then applicable agency rights of the
surface owner
May use information made confidential by this
section and contracts made confidential to enforce
this chapter or may authorize their use in judicial
or administrative proceedings to which this state is
a party
The commissioner may request that the attorney
general file an action or proceeding either to enforce
the duties and obligations of the owner of the soil or
to forfeit the then applicable agency rights of the
surface owner
May use information made confidential by this
section and contracts made confidential to enforce
this chapter or may authorize their use in judicial
or administrative proceedings to which this state is
a party
Shall, at the request of the commissioner, file suit
to obtain injunction, penalties, costs, or declaratory
judgment (Use and Maintenance of Public Beaches)
Shall, at the request of the commissioner, file suit
to enforce this section (Dunes)
The commissioner may request that the attorney
general institute civil proceedings to collect the
penalties, costs of restoration, and other fees and
expenses remaining unpaid
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§81.0534
§81.054
§85.062

§85.064

§85.351
§85.383
§85.3855
§86.223
§87.241
§89.043
§89.083
§91.113
§91.260

§91.263

Civil penalties may be recovered in a civil action
brought by the attorney general at the request of
the Railroad Commission
Shall enforce the provision of this title by injunction
or other adequate remedy and as otherwise
provided by law
The commission and its agents and the attorney
general and his assistants and representatives may
examine the books and records of a person who
produces, stores, transports, refines, reclaims,
treats, markets, or processes oil or gas or the
products of either as often as considered necessary
for the purpose of determining the facts concerning
matters covered by these sections
May sue to forfeit charter rights, business
privileges of corps guilty of oil & gas conservation
requirements and recording requirements, or to
collect penalty
The commission, through the attorney general,
shall bring suit in the name of the state to restrain
the violation or threatened violation
May sue to recover penalty for transporting oil or
gas in a manner that causes waste
May sue to collect the administrative penalty
May sue to recover the penalty for violations of the
regulations and rules on Natural Gas
May sue to recover the penalty for violations of the
regulations and rules on sour Natural Gas
May sue to enforce well plugging requirements
At the request of the commission, the attorney
general may file suit to enforce an order issued by
the commission
May sue to enforce an oil/gas or other
environmental cleanup order
Shall, at the request of the commission, bring a civil
action against a person who has violated or is
violating this subchapter or a rule adopted or an
order or permit issued under this subchapter
If the person does not pay the amount of the penalty
and the penalty is not stayed, the commission may
refer the matter to the attorney general for
enforcement
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§91.456

§91.457

§91.459
§91.657

§111.092

§111.093
§111.094

§111.221

§112.031

§113.231
§115.033

§116.141

The commission may have the attorney general
institute a suit in a district court in the county in
which the saltwater disposal pit is located for
injunctive relief to restrain the person from
continuing to operate the pit in violation
The commission may direct the attorney general to
file suits to recover applicable penalties and the
costs incurred by the commission in closing the
saltwater disposal pit
Shall recover the civil penalty
Shall, at the request of the commission, bring an
action to recover the amount owed and reasonable
legal expenses, including attorney’s fees, witness
costs, court costs, and deposition costs
The commission shall request the attorney general
to bring a mandatory injunction suit against the
common purchaser to compel the reasonable
extensions that are necessary to prevent
discrimination
May sue to enjoin and prohibit from doing business
a corp. that violates public utility or common
carrier regulations
May sue to cancel of the permit of a Foreign
Corporation that violates the Common purchaser
regulations and forever prohibit them from doing
business in the state
May institute proceedings before the Railroad
Commission relating to the enforcement of the rules
and regulations of common carriers, public utilities,
and common purchasers
May sue to enjoin a dealer, peddler, or broker from
continuing business for violations of the regulations
and rules regarding Used Oil Field Equipment
Dealers
May sue to enjoin any violation of Liquefied
Petroleum Gas provisions (Ch. §113)
Shall bring an action in rem against the unlawful
oil or petroleum product and against each person
who owns, claims, or is in possession of the oil or
petroleum product
Shall, on the request of the commission, bring suit
in the name of the state to enjoin a person from
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§116.146
§117.052

§119.007

§131.265

§131.2664
§131.270
§131.303

§133.085
§134.173

§134.178
§141.016

violating this chapter or a rule adopted under this
chapter
May recover civil penalties for violations of the
rules and regulations on Compressed Natural Gas
Shall, at the request of the commission, institute
and conduct a suit for injunctive relief to recover
the civil penalty, or for both injunctive relief and
civil penalty (Hazardous Liquid or Carbon Dioxide
Pipeline Transportation Industry)
A state agency may request the attorney general to
represent the state agency in a legal proceeding
that arises form an escape or migration of carbon
dioxide captured or sequestered in connection with
a clean coal project
The commission may request the attorney general
to institute a civil action for relief, including a
permanent or temporary injunction, restraining
order, or other appropriate order (Uranium Surface
Mining and Reclamation Act)
Civil penalties owed may be recovered in a civil
action brought by the attorney general at the
request of the commission
The commission may request the attorney general
to institute a suit to recover civil or criminal
penalties or to obtain injunctive relief or for both
The commission may request the attorney general
to institute an action to obtain a permanent or
temporary injunction, temporary restraining order,
or other appropriate order enjoining the violation or
threatened violation, or to recover a civil penalty
Shall, at the request of the commission, bring suit
for injunctive or other relief, to recover civil penalty
or other cost (Quarry Safety)
The commission may request the attorney general
to institute a civil action for relief, including a
permanent or temporary injunction, restraining
order, or other appropriate order (Texas Surface
Coal Mining and Reclamation Act)
May, at the request of the commission, bring a civil
action to recover an administrative penalty
Civil penalties may be recovered in a civil action
brought by the attorney general at the request of
the commission (Geothermal resources)
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§152.024
§153.103
§161.067

§161.118
§161.214
§161.322

§162.019

§162.038
§191.172
§211.032
§211.033

May sue on behalf of Texas Forest Service against
landowner that has infested timberland
Shall, at the request of the department, initiate and
conduct an action to obtain an injunction
(Prescribed Burning)
If a corporation fails or refuses to comply with the
orders of the board, the corporation shall forfeit its
right to do business in this state, and its permit or
charter shall be canceled or forfeited by the
attorney general
Shall approve the bonds if the record demonstrates
that the bonds have been issued in accordance with
the constitution and this subchapter
The board may submit the title to the attorney
general for examination and opinion
The board, by and through the attorney general,
shall institute legal proceedings that are necessary
to enforce the forfeiture or to recover the full
amount of the delinquent installments, interest,
and other penalties that may be due to the board at
the time the forfeiture occurred or to protect any
other right to the land
Shall, at the board’s request, take whatever action
is necessary to protect the rights of the state and
the veterans’ housing assistance funds in any
matter concerning the program
Shall approve the bonds if the record demonstrates
that the bonds have been issued in accordance with
the constitution and this chapter
May sue to enjoin or restrain violations or
threatened violations of the antiquities code
Shall, at the request of the commission, institute
and conduct a suit under this section (Hazardous
Liquid Salt Dome Storage Facilities)
If the person does not pay the amount of the penalty
and the enforcement of the penalty is not stayed,
the commission may refer the matter to the
attorney general for collection of the amount of the
penalty
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§51.308
§51.3512
§51.352

§58.105
§101.251
§101.252

§102.009

§102.010
§110.255
§110.458
§153.007
§153.013

May sue to collect penalty for violations of licensing
requirements under 51.307(a)
May bring an action to enforce a subpoena issued
under this section against a person who fails to
comply with the subpoena
May institute an action for injunctive relief to
restrain a violation by and to collect a civil penalty
from a person that appears to be in violation of or
threatening to violate a law under this section; may
recover reasonable expenses incurred in obtaining
injunctive relief under this section, including court
costs, reasonable attorney's fees, investigative
costs, witness fees, and deposition expenses
May bring an action in the name of the state to
recover a civil penalty under this section, plus
reasonable attorney's fees and court costs
May file an action for violation of Health
Professionals Council regulations (Ch. 101)
May bring an action for an injunction to stop a
violation or threatened violation of this chapter;
may recover reasonable expenses incurred in
obtaining an injunction under this section,
including court costs, reasonable attorney's fees,
reasonable investigative costs, witness fees, and
deposition expenses
May institute and conduct an action in a district
court of Travis County or of a county in which any
part of the violation occurs for an injunction or
other process against a person who is violating this
subchapter
May institute and conduct an action authorized by
this section in a district court of Travis County or of
a county in which any part of the violation occurs
May file suit to enforce the subpoena in a district
court in Travis County or the county in which a
hearing conducted by the council may be held
May sue to collect penalty for violation of
regulations of sex offender treatment programs
The board, acting through the attorney general,
may file suit to enforce the subpoena (Power and
Duties)
The board shall be represented in court proceedings
by the attorney general
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§160.010

§164.003

§165.006
§165.101
§165.102

§165.103
§201.504

§201.506
§201.509
§201.558
§201.601
§201.603
§202.604
§204.312

§204.318

Shall represent a member of an expert panel or
consultant in any suit resulting from a duty
provided by the person in good faith to the board
(Report and Confidentiality Requirements)
The board’s legal counsel or a representative of the
attorney be present to advice the board or the
board’s staff during informal proceedings
(Disciplinary Actions and Procedures)
May sue to collect administrative penalty if the
enforcement of the penalty is not stayed
May sue to collect penalty for violation of Physician
regulations
May not institute an action for a civil penalty
against a person described by Section 151.053 or
151.054 if the person is not in violation of or
threatening to violate this subtitle or a rule or order
adopted by the board
May recover reasonable expenses incurred in
obtaining a civil penalty under this subchapter
The board requires the presence of a representative
of the attorney general or the board’s legal counsel
to advise the board or the board’s employees during
certain informal proceedings
Must provide legal counsel to Chiropractor
enforcement committee
Must bring civil or criminal proceeding for
chiropractor license revocation in county of person’s
residence
May sue to collect penalty for violation of
Chiropractor regulations
Must represent board in suit to enjoin unlawful
chiropractic practice
Must bring suit to recover civil penalty for unlawful
chiropractic practice
May sue to collect penalty for violation of Podiatrist
regulations
The physician assistant board’s legal counsel or a
representative of the attorney must be present to
advise the physician assistant board or the medical
board’s staff during certain informal proceedings
Shall represent the expert in any suit resulting
from a service provided by the person in good faith
to the physician assistant board
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§205.3541

§205.356
§205.402

§205.456
§206.313

§263.007

§263.008

§264.008
§264.052
§264.102
§301.161
§301.464

§301.508

The acupuncture board’s legal counsel or a
representative of the attorney general must be
present to advise the acupuncture board or the
medical board’s staff during certain informal
proceedings
Shall represent the expert in any suit resulting
from a service provided by the expert in good faith
to the acupuncture board
May bring a civil action to compel compliance with
this chapter or to enforce a rule adopted under this
chapter; may bring a civil action to collect a civil
penalty
May sue to collect administrative penalty
The medical board’s legal counsel or a
representative of the attorney general must be
present to advise the medical board or the board’s
staff during certain informal proceedings
The board’s legal counsel or a representative of the
attorney general must be present to advise the
board or the board’s staff during certain informal
proceedings (license denial and disciplinary
proceedings)
The board may request the attorney general to file
suit against a person who fails to comply with a
subpoena issued by the board to enforce the
subpoena
May sue to collect administrative penalty against
dentist or hygienist
Must present state in suit to enjoin person who
practices dentistry in violation of state law
Upon request, must sue to collect civil penalty
against person who practices dentistry in violation
of state law
Shall provide legal assistance necessary to enforce
this chapter
Certain informal proceedings require the presence
of a representative of the board’s legal staff or of the
attorney general to advise the board or the board’s
employees
May sue to collect penalty for violation of Nursing
regulations
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§351.151
§351.507
§351.558

§351.603

§353.204
§453.353
§453.356

§453.451

§453.453
§454.304

§454.306
§454.351

§454.353

The board may not adopt a substantive rule before
submitting the proposed rule to the attorney
general for a ruling on the proposed rule’s validity
Rules adopted under this section must require the
presence of the attorney general to advise the board
or the board’s employees
If the person does not pay the administrative
penalty and the enforcement of the penalty is not
stayed, the executive director may refer the matter
to the attorney general for collection of the penalty
The attorney general or board may institute an
action for injunctive relief and civil penalty, plus
court costs and reasonable attorney’s fees
(Optometrists and Therapeutic Optometrists)
May bring an action for an injunction to prohibit a
person from violating this chapter or a rule adopted
under this chapter
May sue to enforce subpoena in case involving
violations of physical therapist regulations, and to
collect penalty (453.453)
Certain informal proceedings require the presence
of the board’s legal counsel or a representative of
the attorney general to advise the board or the
board’s employees
May institute a proceeding to enforce this chapter,
including a suit to enjoin or restrain a person from
practicing physical therapy without complying with
this chapter
A civil penalty may be recovered in a suit brought
by the attorney general
Certain informal proceedings require the presence
of the board’s legal counsel or a representative of
the attorney general to advise the board or the
board’s employees
May sue to enforce subpoena in case involving
violations of occupational therapist regulations,
and to collect penalty (454.353)
May institute a proceeding to enforce this chapter,
including a suit to enjoin a person from practicing
occupational therapy without complying with this
chapter
A civil penalty may be recovered in a suit brought
by the attorney general
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§455.351
§504.310
§504.351
§505.506
§507.206

§507.305

§507.358

§507.401
§507.402
§554.001
§566.005
§566.051
§566.102

§601.311

May institute an action for injunctive relief to
restrain a violation by a person who; may recover
reasonable expenses and costs
May sue to collect penalty for violation of chemical
dependency counselor regulations
May institute an action in district court for an
injunction, a civil penalty, or both
Shall represent the executive council in an action
brought to enforce this chapter (Social Workers)
If a person fails to comply with a subpoena, the
executive council, acting through the attorney
general, may file suit to enforce the subpoena
(Texas Behavioral Health Executive Council)
Certain informal proceedings require the presence
of a member of the executive council’s legal staff or
an attorney employed by the attorney general to
advise the executive council or the executive
council’s employees
If the person does not pay the administrative
penalty and enforcement of the penalty is not
stayed, the executive council may refer the matter
to the attorney general for collection of the penalty
Shall represent the executive council in an action
under this section
Shall bring an action to recover a civil penalty
authorized under this section
The board may be represented by counsel, including
the attorney general, if necessary in a legal action
taken under this subtitle
The executive director may refer the matter to the
attorney general for collection of the penalty
May, at the request of the board, petition a district
court for an injunction to prohibit a person who is
violating this subtitle from continuing the violation
Shall, at the request of the board, institute an
action to collect a civil penalty from a person who
has violated this subtitle or any rule adopted under
this subtitle
During certain informal proceedings, the advisory
board’s legal counsel or a representative of the
attorney general must be present to advise the
advisory board or the medical board’s staff
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§601.316
§601.358

§601.361
§601.401
§602.2521

§602.3015
§602.352
§603.407

§603.451
§603.4515
§603.508
§604.209

§604.214
§604.308
§604.311

Shall represent the expert in any suit resulting
from a service provided by the person in good faith
to the advisory board
If the person does not pay the administrative
penalty and the enforcement of the penalty is not
stayed, the advisory board may refer the matter to
the attorney general for collection
May sue to collect administrative penalty for
violation of radiology technologist regulations
May sue to enjoined continued or threatened
violation for injunctive relief or to recover the civil
penalty
Certain informal procedures require the medical
board’s legal counsel or a representative of the
attorney general to be present to advise the medical
board or the medical board’s employees
Shall, at the request of the medical board, bring an
action to recover a civil penalty authorized under
this section (Medical Physicists)
May sue to collect the penalty
Certain informal procedures require the presence of
a representative of the attorney general or the
medical board’s legal counsel to advise the medical
board or the medical board’s employees
The medical board may request the attorney
general to commence an action to enjoin a violation
of this chapter
Shall, at the request of the medical board, bring an
action to recover a civil penalty
May sue to collect the penalty
During certain informal proceedings, the advisory
board’s legal counsel or a representative of the
attorney general must be present to advise the
advisory board or the medical board’s staff
Shall represent the expert in any suit resulting
from a service provided by the person in good faith
to the advisory board
May sue to collect civil penalty for violation of
respiratory care practitioner regs.
May sue to collect administrative penalty for
violation
of
respiratory
care
practitioner
regulations
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§702.551
§702.552

§702.554

§801.158
§801.408

§801.458
§801.502
§801.503
§901.166
§901.510
§901.557
§901.6011
§1001.213
§1001.603

May investigate an alleged violation of this chapter
enforce any penalty or remedy authorized by this
chapter; may recover reasonable expenses and costs
May file suit against a person who violates, or
threatens to violate, this chapter to obtain an
injunction to enjoin the person from violating this
chapter; or recover a civil penalty under Section
702.553
The attorney general or a district or county
attorney may file suit to recover a civil penalty
against a person who violates an injunction issued
under this subchapter in an amount not to exceed
$25,000 for a single violation
May sue to enforce subpoena in case involving
violation of veterinarian regulations, and to collect
penalty (801.503)
Certain informal proceedings require the presence
of the board’s general counsel or a representative of
the attorney general during an informal proceeding
to advise the board or the board’s employees
The executive director may refer the matter to the
attorney general for collection of the penalty
May bring an action for an injunction, or a
proceeding incident to an injunction, to enforce this
chapter; or enjoin a person
Shall, at the request of the board, bring an action to
recover a civil penalty authorized by this section
May sue to enforce subpoena in case involving
violation of accountant regulations, and to collect
penalty (901.557)
The attorney general or an attorney employed by
the board shall represent the board at each hearing
under this subchapter
The board may refer the matter to the attorney
general for collection of the penalty
May, at the request of the board, petition a district
court for an injunction
May sue to enforce subpoena in case involving
violation of engineer regulations, and to collect
penalty (1001.504)
The authority of the board to issue an advisory
opinion under this subchapter does not affect the
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§1002.154
§1002.455
§1051.204
§1051.209
§1051.458
§1051.502
§1051.504
§1071.358
§1071.503
§1101.157
§1101.608
§1101.708
§1101.752
§1102.357

§1102.404

§1103.454
§1103.551

authority of the attorney general to issue an opinion
as authorized by law
Shall act as legal advisor to the board and shall
provide
legal
assistance
as
necessary
(Geoscientists)
May sue to collect administrative penalty
May sue to enforce subpoena in case involving
violation of architect regulations, and to collect
penalty (1051.458)
Shall act as legal advisor to the board and shall
provide legal assistance to enforce this subtitle
The board may refer the matter to the attorney
general for enforcement
The board may be represented by the attorney
general
The board may refer the violation to the attorney
general for further action
Shall promptly apply for a court order for license
state land surveyor to cross land under this section
Shall, at the request of the board, bring an action to
recover the civil penalty
May sue to enforce subpoena in case involving
violation of real estate broker and salesperson
regulations, and to collect penalty (1101.708)
May protect the real estate recovery trust account
from unjust claims, and ensure compliance with
trust recovery requirements under Ch. 1101
May refer the matter to the attorney general for
collection of the penalty
May enjoin a violation or potential violation of real
estate broker/salesperson regulations
May act under this subsection to protect the fund
from spurious or unjust claims or ensure
compliance with the requirements for recovery
under this subchapter
May bring an action to enforce this chapter or to
abate or enjoin a violation of this chapter or a rule
adopted under this chapter as prescribed by
Sections 1101.751 and 1101.752
May file suit to enforce the subpoena
Shall act as legal advisor to the board and provide
necessary legal assistance
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§1103.553
§1103.5535
§1104.206
§1104.251
§1104.252
§1105.008

§1151.205
§1201.409
§1201.611
§1301.256
§1301.505
§1301.712
§1305.302
§1602.153
§1603.451
§1603.452
§1603.454
§1701.3545

May bring an action in district court to recover a
civil penalty under this section for frivolous
complaints
May bring an action to recover a civil penalty under
this section for engaging in activity without
required certificate or license
May file suit to enforce the subpoena
Shall act as legal advisor to the board and provide
necessary legal assistance
May bring an action to recover a civil penalty under
this section for engaging in activity without
required registration
Shall represent the agency in any litigation and
may assess and collect from the agency reasonable
attorney’s fees associated with any litigation (SelfDirected and Semi-Independent Status of Texas
Real Estate Commission)
May sue to enforce subpoena in case involving
violation of property tax professional regulations
Shall file suit for recovery of the amount due the
manufactured homeowner consumer claims
program
May sue to collect penalty for violation of
manufactured housing regulations
May sue to enforce subpoena in case involving
violation of plumber regulations, and to collect
penalty (1301.712)
Shall represent the board in an action to enforce
this chapter (plumbers)
May sue to collect the penalty
May institute an action for an injunction or a civil
penalty under this chapter (Electricians)
May sue to enforce subpoena in case involving
violation of cosmetologist regulations
Shall initiate a suit for injunction and proceedings
for suspension or revocation of the certificate,
license, or permit
May sue to collect civil penalty for barbers and
cosmetologist violations
Shall represent the department in an action to
enforce this chapter
A constable who does not comply with this section
forfeits the office and the attorney general shall
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§1701.506
§1702.382
§1702.383

§1703.401

§1803.151
§1803.153
§1804.201
§1804.203
§1901.404
§1902.404
§1951.204
§1951.602
§1954.355
§1954.401
§1956.201

institute a quo warranto proceeding to remove the
constable from office
Shall represent the commission in the appeal
May sue to enjoin for a violation by the private
security of this chapter or administrative rule
May institute a civil suit in a Travis County district
court or in a district court in the county in which
the violation occurred for injunctive relief under
Section 1702.382 or for assessment and recovery of
the civil penalty.
If a person violates this chapter, the department,
through the attorney general, shall apply in the
state’s name for an order to enjoin the violation of
or to enforce compliance with this chapter
May request information from a public safety entity
to verify a registration statement
May sue to enjoin violation of solicitation of public
safety organizations regulations, or to collect
penalty
May
request
information
from
veterans
organization to verify a registration statement
May sue to enjoin violation of solicitation of
veterans organizations regulations
Shall, at the request of the executive director, bring
an action for injunctive relief, to recover a civil
penalty, or for both (Water Well Drillers)
Shall, at the request of the executive director, bring
an action for injunctive relief, to recover a civil
penalty, or for both (Water Well Pump Installers)
May sue to enforce subpoena in case involving
violation of structural pest control regulations, and
to collect penalty (1951.558)
Shall, at the request of the commissioner, institute
and conduct an action for the injunctive relief, to
recover the civil penalty, or both
May sue to collect penalty for violation of asbestos
regulations
The commissioner may request the attorney
general to bring a civil suit for injunctive relief, the
assessment and recovery of a civil penalty, or both
May initiate an action for an injunction to prohibit
a person from violating this chapter
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§1956.202
§1957.004
§2001.157
§2001.558
§2001.560
§2001.608
§2002.058
§2004.010

§2022.012

§2025.101
§2033.057
§2033.106

§2051.403

§2052.303

May sue to collect penalty for violation of metal
recycling regulations; may recover reasonable
expenses and costs
May sue to collect penalty for violation of industrial
hygienist regulations
May request that a commercial lessor disclose
certain financial information
May sue to enjoin violations of Bingo regulations
May examine or cause to be examined the records
of an authorized organization that is or has been
licensed to conduct bingo
May sue to collect penalty for violations of Bingo
Regulations
May sue to enjoin a raffle that would violate state
gambling law
May bring an action for a permanent or temporary
injunction or a temporary restraining order
prohibiting conduct involving a raffle or similar
procedure
Shall designate at least one member of the attorney
general’s staff to counsel and advise the commission
and represent the commission in legal proceedings
(Texas Racing Commission)
Shall, on receipt of information relating to the
violation, file suit for cancellation of the charter and
revocation of the license
A complaint alleging a violation of this subtitle
(Texas Racing Act) may be instituted by the
attorney general
The executive director may refer the matter to the
attorney general for enforcement by injunction and
any other available remedy and the attorney
general is entitled to recover reasonable attorney’s
fees
May sue to enforce a subpoena in cases involving
violations of athlete agent regulations, to enjoin
violations (2051.405), and to recover penalty
(2051.456)
May file a civil suit to assess and recover a civil
penalty under Subsection (a); or enjoin a person
who violates or threatens to violate this chapter or
a rule adopted under this chapter from continuing
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§2151.151
§2153.353
§2301.804

§§2303.301

§2308.502

§2309.252
§2310.003
§2352.204
XX.
§12.303
§22.035

§24.011

the violation or threat in the realm of combative
sports
May sue to enjoin violations of amusement ride
regulations
May file action against an unlicensed or
unregistered
coin-operated
machine
owner/operator
At the request of the board or the executive director,
if authorized by the presiding officer of the board,
the attorney general shall bring in the name of the
state a suit for an injunction or a civil penalty (Sale
or Lease of Motor Vehicles)
May, at the request of the department institute an
action for injunctive relief, civil penalty, or both,
and recover reasonable attorney’s fees and court
costs (Vehicle Storage Facilities)
May institute an action for an injunction or a civil
penalty under this chapter (Vehicle Towing and
Booting)

ALD
ALD
Consumer
Protection,
ALD, Fin Lit,
Gen Lit

Consumer
Protection,
ALD, Fin Lit,
Gen Lit
Consumer
Protection,
ALD, Fin Lit,
Gen Lit
May institute an action for an injunction or a civil EPD, ALD, Fin
penalty under this chapter (Used Automotive Parts Lit, Gen Lit
Recyclers)
May sue to collect penalty for violating motor fuel EPD, ALD, Fin
metering standards (Effective Sept 1, 2020)
Lit, Gen Lit
May sue to collect a civil penalty under this section Gen Lit, ALD,
and may recover reasonable expenses
Fin Lit

Tex. Parks & Wild. Code Ann.
May sue to recover value for fish & animals illegally EPD
killed or taken.
The attorney general shall approve the bonds if he PFD
finds that they have been issued in accordance with
the constitution and this subchapter and that they
will be binding special obligations of the
department (State Parks)
Shall file suit against a political subdivision or EPD
nonprofit that fails to comply with the
requirements of this subchapter (State Assistance
for Local Parks)
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§24.060
§47.052
§81.104

§§82.203;
.603
§86.025

Shall file suit against a county, municipality, or
nonprofit that fails to comply with the
requirements of this subchapter
Violations of the above sections may also be
enjoined by the attorney general by suit filed in a
district court in Travis County
Condemnation suits under this subchapter shall be
brought in the name of the State of Texas by the
attorney general at the request of the department
and shall be held in Travis County
Condemnation suits brought under this subchapter
shall be brought in the name of the State of Texas
by the attorney general at the request of the
department
Shall, at the request of the director, bring suit for
injunctive relief, recover a civil penalty, recover the
value of material taken in violation of this chapter,
or for any appropriate combination of these
remedies

XXI. Tex. Penal Code
§1.09
With the consent of the appropriate local county or
district attorney, the attorney general has
concurrent jurisdiction with that consenting local
prosecutor to prosecute under this code any offense
an element of which occurs on state property or any
offense that involves the use, unlawful
appropriation, or misapplication of state property,
including state funds
§12.47
If requested to do so by a prosecuting attorney, may
assist the prosecuting attorney in the investigation
or prosecution of an offense committed because of
bias or prejudice
§31.03
With the consent of the appropriate local county or
district attorney, the attorney general has
concurrent jurisdiction with that consenting local
prosecutor to prosecute an offense under this
section that involves the state Medicaid program
§32.32
With the consent of the appropriate local county or
district attorney, the attorney general has
concurrent jurisdiction with that consenting local
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EPD
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EPD
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Criminal
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Criminal
Prosecution,
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Investigation
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§§32.45

§33.04

§33.05

§33A.06

§34.03

§35.04

§37.10

§39.015

prosecutor to prosecute an offense under this
section that involves a mortgage loan
With the consent of the appropriate local county or
district attorney, the attorney general has
concurrent jurisdiction with that consenting local
prosecutor to prosecute an offense under this
section that involves the state Medicaid program
If requested to do so by a prosecuting attorney, may
assist the prosecuting attorney in the investigation
or prosecution of an offense under this chapter or of
any other offense involving the use of a computer
With the consent of the appropriate local county or
district attorney, the attorney general has
concurrent jurisdiction with that consenting local
prosecutor to investigate or prosecute an offense
under this section (Voting Machine)
If requested to do so by a prosecuting attorney, may
assist the prosecuting attorney in the investigation
or prosecution of an offense under this chapter or of
any other offense involving the use of
telecommunications equipment, services, or
devices
If requested to do so by a prosecuting attorney, may
assist in the prosecution of an offense under this
chapter (Money Laundering)

Criminal
Investigation
MFCU, CMF

Criminal
Prosecution,
Criminal
Investigation
Criminal
Prosecution,
Criminal
Investigation
Criminal
Prosecution,
Criminal
Investigation

Criminal
Prosecution,
Criminal
Investigation
May prosecute an insurance fraud case, or offer the Criminal
prosecutor the AG’s resources
Prosecution,
Criminal
Investigation
With the consent of the appropriate local county or MFCU, CMF
district attorney, the attorney general has
concurrent jurisdiction with that consenting local
prosecutor to prosecute an offense under this
section that involves the state Medicaid program
(Perjury and Other Falsification)
With the consent of the appropriate local county or Criminal
district attorney, the attorney general has Prosecution,
concurrent jurisdiction with that consenting local Criminal
prosecutor to prosecute an offense under this Investigation
chapter (Abuse of Office)
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§39.04

§48.03

Shall have concurrent jurisdiction with law Criminal
enforcement agencies to investigate violations of Investigation,
this statute involving serious bodily injury or death Criminal
Investigation
With the consent of the appropriate local county or CI, CP, SL
district attorney, the attorney general has
concurrent jurisdiction with that consenting local
prosecutor to prosecute an offense under this
section (conduct affecting public health)

XXII. Tex. Prop. Code Ann.
§5.207
May institute an action for injunctive or Gen Lit, Fin Lit
declaratory relief to restrain a violation of this
subchapter regarding conveyances; may institute
an action for civil penalties against a payee for a
violation of this chapter
§12.017
May sue to collect penalty for knowing filing of Fin
Lit,
false affidavit related to mortgages
Criminal
Prosecution
§71.109
The attorney general or the other person acting on Gen Lit, Fin Lit
behalf of the state in the escheat proceeding may
make an appeal or file the writ
§71.301
As the comptroller elects and with the approval of Gen Lit, Fin Lit
the attorney general, the attorney general, the
county attorney or criminal district attorney for
the county, or the district attorney for the district
shall represent the comptroller
§74.304
Shall, on written notice of the claim, defend the Fin Lit
holder against the claim
§74.702
May at any reasonable time and place, examine the Fin Lit
books and records of any person to determine
whether the person has complied with this title
§74.703
May employ additional personnel necessary to Fin Lit
enforce this title (Report, Delivery, and Claims
Process)
§74.704
If the comptroller requests, the attorney general Fin Lit
shall assist the comptroller in enforcing this title
§74.709
Shall, on the request of the comptroller, bring an Fin Lit
action and may recover reasonable attorney’s fees
§74.712
Shall, on the request of the comptroller, bring suit Fin Lit
to enforce the subpoena
§77.152
Shall, on written notice of the claim, defend the Accounting,
holder against the claim
Budget, CVS
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§77.201
§77.302
§77.304
§113.026

§113.030
§123.002
§123.003
§221.075
§301.086

§301.112

§301.131

§301.132

§301.133

A claim under this subsection may be submitted by
the attorney general or the comptroller on behalf of
the state or state agency
May, at any reasonable time and place, examine
the books and records of any holder
Shall, on the request of the comptroller, bring suit
to enforce the subpoena
If the attorney general determines that one or more
replacement charitable beneficiaries do not have
the same or similar charitable purpose as the failed
charitable beneficiary, the attorney general shall
request in writing that a district court in the
county in which the trust was created review the
selection
May bring an action to enforce the provisions of
this section
May intervene in proceeding involving a charitable
trust and may join and enter into compromise or
settlement relating to a charitable trust
receives notice of any proceeding involving a
charitable trust or else any judgment in that
proceeding is voidable
May sue to for collection of civil penalty and/or
injunctive relief for violation of Texas Timeshare
Act
On receipt of the commission’s authorization, the
attorney general shall promptly file the action
At the request of the commission, the attorney
general shall sue to recover a civil penalty due
under this section
If a timely election is made, the commission shall
authorize the attorney general shall file in a
district court a civil action seeking relief on behalf
of the aggrieved person
May file civil action for appropriate relief against
repeat offenders of Fair Housing Act
May enforce the subpoena
proceedings in district court
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§301.155

Protection, Gen
Lit
On request of the commission, the attorney general Fin
Lit,
may intervene in an action under this subchapter Consumer
if the commission certifies that the case is of public Protection, Gen
importance
Lit

XXIII. Tex. Spec. Dist. Code Ann.
§3503.203
Shall approve the bonds and the contract if find
that the bonds have been authorized and the
contract was entered into in accordance with law
§§5007.006 Approve bonds (Port of Houston Authority of
Harris County, Texas)
§8101.262
If the attorney general finds that the bonds have
been authorized and the contract has been made in
accordance with law, the attorney general shall
approve the bonds and contract (Athens Municipal
Water Authority)
§8104.309
If the attorney general finds that the bonds or
notes have been authorized and that the lease or
contract has been made in accordance with law,
the attorney general shall approve the bonds or
notes and the lease or contract (Baytown Area
Water Authority)
§8502.012
If the attorney general finds that the bonds have
been authorized and the contract has been made
and entered into in accordance with law, the
attorney general shall approve the bonds and the
contract
§8503.023
May sue to enforce compliance with public access
rights to LCRA “lands” Lower Colorado River
Authority
§8506.115
On notice by a resident of this state of a violation
of this section, the attorney general shall institute
the proper legal proceedings to require the
authority or its successor to comply with this
section (Upper Colorado River Authority)
§8801.105
Shall, at the request of the district, defend the
district in suits brought against the district in all
district and appellate courts of this state and in the
courts of the United States (Harris-Galveston
Subsidence District)
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§8801.204

§8834.118

§8834.252
§8888.254

Shall, at the request of the board, or the general
manager if authorized by the board, institute and
conduct an action against any person in the name
of the district for injunctive relief or to recover a
civil penalty, or both
Shall, if requested by the district, represent the
district in the district courts and appellate courts
of this state and in the courts of the United States
(Fort Bend Subsidence District)
Shall institute an action under this section at the
request of the board, or at the request of the
general manager if authorized by the board
If the attorney general finds that the bonds have
been authorized and the contract has been made in
accordance with law, the attorney general shall
approve the bonds and the contract

XXIV. Tex. Tax Code Ann.
§111.002
If a forfeiture is not paid, the attorney general
shall file suit to recover the forfeiture in a court of
competent jurisdiction in Travis County or in any
other county where venue lies
§111.003
The governor shall notify the attorney general,
who shall institute criminal and civil proceedings
in the name of the state against persons accused of
a violation or negligence of duty
§111.006
May use information otherwise confidential (e.g.
tax returns) to enforce any provision of the tax code
in relation to collection procedures; may disclose
certain information to a municipality or county;
information in possession of attorney general
remains confidential
§111.0075
May institute and conduct a suit to collect the
penalty authorized by this section and to restrain
the person from continuing to violate this section
(collection procedures)
§111.010
The attorney general shall bring suit in the name
of the state to recover delinquent state taxes, tax
penalties, and interest owed to the state
§111.011
May sue to enjoin continued business from an
entity failing to file a tax report or failing to pay a
tax
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§112.104

§112.105

§112.106

§112.153
§151.262
§151.471
§151.488
§151.601
§154.501
§155.201
§162.007
§171.210

If the attorney general determines that the
amount of a bond filed under this subchapter is
insufficient to cover double the amount of taxes,
fees, and penalties accruing after the restraining
order or injunction is granted, the attorney
general shall demand that the applicant file an
additional bond
In taxpayer suits, the attorney general or the state
official authorized to enforce the collection of a tax
to which an order or injunction under this
subchapter applies may file in the court that has
granted the order or injunction an affidavit stating
that the applicant has failed to comply with or has
violated a provision of this subchapter
Taxes, fees, and penalties that are secured by a
bond and remain unpaid after a demand for
payment shall be recovered in a suit by the
attorney general
Shall represent the comptroller in a suit under this
subchapter
May sue to enjoin a person from selling sales or
excise taxable items subject to imposed taxes
without a valid permit or license
Shall prosecute the action on the comptroller’s
behalf and are entitled to recover court costs and
reasonable attorney’s fees
Shall prosecute the action on the comptroller’s
behalf and are entitled to recover court costs and
reasonable attorney’s fees
the action shall be prosecuted by the attorney
general (delinquent taxes)
Shall bring a suit to recover penalties under this
section (cigarette tax)
Shall bring suits to recover penalties under this
section (cigars and tobacco products tax)
May file suit to collect unpaid motor fuel taxes
May use information made confidential by this
chapter; may authorize the use of the confidential
information in a judicial proceeding in which the
state is a party; general may authorize
examination of the confidential information by
another state officer of this state, a law
enforcement official of this state, a tax official of
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§171.303
§181.103
§182.103
§201.303

§201.354
§202.054
§202.056

§204.009
§321.310

§322.207

§323.310

another state or an official of the federal
government if the other state or the federal
government has a reciprocal arrangement with
this state (as it applies to Franchise Tax)
Shall bring suit to forfeit the charter or certificate
of authority of the corporation if a ground exists for
the forfeiture of the charter or certificate
May sue to enjoin a person who is cement taxdelinquent from engaging in cement taxable
activities
Shall bring suits to collect penalties under this
chapter (Miscellaneous gross receipts taxes)
May enforce tax lien by filing suit in connection
with gas production tax. If a tax imposed by this
chapter is delinquent or if interest or a penalty on
a delinquent tax has not been paid, the state has a
prior lien for the tax, penalty, and interest on all
property and equipment used by the producer to
produce gas
Shall bring a suit for the collection of a penalty
imposed
May sue to collect penalty for violation of oil
recovery
project
termination
notification
requirements
May sue to collect penalty for violating taxexemption protocols for formerly inactive oil wells
(exemption for oil and gas from wells previously
inactive); see also(202.059 exemption for
hydrocarbons from Terra wells, 202.060 exemption
for oil and gas from reactivated orphaned wells)
May sue to collect penalty for misapplying new
field discovery tax credits
May disapprove of the institution of a suit by a
municipality under Section 321.309(b) if certain
conditions are met as listed in the statute
(Municipal Sales and Use Tax Act)
May disapprove of the institution of a suit by a
taxing entity under Section 322.206(b) if certain
conditions are met as listed in the statute (Sales
and Use Taxes for Special Purpose Taxing
Authorities)
May disapprove of the institution of a suit by a
county under Section 323.309(b) if certain
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conditions are met as listed in the statute (County
Sales and Use Tax Act)
XXV. Tex. Transp. Code Ann.
§21.153
May sue to enforce subpoena in aeronautics
investigation cases, and may bring suit for
violation of aeronautics regulations (21.156)
§21.154
Shall institute and conduct a suit for the penalty
§21.156
May bring suit to enforce this chapter
§22.157
If the attorney general determines that the
obligations are issued in accordance with this
chapter, the attorney general shall approve them
(County and Municipal Airports)
§52.006
Shall send the governor and the commissioner a
list of each state or local agency that the attorney
general determines has jurisdiction to administer
laws regarding environmental protection, land
and water use, and coastal zone management in
the area in which the deepwater port is located
§61.007
Shall assist a board in the enforcement of this
chapter (Compulsory Pilotage)
§111.058
For a penalty provided under this chapter that is
recoverable by the state, the attorney general, or
an attorney acting under the direction of the
attorney general, may bring suit in the name of
the state (Regulation by Texas Department of
Transportation)
§191.006
Shall immediately bring an action against a
railroad company or other corporation, firm,
partnership, or individual who violates this
chapter to collect a civil penalty (Structures and
materials near railroad or railway)
§201.407
The department, in collaboration with the office
of the attorney general, shall establish the
content of the training (recognition and
prevention of smuggling and trafficking of
persons)
§201.943
If the attorney general finds that they will be
issued in accordance with this subchapter and
other applicable law, the attorney general shall
approve them
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§201.973

§202.030

§203.054
§222.004

§222.035
§222.075
§224.004
§228.108

§228.154

§366.116

§370.116

If the attorney general finds that they will be
issued in accordance with this subchapter and
other applicable law, the attorney general shall
approve them
Must approve a transfer or conveyance that is
made under this subchapter if the value of the
real property transferred or conveyed is $10,000
or more (Control of Transportation Assets)
Must bring suit to prosecute a condemnation suit
for the transportation commission
If the attorney general finds that they will be
issued in accordance with this section and other
applicable law, the attorney general shall
approve them and deliver them to the comptroller
for registration (Funding and Federal Aid)
Shall monitor federal legislation for purposes of
this section
On determining that the revenue bonds have
been authorized in accordance with law, the
attorney general shall approve the revenue bonds
The commission shall direct the attorney general
to initiate eminent domain proceedings on behalf
of the state to acquire the right-of-way
If the attorney general determines that the
bonds, the bond proceedings, and any supporting
contract are authorized by law, the attorney
general shall approve the bonds and deliver to
the comptroller (State highway Toll Projects)
If the attorney general determines that the
agreement is in accordance with law, the
attorney general shall approve the agreement
and deliver to the commission a copy of the legal
opinion of the attorney general stating that
approval
If the attorney general determines that the
bonds, the bond proceedings, and any supporting
contract are authorized by law, the attorney
general shall approve the bonds and deliver to
the comptroller (Regional Tollway Authorities)
If the attorney general determines that the
bonds, the bond proceedings, and any supporting
contract are authorized by law, the attorney
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§371.051

§391.034
§391.035
§391.125
§391.126
§391.254
§392.0355
§394.081
§394.087
§431.071

§451.355

§452.355

§453.305

general shall approve the bonds and deliver to
the comptroller (Regional Mobility Authorities)
Shall provide a legal sufficiency determination
and set the examination free (Comprehensive
Development Agreements for Highway Toll
Projects)
The department may direct the attorney general
to apply for an injunction
May sue to collect penalty for violation of outdoor
advertising regulations
The department may request the attorney
general to apply for an injunction to require the
screening of the junkyard
May sue to collect penalty for violation of
junkyard and auto graveyard regulations
May bring suit to collect the penalty
May sue to collect penalty for violation of
highway beautification on state right-of-way
regulations
May sue to collect the civil penalty (Regulation of
Outdoor Signs on Rural Roads)
The department may direct the attorney general
to apply for an injunction to require the removal
of the sign
If the attorney general finds that the bond or
note, and any supporting contract are authorized
under this chapter, the attorney general shall
approve them (Texas Transportation Corporation
Act)
If the attorney general finds that the bonds have
been issued in conformity with the constitution
and this chapter and that the bonds will be a
binding obligation of the issuing authority, the
attorney general shall approve the bonds
(Metropolitan Rapid Transit Authorities)
If the attorney general finds that the bonds have
been issued in conformity with the constitution
and this chapter and that the bonds will be a
binding obligation of the issuing authority, the
attorney general shall approve the bonds
(Regional Transportation Authority)
If the attorney general finds that the bonds have
been issued in conformity with the constitution
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§457.254

§463.205

§503.092
§521.062

§521.453
§542.2035

§547.208

§548.4045
§548.408

and this chapter and that the bonds will be a
bonding obligation of the issuing transit
department, the attorney general shall approve
the bonds (Municipal Transit Departments)
If the attorney general finds that the bonds have
been issued in conformity with the constitution
and this chapter and that the bonds will be a
bonding obligation of the issuing authority, the
attorney general shall approve the bonds (County
Mass Transit Authority)
If the attorney general finds that the bonds have
been issued in conformity with the constitution
and this chapter and that the bonds will be a
bonding obligation of the issuing authority, the
attorney general shall approve the bonds
(Regional Transit Authorities)
May enforce this chapter and bring an
enforcement action (Dealer’s and Manufacturer’s
Vehicle License Plates)
May file a suit against a person with whom the
department has contracted under this section,
driver record monitoring pilot program, for
injunctive relief or civil penalties; may recover
reasonable expenses and costs (Driver’s Licenses
and Certificates)
May bring an action to enjoin a violation or
threatened violation of this section for a fictitious
license or certificate
The attorney general shall enforce this
subsection (a municipality may not implement or
operate an automated traffic control system with
respect to a highway or street under its
jurisdiction for the purpose of enforcing
compliance with posted speed limits)
Shall represent the department in the suit (to
prohibit the manufacture, offer, distribution, or
sale of an item of vehicle equipment that is
subject of a department order)
May bring suit in the name of this state to recover
on the bond
The district or county attorney or the attorney
general shall represent the director in the appeal
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§548.6015
§623.273

§643.255

§644.152
§644.154
§728.004

§728.022
§1001.006

May bring suit in the name of this state to collect
the penalty for violation of compulsory inspection
of vehicles regulation
May, at the request of the department, petition a
district court for appropriate injunctive relief to
prevent or abate a violation of this chapter or a
rule or order adopted under this chapter and may
recover reasonable expenses (Permits for
Oversize or Overweight Vehicles)
May, at the request of the department, petition a
district court for appropriate injunctive relief to
prevent or abate a violation of this chapter or a
rule or order adopted under this chapter and may
recover reasonable expenses (Motor Carrier
Registration)
May sue to collect penalty for failure to permit
commercial motor vehicle inspection
Shall sue to enjoin a violation or a threatened
violation of a rule adopted under this chapter on
request of the director
May enforce this subchapter and may bring an
action in the county in which a violation has
occurred (Sale or Transfer of Motor Vehicles and
Master Keys)
May bring an action to recover the civil penalty
imposed
Shall defend an action brought against the board
or the department or an action brought against
an employee of the department as a result of the
employee’s official act or omission, regardless of
whether at the time of the institution of the
action that person has terminated service with
the department
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XXVI. Tex. Util. Code Ann.
§12.004
Shall represent the commission in a matter before EPD
a state court, a court of the United States, or a
federal public utility regulatory commission
§15.021
Shall, on the request of the commission, apply in EPD
the name of the commission for a court order
(Judicial Review, Enforcement, and penalties)
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§15.025

§15.028

§15.029

§39.151
§64.203
§105.021
§105.023

§121.052
§121.203

§121.205
§121.210
§141.005

§251.060

If the person does not pay the amount of the
penalty and the enforcement of the penalty is not
stayed, the executive director may refer the matter
to the attorney general for collection of the amount
of the penalty
Shall file in the name of the commission a suit on
the attorney general’s own initiative or at the
request of the commission to recover the civil
penalty under this section
A civil penalty under this section is recoverable in
a suit filed in the name of the commission by the
attorney general on the attorney general’s own
initiative or at the request of the commission
May sue to compel independent organizations to
comply with utility commission rules
May investigate violations of mobile phone number
publications, and may enjoin activity and collect
penalty
Shall, on the request of the railroad commission,
apply in the name of the commission for an order
Shall file in the name of the railroad commission a
suit on the attorney general’s own initiative or at
the request of the commission to recover the civil
penalty under this section
Shall enforce this section by injunction or other
remedy (pipelines: monopolies subject to railroad
commission)
The attorney general, on behalf of the railroad
commission, is entitled to injunctive relief to
restrain a violation of a safety standard adopted
under this subchapter
A civil penalty may be compromised by the
attorney general
An administrative penalty may be recovered in a
civil action brought by the attorney general at the
request of the railroad commission
At the request of the commission, the attorney
general shall bring suit for the appointment of a
receiver to collect the assets and carry on the
business of a distribution system retailer
The corporation shall refer the recommended
penalty to the attorney general, who shall institute
a suit in a court of competent jurisdiction to recover
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the penalty (Underground
Prevention and Safety)
XXVII.
§6.114

§6.115
§6.190

§7.032

§7.072

§7.105

§7.106

§7.110
§7.111
§11.0842

Facility

Damage

Tex. Water Code Ann.
Shall seek a writ of mandamus and any other legal
or equitable remedy and may recover reasonable
attorney’s fees and costs (Texas Water
Development Board)
Shall bring suit for the appointment of a receiver
The executive administrator, on behalf of the
board, shall obtain the approval of the attorney
general as to the legality of a resolution of the
board authorizing state ownership in a project
On request of the executive director, the attorney
general or the prosecuting attorney in a county in
which the violation occurs shall initiate a suite for
injunctive relief
An administrative penalty owed under this
subchapter may be recovered in a civil action
brought by the attorney general at the request of
the commission
On the request of the executive director or the
commission, the attorney general shall institute a
suit in the name of the state for injunctive relief,
to recover a civil penalty, or for both
The attorney general’s office and the executive
director may agree to resolve any violation, before
or after referral, by an administrative order issued
by the commission with the approval of the
attorney general
Shall promptly consider any written comments
and may withdraw or withhold consent to the
proposed order, judgment, or other agreements …
On request by the commission, the attorney
general shall file suit to recover security
If the person does not pay the amount of the
penalty and the enforcement of the penalty is not
stayed, the commission may refer the matter to the
attorney general for collection of the amount of the
penalty
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§11.456
§12.082

§13.014

§13.412

§13.414

§15.212

§15.435

§15.475

§15.905

§16.053

On the request of the commission, the attorney
general shall seek injunctive relief to carry out the
purpose of this section
After the attorney general receives the notice, he
may bring an action for injunctive relief, or he may
bring quo warranto proceedings against the
directors
Shall represent the commission or the utility
commission under this chapter in all matters
before the state courts and any courts of the United
States
At the request of the utility commission or the
commission, the attorney general shall bring suit
for the appointment of a receiver to collect the
assets and carry on the business of a water or
sewer utility
Shall institute suit on his own initiative or at the
request of, in the name of, and on behalf of the
utility commission or the commission in a court of
competent jurisdiction to recover the penalty
under this section
Shall, at the request of the board, take all
necessary legal action to assist the board in
carrying out this subsection (Texas Water
Assistance Program)
If the attorney general finds that the agreement
has been made in accordance with the constitution
and other laws of this state, the attorney general
shall approve the agreement and the comptroller
shall register the (Bond Enhancement) agreement
If the attorney general finds that the revenue
bonds have been authorized in accordance with
law, the attorney general shall approve the
revenue bonds
If the attorney general finds that the loan
agreement and the promissory note are valid and
binding obligations of the political subdivision or
water supply corporation, the attorney general
shall approve the documents and deliver them to
the comptroller
The attorney general, on request, shall represent a
regional water planning group, a representative
who serves on the regional water planning group,
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§16.354

§17.859
§20.076

§26.3513
§26.355
§27.103

§29.053

§30.056

§36.181

or an employee of a political subdivision that
contracts with the regional water planning group
in a suit arising from an act or omission relating to
the regional water planning group
May sue to enforce a county or municipal rule
adopted under 16.350, collect penalty under
16.352, enjoin activity under 16.353, get damages
under 16.3535, and enforce a political subdivision’s
rules, all relating to economically distressed area
water regulations
If the attorney general finds that the revenue
bonds have been authorized in accordance with
law, he shall approve the revenue bonds
shall institute appropriate proceedings for
mandamus or other legal remedies to compel the
political subdivision or its officers, agents, and
employees to cure the default by performing those
duties that they are legally obligated to perform
(Texas Water Resources Finance Authority)
Shall file suit on behalf of the commission to seek
the relief provided by this section (Water Quality
Control)
At the request of the commission, the attorney
general shall initiate court proceedings to recover
costs under this section
At the request of the railroad commission, the
attorney general shall institute and conduct a suit
in the name of the State of Texas for injunctive
relief or to recover the civil penalty, or for both
(Injection Wells)
At the request of the railroad commission, the
attorney general shall institute and conduct a suit
in the name of the state for injunctive relief or
other appropriate remedy or to recover a civil
penalty (Oil and Gas Waste Haulers)
If the attorney general finds that the bonds are
authorized and that the contract is made in
accordance with the constitution and laws of this
state, he shall approve the bonds and the contract
If the attorney general finds that the bonds or
notes have been authorized in accordance with
law, the attorney general shall approve them, and
they shall be registered by the comptroller
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§49.182
§49.184

§51.427

§53.177

§55.405

§56.205

§58.446
§58.447

§58.457

§62.196
§63.253
§66.315

May sue to enjoin or quo warranto against
directors for improper water construction and
improvement projects
Shall carefully examine the bonds, with regards to
the record and the constitution and laws of this
state governing the issuance of bonds, and shall
officially approve and certify the bonds if …
Shall examine all the proceedings and shall
require any further evidence and make any further
examination which he considers advisable; then
shall file an answer to the suit … (Water Control
and Improvement Districts)
Shall carefully examine the bonds in connection
with the record and the constitution and laws of
this state governing the issuance of bonds; shall
certify the bonds if he finds that they conform to
the record and the constitution and laws of this
state … (Fresh Water Supply Districts)
Shall approve the bonds if they are issued in
accordance with the provisions of this subchapter
and the constitution, and the bonds shall be
registered
with
the
comptroller
(Water
Improvement Districts)
Shall examine the bonds carefully and shall certify
them if he finds that they conform to the
constitution and laws of this state and are valid
and binding obligations of the district (Drainage
Districts)
Shall examine the record and give his opinion on it
(Irrigation Districts)
If the attorney general finds that the bonds are
issued according to law and are valid, binding
obligations of the district, he shall officially certify
the bonds and execute a certificate
Shall examine all the proceedings and shall
require any further evidence and make any further
examination which he considers advisable; then
shall file an answer to the suit
Shall examine and certify bonds
Shall examine and certify bonds
If the attorney general finds that the bonds have
been authorized in accordance with law, he shall
approve them
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XXVIII. Tex. Rev. Civ. Stats. Ann. arts.
581-25-1
May sue to appoint receiver if a business has
engaged in fraud, or is otherwise necessary to
protect the assets for the benefit of customers
581-3
In the event of the negligence or refusal of such
attorney to institute and prosecute such violation
(Under Article 581), the Commissioner shall submit
such evidence to the Attorney General, who is
hereby authorized to proceed therein with all the
rights, privileges and powers conferred by law upon
district or county attorneys, including the power to
appear before grand juries and to interrogate
witnesses before such grand juries.
581-32
May seek injunction, restitution, and penalty for
violation of blue sky laws
6228a-5
Under section 10(c), the attorney general may
institute an action for injunctive relief to restrain a
violation by a person who is or who appears to be in
violation of or threatening to violate this Act; or to
collect a civil penalty under this section. Under
section 10(e), the attorney general may recover
reasonable expenses.
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